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Introducing  
the CSIpix 
Comparator.   
See page 22 for  
your free demo.

Cover photo shot with our 
new Forensic Microscope/
Digital Camera  
System in about  
3 seconds.  

See page 64.

Check out our new and 
improved Zip Ease 
Evidence Tape  
Dispenser. 

See page 91.





Go to LPinsanity.com to see how crazy we can be.Why this bizarre and to some, disturbing behavior?  Because 
we as an organization are not afraid of failure.30 years ago, we decided to do something different. Crazy. 
Innovative. Unique.  We decided to start a manufacturing 
company, free from preconceived ideas or without regard to 
the tough competition already out there.  To be an innovator 
not a follower.  We wanted no part in distributing a product 
for someone else.  God forbid…just making money.Just talk to our people on the phone or in person at a trade 
show…more often than not, we are willing to take the risk 
or the chance on a person, product or technique to improve 
crime scene investigation.  Our marketing has often been 
called unconventional, unique and even twisted…but 
generally it has worked.
Did we fail on occasion? Plenty.
But there are tens of thousands of satisfied customers out 
there who would say that we are succeeding and they 
appreciate our message.  So unlike the people out there that 
get more conservative in their thinking or products as they 
get older, we’ll still be leading the charge…In our company, “Being safe all the time will get you 
killed.”

P.S. By watching this short clip, we assert that no animals 
were injured, and that the first three failed attempts were 
performed by people who knew up front the risks involved 
and decided to try it anyway.
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Latent Fingerprint Developing

All Powders subject to 
GSA Pricing

Our Fingerprint Powders come in a variety of sizes, 
types and colors allowing you to find the perfect 
powder for any surface!  And our brand new 
Powder Puff line...powder in aerosol form!

Whether you’re looking for basic powder or 
fluorescent magnetic powder we’ve got the right 
powder and applicator to fit all your fingerprinting 
needs! You won’t find better contrast or clearer 
details...we blend and sift our own powder formulas 
to exacting recipes.

Non-porous  
surfaces (glass,  
finished wood, 

plastic)

Rough,  
contaminated, 

and/or  
multi-colored  

surfaces

Grained or porous 
surfaces that might 

become contami-
nated with basic 

powder

Horizontal/ 
non-magnetic  

surfaces Best Applicator(s) The Scoop

Basic Powders

Dual-Use 
Powder

Fluorescent 
Powder

Magnetic 
Powder

Fluorescent 
Magnetic 

Powder

Electric Powder

Fiber Duster

Fiber Duster

Feather Duster
Jumbo

Feather Duster

Regular Magnetic
Spring-Loaded 
Magnetic

Regular Magnetic
Spring-Loaded  
Magnetic

Fiber Duster

Pick color that is in best 
contrast to surface.

Perfect for multitude of 
surface colors.

Alternate light source  
uses the powder to full-
est potential.  Blue Light 
Special or Microblue 
(pages 58 and 59).  Less 
mess plus enhanced  
visibility of print.

Less mess and cleaner 
prints.

Alternate light source 
needed for fullest use.  
Less mess plus enhanced 
visibility of print.

Prints appears normal on 
light surface but light up 
on a dark surface. 

X

X

X X

XXX

X

Call our fingerprint experts at  
800-255-6499 if you need more 
information on what’s right for you.

X
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Basic Powders

Black Powder
#05495 2 oz.  
#05497 8 oz.  
#05499 16 oz.  
#05483 64 oz. 
#05480 128 oz.  

Gray Powder
#05501 2 oz.  
#05503 8 oz.  
#05505 16 oz.  
#05484 64 oz. 
#05482 128 oz.  

Super Black Powder
#05490 2 oz.  
#05493 8 oz.  
#05456 16 oz.  
#05451 64 oz.  
#05494 128 oz. 

Red Powder
#06121 2 oz.  
#06123 8 oz.  
#06125 16 oz. 
#06127 64 oz.  
#06129 128 oz.  

White Powder
#05491 2 oz.  
#05492 8 oz. 
#05507 16 oz. 
#06128 64 oz. 
#06130 128 oz.  

Gold Electric Powder
#06603 2 oz.  
#06604 8oz. 
#06605 16 oz.
#06606 128 oz.  

Latent Fingerprint Developing

4 Ideal for non-porous surfaces

4 Use with our Fiber Duster, Feather Duster, Jumbo Feather Duster,  
          All Purpose Brush, Deluxe Brush, or Super Deluxe Brush

4 Variety of colors for contrast to surface

There's nothing standard about our basic 
powders!  These powders are perfect for 
non-porous surfaces such as glass, finished 
wood, and plastic.

Red Electric Powder
#06105 2 oz. 
#06106 8oz. 
#06107 16 oz.
#06131 128 oz.

Silver/Gray Electric Powder
#06558 2 oz.  
#06561 8oz. 
#06562 16 oz. 
#30092 128 oz. 

Electric Powders
Super-charge your latent fingerprints with our brand-new Electric Powders!  Prints dusted with this powder appear normal on a light 
colored surface, but when you dust prints on a dark surface, the prints light up!

Copper Electric Powder
#06613 2 oz.  
#06614 8oz. 
#06615 16 oz. 
#06616 128 oz.  
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Latent Fingerprint Developing

Dual-Use Powders

Dual-Use Powder
#05511 2 oz.  
#05513 8 oz.  
#05515 16 oz.  
#05485 64 oz.  
#05481 128 oz.  

Yellow Fluorescent Powder
#06104 2 oz.  
#06112 16 oz.  
#06120 128 oz.  

Red Fluorescent Powder
#06100 2 oz.  
#06109 16 oz.  
#06117 128 oz.  

Black Fluorescent Powder
#30015 2 oz.  
#30014 8 oz.  
#30013 16 oz.  
#30012 64 oz.  
#30011 128 oz.  

Orange Fluorescent Powder
#06102 2 oz.  
#06110 16 oz.  
#30088 128 oz.  

Our Dual-Use Powder is in a class of its own. It has the unique ability to change from 
a silver latent on dark surfaces to a black latent on light surfaces. It’s like getting two 
powders for the price of one!

GSA Pricing Ground-Domestic Only
No International Shipping

Fluorescent Powders
Perfect for dusting latent prints on rough, contaminated, and/or multi-colored surfaces.  
The ability of the finest particles (4.5 microns to be exact), will allow for brilliant 
fluorescing.  Experience less mess while using less powder.  Team these powders 
up with our portable light sources (MicroBlue™ pg. 59) to fluoresce the print.  These 
powders are to be used with our Feather Duster or Jumbo Feather Duster.

4 Use less

4 Decrease mess

4 Amazing brilliance with ALS

Green Fluorescent Powder
#06103 2 oz.  
#06111 16 oz.  
#30090 128 oz.  

PowderJet
#30006 Super Black 
#30004 Black   
#30007 Gray   
#30005 Dual-Use   
#30002 Red Fluorescent  
#30003 Orange Fluorescent  

PowderJet
PowderJet 1 oz. Fingerprint Powder 
delivers just the right amount of 
powder onto your brush.  Simply puff 
a bit directly into your brush head and 
you’re ready to go.  Clean.  Fast.  Easy.

Black Powder Puff
Our regular Black Fingerprint Powder 
in an easy to use 2oz. aerosol spray.  
Great especially for areas that you 
don’t want to leave a mess. For best 
results, form a cone with a sheet of 
paper to contain the powder.  Well 
over 250 sprays or “puffs” per can.  
Simply follow with a feather or fiber 
duster for quick development.

#35495 Black Powder Puff 

Pink Fluorescent Powder
#06251 2 oz.  
#06252 16 oz.  
#06253 128 oz.  

GSA Pricing
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Latent Fingerprint Developing

4 Use less

4 Decrease mess

4 Amazing brilliance with ALS

Single Scene Powder
#30112 Regular SS Black  
#30110 Regular SS Dual-Use   
#30111 Regular SS Red Fluorescent  
#30113 Magnetic SS Black   

Single-Scene™ Powders
Cross-contamination is on everyone’s 
mind.  Not now. Individually packaged 
and hermetically sealed with enough 
fingerprint powder to handle a single 
crime scene…then you toss. Especially 
important with high-profile cases or 
pesky defense attorneys.  

Magnetic Powders
Magnetic powder is great for rough, grained, or porous surfaces that would otherwise 
become contaminated with standard powder. Experience less background fill, cleaner 
prints, and less mess.

4 Less background fill

4 Cost effective

4 Effective on rough, grained, or porous surfaces

Jet Black Magnetic Powder
#55570 1 oz.  
#55583 16 oz.  
#30050 128 oz.  

Dual-Use Magnetic Powder
#55574 1 oz.  
#55580 16 oz.  
#55589 128 oz.  

Black Magnetic Powder
#55571 1 oz.  
#55577 16 oz.  
#30051 128 oz.  

Gray Magnetic Powder
#55572 1 oz.  
#55578 16 oz.  
#30058 128 oz.  

Silver/Gray Magnetic Powder
#06559 1 oz.  
#06560 128 oz.  

White Magnetic Powder
#55573 1 oz.  
#55579 16 oz.  
#55585 128 oz.  

Red Magnetic Powder
#55591 1 oz.  

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Latent Fingerprint Developing

Red Fluorescent Magnetic Powder
#55575 1 oz.  
#55581 16 oz.  
#30061 128 oz.  

Orange Fluorescent Magnetic Powder
#61021 1 oz.  
#61022 16 oz.  
#30089 128 oz.  

Fluorescent Magnetic Powders
Ideally used on porous, grained, and/or multi-colored horizontal surfaces.  You will receive double the advantages by having the 
two concepts combined.  There is less mess, enhanced visibility of latent prints, less background fill, and cleaner prints.  Use in 
tandem with our alternate light sources such as our BattleLite™ for an amazing fluorescence you will just have to see to believe!

4 Produce cleaner prints

4 Enhanced visibility

4 Less mess

Black Fluorescent Magnetic Powder
#30009 1 oz.  
#30008 16 oz.  
#30091 128 oz.  

Yellow Fluorescent Magnetic Powder
#55576 1 oz.  
#55582 16 oz.  
#30060 128 oz.  

Magnetic Applicators
Our one-of-a-kind magnetic applicators are designed for use with our magnetic and fluorescent magnetic powders.  Like magic, 
a cluster is formed at the end of the wand, creating a brush.  Our Mega-Mag™ applicator holds 15 times the amount of powder 
as any other applicator on the market.  The brand-new Spring-Loaded Forensic Wand is technologically genius.  It won’t roll off a 
table, and the spring-loaded feature enables you to have one-handed application with the flick of the thumb.  What’s even cooler 
is that our magnetic applicators help alleviate damaging or scratching the latent print you worked so hard to develop!

4 Does not damage or scratch latent prints

4 Less mess

4 Holds more powder

#05551 Regular Magnetic Applicator (1)  
#35555 Spring-Loaded Forensic Wand (2) 
#07555 Mega-Mag Applicator (3) 

(1)

(2)

(3)

Pink Fluorescent Magnetic Powder
#06254 1 oz.  
#06255 16 oz.  
#06256 128 oz.  

GSA Pricing
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Latent Fingerprint Developing

TEX Magnetic Applicator
Unbelievably powerful applicator that was designed to prevent contamination from 
surface to surface.  The disposable sleeve allows for easy replacement. Designed for 
hazardous crime scenes by J.R. Davis, retired from the Houston Police Department.  
The disposable sleeves protect the wand during use and allow the powder ball to be 
released when finished.  Perfect for hazardous crime scenes.

4 Does not damage or 
          scratch latent prints

4 Less mess

4 Prevents cross-surface  
          contamination

#05947 TEX Magnetic Applicator  
    with two disposable sleeves 
#57981 Disposable replacment sleeves  
    10/pack   

Fiber Duster
Our Fiber Dusters are hand-made by 
us using the finest fiberglass filaments. 
Featuring a polymetric balanced handle 
these brushes have just the right feel. 
Perfect for non-abrasive application using 
any regular powders.

Fiber and Feather Dusters 
have a sleek new design for 

better balance.

#05539 Fiber Duster, 7”  
#55539  Jumbo Fiber Duster 

#07537 7” White Feather Duster 
#55372 Jumbo White Feather Duster  
#55360 7” Black Feather Duster  
#55361 Jumbo Black Feather Duster 

Feather Duster
The plush feathers in our hand-made Feather 
Dusters are guaranteed not to damage your 
prints. Available in two sizes these brushes 
are great for detailed work on older, dried-
out latents.

4 Does not damage or scratch latent prints

4 Ideal for dried-out latents

4 Hand-made by the Lynn Peavey Company

4 Non-abrasive applications

4 Comfort-feel brush

4 Hand-made by the 
           Lynn Peavey Company

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Single-Scene™ Brushes
Use with our Single-Scene powders.  
Same as our famous brushes, but a little 
more frugal.  After your done, simply toss.  
Packaged in sterile, DNA-free tear open 
pouches. 

Single Scene Brushes
#55390 SS Fiber Duster 
#55362 SS Feather Duster  

Latent Fingerprint Developing

Powder Brushes
Our powder brushes feature long, soft, non-abrasive bristles, made from 
the finest blue squirrel and goat hair. 

These brushes are ideal for developing delicate and fragile latent prints 
with our regular powders.  

#05531 Deluxe Brush, 4 ½” (1)  
#05533 Super Deluxe Brush, 6” (2)  
#05527 All Purpose Brush, 7” (3)  

(1)  - Squirrel Hair

(2) - Squirrel Hair

(3) - Goat Hair

DustBustr
Designed for use with a few teaspoons of powder, the DustBustr lid firmly 
snaps in place and has a hole in the top that perfectly accommodates 
our Fiber Duster.  Simply load your brush, twirl to shake off excess, then 
pull it from the cup and it’s ready to go with the perfect amount of 
powder.  As an added bonus, it has a protective cap that makes it easy for 
transporting.

#13200 DustBustr w/ lid  

Whale Mouth Jars
These versatile jars can be used to hold evidence, or with our sifter 
screen attachment, you’ll never contaminate your powder again!

#05003 2 oz. Whale Mouth Jars, 3pk. 

GSA Pricing
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Lifting & Printing

Diff-Lift™
We pioneered DIFF-Lift™ because we understand  the complexity of 
lifting latent prints from difficult surfaces.  DIFF-Lift is a soft tape-like 
substance, that fills in the contours of textured surfaces and lifts ALL 
of the powdered print.  Its low surface density actually molds itself to 
textured surfaces.  And to boot, it is nearly 20 times thicker than regular 
lifting tape!  Lift prints off car dashboards, pebble-grained leather, 
painted cinder blocks, refrigerators,  
and bank countertops.  

#08200 1½” x 60” roll 
#08207 2” x 35” roll  

Lifting Tape
Our top-selling lifting tape gives you uniform adhesion, proper 
clarity, and no streaks or bubbles. We also offer frosted tape to 
reduce photo glare.

Clear Tape
#05563 1½” x 360” roll 
#05564 2” x 360” roll 
#05567 4” x 360” roll 

Frosted Tape
#05565 1½” x 360” roll 
#05566 2” x 360” roll 
#05568 4” x 360” roll 

Polyethylene Tape
The perfect choice for lifting latent prints from curved or 
irregular surfaces such as door knobs, light bulbs, lamps, 
and inside bowls.  It can stand up to the strongest test with 
its amazing ability to withstand strain without damaging 
latent prints.

#05588 1½” x 360” roll 
#05589 2” x 360” roll 
#05590 4” x 360” roll 

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Metal Lifting Tape Dispenser 
Our Stainless Steel tape dispenser provides a convenient 
way to avoid getting your own prints on the tape while 
holding, dispensing, and cutting our variety of lifting tape 
sizes. The built in sharp serrated cutting blades make 
a fast, clean cut every time. Available in three sizes to 
accommodate all of our lifting tapes. 

Lifting & Printing

#95403 Dispenser for 1½” wide tape 
#95394 Dispenser for 2” wide tape 
#95395 Dispenser for 4” wide tape 

Backing Cards &  
ScaleLift™ Backing Cards
Identify and preserve your evidence with these extra-heavy 
stock cards.  One side contains diagram sketch areas and 
the other is a glossy (black or white) side for mounting your 
lifts.  ScaleLift Backing Cards  feature a bonus scale printed 
on the latent print (glossy) side of the card.

White
#05847 3” x 5”, 50 pk
#05842 4” x 5”, 50 pk
#05581 5 ½” x 8 ½”, 100 pk
#05582 8 ½” x 11”, 100 pk
#05591 ScaleLift, 4” x 5”, 100pk
 

Black
#05850 3” x 5”, 50 pk
#05844 4” x 5”, 50 pk
#05583 5 ½” x 8 ½”, 100 pk
#06673 7 ½” x 16”, 100 pk
#05592 ScaleLift, 4” x 5”, 100 pk
 

PocketPads™
Our PocketPads take lifting tape to the next level.  The 
quality lift you’ll experience with each use will produce 
high-definition latent prints everytime.  The clear tape 
enhances clarity.  They come 25 sticky-back sheets to a pad.

#30034 2” x 6” 
#30036 4” x 6” 

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Lifting & Printing
Flap

Backing

Gel Lifters
Ideal for lifting super-glue processed fingerprints (before chemically 
treating the latent print). The thin film of gelatin on the backing sheet 
allows for excellent lifts of powdered latents, shoe impressions, etc... 

#05799 Black, 2” x 2”, 12 pk  
#05771 Black, 7” x 7”, 5 pk  
#05773 Black, 14” x 7”, 2 pk  
#05925 White, 2” x 4”, 14 pk  
#05911 White, 5” x 7”, 5 pk  
#05913 White, 14” x 5”, 2 pk  
#05912 Transparent, 5” x 7”, 5 pk 
#05914 Transparent, 14” x 5”, 2 pk 

White 
#30024 3” x 5”, 10 pk
#30026 3” x 5”, 50 pk
#30028 8” x 10”, 5 pk
#30029 8” x 10”. 25 pk
 
Black 
#30025 3” x 5”, 10 pk
#30027 3” x 5”, 50 pk
#30030 8” x 10”, 5 pk
#30031 8” x 10”, 25 pk

ProLift™
This fingerprint collection system is all-inclusive just like our 
Flap Lifters, but it has the added bonus of featuring a scale 
for accuracy as well as a complete documentation area.  

Scaled Flap Lifters
Our same great Flap Lifters are now available with a small 
scale printed for instant (and better) documentation to 
measure size and relative spatial positioning.  

2” x 2”, 24 pk  
#57062 White
#57063 Clear

2” x 4”, 12 pk 
#57082 White
#57083 Clear

4” x 4”, 12 pk 
#57102 White
#57103 Clear

Scaled Peel-N-Lift - no backing flap (not shown) 
#07737 2" x 2", 24 pk.
#07739 2" x 4", 12 pk.
#07741 4" x 4", 12 pk.

↑
↑

New!

Flap Lifters
An all-inclusive system that allows you to lift latent prints 
and have the backing card already there.  Peel the protective 
backing sheet to expose a clear, sticky-back lifting tab.  Then 
place the tab on the powdered print, lift it, and fold down on 
the pre-attached backing card flap.  The backing-card flaps are 
made from heavy-duty black, white, or clear vinyl and come 
permanently attached to the flap lifter.

2” x 2”, 24 pk  
#57362 White
#57363 Clear
#57361 Black

2” x 4”, 12 pk 
#57382 White
#57383 Clear
#57381 Black

4” x 4”, 12 pk 
#57402 White
#57403 Clear
#57401 Black

Peel-N-Lift - no backing flap (not shown) 
#05737 2" x 2", 24 pk.
#05739 2" x 4", 12 pk.
#05741 4" x 4", 12 pk.

6” x 9”, 12 pk 
#57386 White
#57387 Clear
#57388 Black

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Lifting & Printing

Fingerprint Ink
#05570 Tube, 4 oz  
#05569 Tube, 2 oz   

Fingerprint Ink
Quick-drying, black as coal, glides like 
velvet and provides excellent ridge detail.

Ink Slabs
Our slabs are ideal surfaces for rolling out smooth and even coats of ink.  They include 
two holes for mounting to countertops. 

#05584 Glass Slab, 5” x 12” 
#05585 Steel Slab, 5” x 10” 

Ink Rollers
This 4” roller with steel frame and wooden handle rolls even coats of ink 
with a quick flick of the wrist.  The design of the frame prevents the roller 
from touching the table when not in use. 

#05587 Roller, 4” 

Pre-Inked Slabs
Our pre-inked slabs have a thin, even coat of fingerprint ink between 
two pieces of polyester film.  Just peel the film surfaces apart and 
you have two perfectly inked slabs ready for dozens of rolled prints!  
They’re ideal for making elimination prints on-site. 

#05540 1” x 5”, 100 pk 
#05571 3” x 10”, 100 pk 

Ink Towelettes
Our ink towelettes easily cut through the toughest ink to remove 
it from hands, pre-inked slabs, etc.  Individually sealed in airtight 
packets and come 100 per pack.

#05580 Ink Towelettes 

Ink Cleaner
An all-natural, waterless hand cleaner that will remove ink from 
hands, rollers and slabs without rinsing.  Simply apply a small 
amount and wipe off with a paper towel.

#95205 Ink Cleaner  

#09600 1 1/2” x 3”, 180/roll
#09608 2” x 3”, 120/roll

Peel-N-Lift™ Fingerprint Tabs on A Roll
Pre-cut, pre-scored, extra-easy-to-use fingerprint lifters in a convenient 
one-at-a-time dispenser roll.

6” x 9”, 12 pk 
#57386 White
#57387 Clear
#57388 Black

GSA Pricing

No International Shipping
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Lifting & Printing

Fingerprint & 
Palmprint Cards
Brilliant white, 110 lb paper stock ensures 
clear prints and fast ink absorption.  (Call 
to customize cards for your department in 
quantities of 5,000 or more.)

A

B

C

D

#05994 (A) Personal Record Card, 100 pk
#05993 (B) Applicant Record Card, 100 pk
#05995 (C) Palmprint Record Card, 100 pk
#05996 (D) Criminal Record Card, 100 pk

#05304 Portable Stationery Fingerprint Cardholder
#05683 Goof Tabs, 200 pk

Fingerprint Cardholder & Goof Tabs™
Built exceptionally strong and rigid, our portable fingerprint cardholder 
features non-skid rubber feet to prevent smeared prints as the cards are held 
firmly in place.

Easily cover a mistake with Goof Tabs™.  Snow-white absorbent paper provides 
maximum clarity and fast dry time.

Retabs Correction Labels
Pressure-sensitive labels used to correct up to two fingerprint errors per 
ten-print card.  Saves both time and money.  Retabs work with both ink 
and inkless systems.  Labels come on a roll, which allow you to roll the 
fingerprint to the label, then remove label and apply a good impression 
to the card.  Retabs are approved by the FBI.

#09741 Retabs, 500/box 

Pre-Print™
Corrects the skin conditions which cause poor quality fingerprints 
by eliminating excessive moisture from the fingers, and softens dry, 
hard, callused fingers.  It accentuates the ridgelines for better print 
reproduction.

#09742 Pre-Print, 100/box 

No International Shipping

No International Shipping

GSA Pricing
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BlackMagic™ Ink Pads
Simply touch your fingerprint on the surface of the 
BlackMagic pad, then roll the print for a jet-black, 
crisp clear image that instantly dries. Rub your fingers 
together and the ink wipes off. 

You also can roll a full set of prints at a time and even 
take palm prints with the Jumbo Black Magic.

Lifting & Printing

Pre-Print™

#30054 1 3/4” Round 1,200 prints
#30055 2 7/8” x 4 7/8” 8,000 prints
#30083 Jumbo 20,000 prints

#09621 Small Rectangle 1,200-1,400 prints
#09622 1 ½” Round 1,000-1,200 prints
#09623 2 ½” Round 4,000-4,500 prints
#09624 Large Rectangle 15,000-16,000 prints

BlackMagic™ Ceramic 
Ink Pads

4 Instant-drying

4 High-quality images

4 Leaves little or no residue

3
2Scribes & Ridge Counters

With our ridge counters, you won’t miss a loop or arch while 
examining latent prints due to their extremely fine points.  
Our scribes are excellent tools for engraving identification 
marks on metal objects.  Both of these handy tools are 
virtually indestructible.

#95044 Pocket Scribe (1)  
#95041 Retractable Scribe (2)  
#95040 Needlepoint Ridge Counter (3)    
#95039 5 Piece Scribe/Ridge Counter Set   
    with case (4) 
#95144 Retractable Needlepoint   
    Ridge Counter (5)  

5

4

1

GSA Pricing
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Post-Mortem Flip Kit™
Our Post-Mortem Flip Kit is known for its ease of use.  Using a fiberglass brush, 
simply apply super-black powder to the hand, then take a lifter and lift the 
powdered print.  No more ink and roller!  The “backing card” is similar to a clear, 
pre-printed fingerprint card.  It’s clear because all you need to do is “Flip” the 
card over to view your fingerprints.  Developed by an investigator with over 12 
years of “hands-on” experience.  Enough supplies for 100 individual prints.

#10062 Post-Mortem Flip Kit  
#60017 Clear Flip Cards, 10 pk.  
#30040 Lifting Tabs, 100 pk.  

Lifting & Printing

Perfect Ink Pads
Will not dry out when left unused.  Ink pad features a 
slight residue left on hands that is easily removed by 
rubbing them together or wiping with a towel.  Hard 
ceramic inking surface to prevent over-inking fingers.

#09610 Sm Rectangular Pad 600 Rolled prints
#09614 Sm Round Pad 1,200 Flat prints
#09616 Lg Round Pad 4,800 prints
#09612 Lg Rectangular Pad 16,000 prints

Ground-Domestic Only
No International Shipping

Post-Mortem Kit
Kit contains everything necessary for fingerprinting the 
deceased, bed patients or those with crippled hands.  
Includes a BlackMagic Ink Pad; 50 right-hand card strips; 
50 left-hand card strips; 12 ink-cleaner towelettes; and 
one post-mortem cardstrip holder.

#45354 Post-Mortem Kit
#05442 Post-Mortem Spoon Metal
#05845 100 cards (50 left, 50 right)

Digit 10 Inkless System
The only FBI-accepted inkless system for making 10-print cards,  
utilizing standard, government-issued fingerprint cards.  With the  
Digit 10, cards can be handled immediately, since the prints are dry  
instantly.  The recessed finger pad and built-in cardholder make a complete portable 
system.  Each kit comes complete with a LE-110 replacement kit of five developer 
sheets and one inkless pad (3” x 4.5”) which will print 500 fingerprint cards.

#09702 Digit 10 Inkless System  
#09708 Digit 10 Replacement Kit 
#09703 Digit 10 Ink Pad  

No International Shipping

GSA Pricing
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Lifting & Printing

Perfect Ink Pads

#09610 Sm Rectangular Pad 600 Rolled prints
#09614 Sm Round Pad 1,200 Flat prints
#09616 Lg Round Pad 4,800 prints
#09612 Lg Rectangular Pad 16,000 prints

Post-Mortem Kit

1

3

Portable Fingerprinting Stations

These stations consist of an easily replaceable Perfect Ink pad  
(see item #09612 on page 18) and a cardholder or two, attached 
to a durable platform.  The units produce permanent, black, 
non-smearing fingerprints on any paper or form.  The single 
cardholder stations are compact, and will fit in any standard-
size briefcase.  Versions are also available with folding legs that 
elevate the printing surface off of tabletops to ensure better 
fingerprint quality.

#09744 Portable Fingerprinting Station (1), 
    16 3/4” x 6” x 2”      
#09745 Portable Station, Folding Legs (2)     
#09746 Station, Two Card Holders (3)      
#09747 Station, Two Card Holders and  
    Folding Legs (4), 27” x 6” x 2”     

1

2

Portable Fingerprinting Kits
We’ve packaged everything you need in an Indentiticator 
Fingerprint Kit.  The kit comes complete with a portable 
fingerprinting station, a box of Retabs and 50 individual 
Pre-Print wipes packaged in a foam-lined, durable black 
plastic case.

#07944 Portable Fingerprinting Kit,
   includes #09744 (1)  
#07945 Portable Fingerprinting Kit,
   includes #09745 (2)  

Fingerprint (Porelon) Pad
For use in the field or office.  Simply place fingertips on the 
pre-inked touch pad, then print.  Special permanent ink is 
non-fading and quick drying.

#05572 Round Pad, 2” 5,000 prints
#05575 Pad Refill 15,000 prints
#05576 Combo Pocket/Desk Pad 15,000 prints

4

2

No International Shipping

No International Shipping

No International Shipping
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Lifting & Printing

The Inkless Porta-Palm Printer
A 5” x 5” label designed for obtaining elimination palm 
prints at the crime scene.  Prints are obtained utilizing an 
inkless coating pad with special pressure-sensitive treated 
labels.  No development is necessary.  This product is 
portable, easy to use, and produces clear images.

#09805 Inkless Port-Palm Printer, 400 labels          

Also available with the Perfect Ink solution.  Good for printing on any 
paper form.  No labels included.

#09440 Perfect Ink Porta-Palm Printer 

Inkless Roller Palm Printer
Easy to use and mess free. The special red coating formula produces 
dark, red prints that do not smear. This unit is made up of a coating 
roller and an impression roller. Simply roll the palms on the red 
coating roller.  Place a palm print card on the impression roller, 
proceeding to roll the palm across it.  Upon completion, process 
the card in a Digit 10™ or IndentaPrint™ unit for converting the red 
prints to rich black, non-fade prints.   You now have prints suitable 
for scanning in an AFIS system, and also acceptable for submission 
to the FBI.  This steel unit is countertop mountable with a locking 
mechanism to secure the rollers.   Each roller can produce up to 
1000 impressions. 

#09800 Roller Palm Printer, metal 

Inkless Elimination Print Kit
Pocket Print is the easiest, cleanest and 
quickest way to obtain elimination 
fingerprints in the field.  Fits in your shirt 
pocket.  Makes the old-fashioned messy 
ink method of taking prints obsolete.  

Coating pad contains sufficient material to 
develop 10 rolled prints on each of the 50 
case sheets.  On the reverse side of each 
sheet is a place for a case number and 
demographics information.

#09953 Pocket Print Elimination Kit 

Roller Palm Printer
Roll perfect palm prints everytime.  The unit consists of a roller pad 
filled with Perfect Ink™ (that means smear-free prints!) and a cardholder 
with a card-lock groove.  Easy clean up with a wet paper towel.  Steel 
unit is countertop mountable.

#98002 Roller Palm Printer, metal 
#09802 Replacement Roller, metal 

No International Shipping

No International Shipping

No International Shipping

No International Shipping
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Lifting & Printing

Inkless Shoe Print Kit
Prints are obtained utilizing an inkless 
coating pad with special pressure-sensitive 
treated labels.  No development necessary.  
Coater size measures 7” x 14”.  Comes with 
100 sheets of special paper for impressions 
and will print 200 shoes.

#09615 Inkless Shoe Print Kit
#30019 Shoe Print Paper, 100 sheets

PerfectPrint® Elimination Kit
Don’t waste your time examining the prints of those who 
have legitimate access to the crime scene.  Eliminate these 
people from consideration right away with the PerfectPrint 
Elimination Kit!  Kit includes a 50 fingerprint form booklet 
and a 13/4” x 21/4” PerfectPrint pad.  Comes in a plastic carrying 
case for extra protection

#09729 PerfectPrint Elimination Kit 

Identa-Print Inkless System
Utilizing the same inkless formula and process as the Digit 10, this Identa-Print system 
is designed for high volume printing.  This rugged metal unit can be mounted on a 
counter top and is built to withstand the hostile booking room environment.  Comes 
complete with pad (3” x 5”) and 10 developer sheets and enough inkless solution to 
print 1,000 complete 10-print cards.

#09705 Identa-Print Inkless System 
#09709 Identa-Print Replacement Kit 
#97051 Identa-Print Pad only  

5-Drawer Fingerprint Card Storage
How long is a row of 20,000 fingerprint cards laid side by side?  We don’t 
know because ours are neatly stored in this 5-drawer storage.  Available in 
nine colors.

#51151 21½” x 285/8” x 515/8” Call for pricing

No International Shipping

No International Shipping

No International Shipping
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Comparison software that will enable you to compare prints like the big boys do! 

Completely PC driven. No need for additional hardware. Intuitive enough to call this “simple to figure 
out.”  Affordable for anyone to justify.

Scan 10-print images.  Scan latent images.  On screen, open the images for comparison and see them 
side by side in the same magnification.  One-click functions like auto scaling, auto contrast, and gray-
scale optimization help speed the comparison.

A full complement of annotation features lets you put in circles, dots, arrows, minutia symbols, labels 
and more.  (Makes for a professional courtroom exhibit presentation either in print or a slideshow.)

And here’s the best part…go to www.lynnpeavey.com to download your free 30-day trial! After that, 
it’s just $299 if you want to continue.  What have you got to lose?

CSIpix Comparator

#20132 CSIPix Software  



Latent Fingerprint Kits
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New & Improved

GSA Pricing
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Ultimate CSI™ Kit

#06688 Ultimate CSI Kit

Everything an investigator’s team needs to locate, collect, process and package 
evidence at the scene.  We like to consider it a culmination of our finest products.  
Originally developed for the US Government overseas to support missions of our 
soldiers, this kit gives you the tools to “attack” any crime scene you may encounter.  
Now with new “rolling” cases that are easily transportable.

Call for shipping 
information 
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Includes Over 1,000 Essential Pieces:
Lifting & Printing•	
Labels, Measuring & Tape•	
Tools•	
Magnifiers•	
Lights•	

Chemicals•	
Protection•	
Bags, Boxes & Cans•	
Powders, Brushes & Applicators•	
Support Materials•	

Contents of Kit:
Lifting/Printing
12 - 2” x 4” Peel-N-Lift Lifters
100 - Personal Record Cards
100 - Post-Mortem Cards (50 right, 50 left)
1 - Post-Mortem Spoon
1 - Fingerprint Card Holder
1 - 4 oz Fingerprint Ink
1 - 4” Fingerprint Roller
1 - 5” x 12” Steel Ink Slab
1 - Fingerprint Compact Combination Kit 
w/ Dual-Use, Clear Tape, Black Case
1 - 2” x 360” Frosted Tape
1 - 1 1/2” x 360” Frosted Tape
1 - 4” x 360” Frosted Tape
3 - 1½, 2”, 4” Tape Dispensers (1 ea.)
1 - 1 ½” x 360” Polyethylene Tape
1 - 12 oz Fingerprint Ink Cleaner
1 - Small Black Magic Ceramic Pad
50 - 3” x 5” White Backing Cards
50 - 3” x 5” Black Backing Cards
100 - 5½” x 8½” White Backing Cards
100 - 5½” x 8½” Black Backing Cards
1 - 7 oz Brown Mikrosil Kit
1 - Casting Kit

Labels/Measuring/Tape
1 - 2” x 41’ Roll White Tape
50 - 3½” x 6¼” Evidence Labels
1 - 25’ Tape Measure
1 - Crime Scene Template
3 - 5cm Rigid Vinyl “L” Ruler
10 - 6” Gray Vinyl Ruler
1 - 300 x 150mm Ruler - Reversible Scale
1 - 3” White 1-15 Number Markers
50 - 3½” White Ruler Label
50 - 3½” Gray Ruler Label
1 - Black Evidence Marker
1 - 13/8” x 108’ Red Evidence Tape
1 - 3” x 1000’ Crime Scene Do Not Cross Barrier Tape
1 - 1” x 30 Ruler Tape
1 - 1” x 108’ Yellow/Black Zipr-Seal Evidence Tape
1 - 1” x 108’ White/Red Zipr-Seal Evidence Tape

Tools
1 - Toothbrush
1 - 5” Stainless Steel Tweezer
1 - Bone Cutter
1 - Sterile Knife
25 - Disposable Blades
1 - 5” Scissors
1 - All Purpose Tool
1 - 7” Locking Tweezers
1 - Retractable Evidence Scribe
1 - Hand Whisk Broom
50 - Disposable Tweezers
1 - Folding Shovel w/Cover
1 - First Aid Kit

Magnifiers
1 - 5X Folding Stand Magnifier
1 - 4X Hand Magnifier

Lights
1 - MicroBlue
1 - Spotlight
1 - Stealth Flashlight

Chemicals
1 - 16 oz Deodorizer
1 - 1 oz Super Glue
1 - Fuming Hot Box
10 - Disposable Aluminum Reservoirs

Protection
5 - XL Tyvek Coveralls w/hood & feet
25 - Disposable Masks w/eye protection
4 - Clear Safety Glasses
24 - Cotton Investigator’s Gloves
1 - Box L Latex Powdered Gloves (100)
5 - Half-Mask Respirators

Powders/Brushes/Applicators
2 - Regular Magnetic Applicators
3 - Fiber Dusters
2 - 7” Brushes
3 - 7” Feather Dusters
1ea - 2 oz Black & Gray Powders
1ea - 2 oz Red & Green Fluorescent Powders
1ea - 1 oz Black & Gray Magnetic Powders

Bags/Boxes/Cans
100 - 4” x 6” Zipr-Top Bags .002ml
100 - 9” x 12” Zipr-Top Bags .002ml
5ea - #25, #1/6 & #12 Kraft Bags
5ea - 3” x 5”; 4” x 6”; 6” x 8”; 8” x 8” 
          & 8” x 10” Zipr-Top Bags .004ml
10 - 6” x 9” Strip-N-Grip Evidence Pouches
10 - 12” x 16” Strip-N-Grip Evidence Pouches
10 - 9” x 12” Strip-N-Grip Evidence Pouches
4ea - 2 oz & 4 oz Metal Evidence Cans
2 - 1 Pint Metal Arson Cans
3ea - 8 oz, 16 oz & 20 oz Clear Styrene Jar w/
lids
12 - 1” Small-Diameter Tubes
8 - 3” x 12” Large-Diameter Tubes
5 - 23” x 7” x 30” Mini-Texas Kraft Bags
5 - 23” x 7” x 44” Texas Kraft Bags
6 - 8” x 8” x 8” Evidence Boxes
2 - 12” x 12” x 12” Evidence Boxes
2 - 18” x 18” x 18” Evidence Boxes

Support Materials
1 - Evidence Processing Manual

Latent Fingerprint Kits

Call today and 
let us help 

you fill your 
kits to meet 
your specific 

needs!
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A necessity for those looking for all the tools needed to collect and process a basic 
crime scene in one complete kit. The Skills USA Kit comes with over 30 items and 200+ 
components, which will assist in documenting, measuring, weighing, collecting and 
photographing evidence at the scene. 

Contents of kit:
1 - Fiber Duster
1 - Tex Magnetic Applicator w/2 Sleeves
1 - 2-oz. Dual Use Powder
1 - 1-oz. Dual Use Magnetic Powder
50 - White backing cards 3" x 5"
1 - 1 ½" Roll Lifting Tape
1ea.- Vinyl Photo Rulers: White, Black, Clear
1 - L-Scale
1 - Reversible Scale 300 x 150 mm
1 - 25' Tape measure
1 - Black Evidence Marker
1 - ZiprWeld Evidence Tape 1 3/8" x 108'
2 - Particle Masks
10 - Ink Remover Towelettes
5 - Pair Powder Free Latex Gloves
1 - Scissors 5"
3 - Disposable Plastic Tweezers
20 - Glassine Envelopes, 2 sizes
10 - IntegriSwabs
10 - Swab Boxes
1 - Stand Magnifier 10X
20 - Assorted Kraft Evidence Bags
60 - Assorted Zipr-Top Evidence Bags

Skills USA Kit

#40064 Skills USA Kit

Latent Fingerprint Kits
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GSA Pricing

The Explosives Ordnance Kit is specially designed with the EOD division at Fort Lewis and 
used by the Army to collect debris evidence from an “explosives” crime scene. Includes 
everything from evidence collection bags to gloves.

Explosives Ordnance Kit

Contents of the kit:
1-Latex Gloves (M)
1-Latex Gloves (L)
50-Anti-Static Bags (24"x36")
1-Peavey Photo Ruler 5cm scale
1-Reversible Scale
100-Strip-N-Grip Evidence Pouch 6” x 9”
100-Strip-N-Grip Evidence Pouch 9” x 12”
100-Strip-N-Grip Evidence Pouch 12 x 16”
10-Polyethylene Long Item Bag 9" x 60"
15-1 oz Clear Evidence Jar 
15- 8 oz Clear Evidence Jar
1-Sterile Cotton Swabs 2/pk  100 pks per bx
1-Evidence Tube  12/pk
1-Biohazard labels 250/rl

#06690 Explosives Ordnance Kit           

GSA Pricing
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Latent Fingerprint Kits

Master Fingerprint Kit
This kit was designed with the latent print expert or crime scene technician in mind. Well 
organized in a 2 drawer expandable case, it has everything you need to get the job done. 

#40087 Master Fingerprint Kit

Contents of Kit:
1 - 16 oz. Black Powder 
1 - White Feather Brush 
100 - 3” x 5” Printed Black Backing Cards 
1 - 2 oz. Gray Powder 
1 - Green Labeled Feather Brush 
1 - 6” White Vinyl Ruler
1 - 6” Gray Vinyl Ruler  
1 - 6” Black Vinyl Ruler
1 - 6” Fluorescent Vinyl Ruler
1 - 2 oz. Dual Powder 
1 - Red Labeled Feather Brush  
1 - 2 oz. White Powder 
1 - Orange Labeled Feather Brush 
1 - 2 oz. Red Fluorescent Powder 
1 - Black Feather Brush 
1 - 2 oz. Green Fluorescent Powder 
5 - 6” Camel Brushes w/Tube
2 - Pair 5” Stainless Steel Scissors 
1 - 2 oz. Orange Fluorescent Powder 
3 - Magnetic Applicators 
2 - Utility Knife 

1 - 2 oz. Black Magnetic Powder 
2 - 2” Clear Lifting Tape in a jar 
1 - 3/5x Magnifier  
1 - 1 oz. Gray Magnetic Powder 
2 - 2” Polyethylene Lifting Tape 
1 - UV100 UV Light 
1 - 1 oz. Dual Magnetic Powder 
1 - 4” Clear Lifting Tape 
1 - Orange Forensic Goggles 
1 - 1 oz. Red Magnetic Fluorescent Powder 
1 - 2” Steel Tape Dispenser 
1 - 2 Cell AA MINI-MAG Flashlight 
1 - 1 oz. Green Magnetic Fluorescent Powder 
1 - 4” Steel Tape Dispenser 
2 - AA Batteries 
1 - 1 oz. Orange Magnetic Fluorescent Powder 
100 - 3” x 5” Printed White Backing Cards 
1 - Ball Point Pen 
3 - 8” Fiberglass Brushes
100 - 5½” x 8½” Printed White Backing Cards
1 - 2-Drawer Expandable Case#40064 Skills USA Kit

GSA Pricing
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Contents of kit
1–MicroBlue™ with amber shield
2–Feather Dusters
2–PowderJets™ (red and orange flourescent)
36–Flap lifters (24–2x2 clear, 12–2x4 clear)

#20000  MicroBlue™ Kit-in-a-Can

MicroBlue™ Kit-in-a-Can

Contents of kit
1–2 oz. jar of fluorescent powder (red)
1–Feather Duster
1–11/2" Roll of lifting tape
50 –Black backing cards
1–MicroBlue™
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#40001 MicroBlue™, Clear Tape   
 (black case)
#40032 MicroBlue™, Clear Tape    
 (orange case)

Basic MicroBlue Kit™

Deluxe MicroBlue™

Contents of kit:
3–2 oz. jars fluorescent regular (red, orange and  
 yellow)
2–1 oz. jars fluorescent magnetic powders (red  
 and yellow)
3–Feather Dusters
1–Spring Loaded Magnetic Applicator
1 ea.–Frosted and clear lifting tape
50–Black backing cards
1–MicroBlue™
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#40003  Deluxe MicroBlue™                
 (black case)
#40033 Deluxe MicroBlue™                 
 (orange case)

Save $70 over 

purchasing separately!

You can never have too much innovation in a kit, so we combined the MicroBlue™ 
with the PowderJet™ fluorescent powders and coined this our very own Kit-in-a-Can!  
Ideal for viewing fluorescent latent prints and body fluids. 

If you love our MicroBlues (we surveyed 10 CSI’s and all 10 agreed) and are looking 
for a basic kit that will “get the job done”, then this is your kit! 

A step up from our Basic MicroBlue™ Kit that will help you delve into the crime 
scene a little deeper. Again, if you don’t already have a portable light source and 
prefer on, this kit comes equipped with one. Works great for use in sexual assault 
cases. 

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Latent Fingerprint Kits
Basic Black Light Kit

Contents of kit:
1–2 oz. jar fluorescent powder (red)
1–Feather Duster
1–1½" Roll of lifting tape
50–Black backing cards
1–Black-light source
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05637 Black Light, Clear Tape   
 (black case)
#40012 Black Light, Clear Tape  
 (orange case)

Basic Black-Light Latent Fingerprint Kit, a great starter kit with all the right stuff!. 

Contents of kit:
3–2 oz. jars fluorescent regular (red, orange, and  
 yellow)
2–1 oz. jars fluorescent magnetic powders (red  
 and yellow)
3–Feather Dusters
1–Spring Loaded magnetic applicator
1 ea. –Frosted and clear lifting tape
50–Black backing cards
1–Black-light source
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05647 Deluxe Black-Light Kit   

Deluxe Black-Light Kit
You can never have too much of a good thing, right?  So, we took the Basic 
Black-Light Kit and made it even bigger by offering more varieties of powder and 
applicators!  Get ready to be “wowed” with the cornucopia of colorful products.

GSA Pricing
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Standard Peavey Powder Kit

Contents of Kit:
1 - 2 oz. jar of powder
1 - Fiber Duster
1 - 1 ½” Roll of lifting tape
50 - White backing cards
1 - Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05600 Black Powder, Clear Tape 
 (black case)
#40023 Black Powder, Clear Tape 
 (orange case)
#05601 Dual-Use Powder, Clear Tape 
 (black case)
#40030 Dual-Use Powder, Clear Tape 
 (orange case)
#05602 Black Powder, Frosted Tape 
 (black case)
#40019 Black Powder, Frosted Tape 
 (orange case)

Contents of kit:
3–2-oz. jars of powder (black, gray, and   
 dual-use)
3–Fiber Dusters
1–1½” Roll of lifting tape
50–White backing cards
50–Black backing cards
1 pr.–Cotton Gloves
1–Adhesive Ruler 2 cm (150/roll)
1–5” Scissors
1–3x Folding Magnifer
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05610 Clear Tape,  
 (black case)
#40020 Clear Tape  
 (orange case)

Deluxe Peavey Powder Kit

White/Black Combination Kit

Contents of Kit:
1 - 2 oz. jar of black powder
1 - 2 oz. jar of white powder
2 - Fiber Dusters
1 - 1 ½” Roll of lifting tape
50 ea - Black & white backing cards
1 - Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05606 Clear Tape, Black Case                    
#40008 Clear Tape, Orange Case                 

Start collecting fingerprints today with our top quailty products.  Can be used 
as a basic starter kit for evidence techs, CSI’s and officers who prefer our  
fiber dusters. 

We stepped it up from our Standard Peavey Powder Kit by giving you more 
versatility with background options.  

When you’re looking for a more economical choice, but still need the flexibility 
of processing prints on various backgrounds, our white/black combo kit is just 
the answer.

GSA Pricing
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Latent Fingerprint Kits

Contents of Kit:
1 - 1 oz. jar of dual-use powder (Regular, 
Combo or Magnetic)
1 - Fiber Duster or Tex Mag
1 - 1 1/2” Roll of frosted lifting tape
50 - White backing cards
1 - Disposable box with foam insert

#09505 Dual-Use/Fiber Duster  
#09517 Dual-Use/Tex Mag 
#09541 Combo Kit   

Disposable Print Kit

Standard Feather Duster Kit

Contents of kit:
1–2-oz. jar of powder
1–Feather Duster
1–1½” Roll of lifting tape
50–White backing cards
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05644 Black Powder, Clear Tape  
 (black case)

#40026 Black Powder, Clear Tape  
 (orange case)

Basic kit for processing minor crime scenes.  Contains the same features as our 
Standard Peavey Powder Kit, but at a fraction of the cost, all in an easy-to-store 
disposable box with foam insert.  Also a great learning kit for students interested 
in the crime scene field.

When you want less mess and abrasiveness when processing prints. Our feather 
dusters pick up smaller particles of powder, which means less powder on  
your print. 

Contents of kit:
1–1-oz. jar of black magnetic powder
1–Spring Loaded magnetic applicator
1–1½” Roll of lifting tape
50–White backing cards
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05620 Clear Tape    
 (black case)
#40015 Clear Tape    
 (orange case)

Standard Magnetic Kit
A basic magnetic kit gives you the option to use our new Spring Loaded Applicator so 
you can process larger areas.  There is nothing standard about our quality (high quality 
is our standard). 

GSA Pricing
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Contents of kit:
2–1-oz. jars of magnetic powder
1–Spring Loaded magnetic applicator
1–1½” Roll of lifting tape
50–White backing cards
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05630 Black Powder, Clear Tape   
 (black case)
#40016 Black Powder, Clear Tape   
 (orange case)

Deluxe Magnetic Kit
We’ve created a comprehensive magnetic kit for those of you who like working 
with our magnetic powders and applicators.  Less background fill, easy clean-up…
what more could you possibly want?

Contents of kit:
3–2-oz. jars of powder (black, gray, dual-use)
3–Fiber Dusters
2–1-oz. jars of magnetic powder (black, gray)
1–Spring Loaded magnetic applicator
2–1½” Rolls of lifting tape
50–White backing cards
50–Black backing cards
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05640 Clear Tape, Black Case  
#40028 Clear Tape, Orange Case 
#05641 Frosted Tape, Black Case 

Deluxe Combination Kit
A step up from our standard kits, the Deluxe Combination Kit allows for more 
flexibility when processing various types and colors of surfaces by including 
standard and magnetic powders.

Contents of kit:
1–2-oz. jar conventional powder
1–1-oz. jar of magnetic powder
1–Fiber Duster
1–Spring Loaded magnetic applicator
1–1½” Roll of lifting tape
50–White backing cards
1–Carrying case with custom insert
1–Pair of cotton gloves
1-Adhesive Rulers 2 cm 150/roll
1–5” Scissors
1–3x Folding Magnifier 

#05628 Dual-Use, Clear Tape                               
 (black case)
#40006 Dual-Use, Clear Tape                                
 (orange case)
#05634 Black Powder, Clear Tape                       
 (black case)
#40005 Black Powder, Clear Tape                       
 (orange case)

Compact Combination Kit
For the budget-conscious tech, we designed this kit with the same attention 
to detail as the Deluxe Combination kit, only we downsized a bit.  Features our 
orange carrying case that allows you to add your own supplies! 

GSA Pricing
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Contents of kit:
4–2-oz. jars print powders (black, gray, white, and  
 red)
1–2-oz jar dual-use powder
4–2-oz. jars fluorescent powders (red, orange,   
 green, and yellow)
2–1-oz. jars fluorescent magnetic powders (red and  
 yellow)
3–1-oz jars magnetic powders (dual-use, white,   
 gray)
1–Spring Loaded magnetic applicator
3–Feather Dusters
3–Fiber Dusters
1–1½" Roll clear lifting tape
1–1½" Roll frosted lifting tape
50 ea.–White and black backing cards
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#05614  Do-It-Yourself Powder Kit                   

For those of you who aren’t satisfied until you “have it all.”  The Do-It-Yourself Powder Kit 
allows you to process any type of surface or background you may encounter on a crime 
scene…and at a very affordable price.  Count ‘em up:  that’s 14 different powders in one 
very special kit!

Do-It-Yourself Powder Kit

Evidence Collecting/ID Kit

Contents of Kit:
1 - 50 ft Tape measure
1 - 2-Cell Flashlight
2 - Evidence ID Tape
2 - Rolls of Evidence Tape
12 - Evidence Labels
12 - Evidence Tags w/Ties
10 - Chain of Possession Labels
20 - 4” x 6” Zip-Top Bags
10 - 9” x 12” Zip-Top Bags
1 - Ultraviolet Light w/Batteries
4 - Evidence Collection Lifters
2 - Plastic Tweezers
4 - AA-Cell Alkaline Batterices
2 - D-Cell Alkaline Batteries
1 - Pair of Scissors
1 - Carbide-Tip Scriber
1 - Evidence Knife

The perfect kit for crime scene search officers. Everything you need for locating, 
collecting, marking and preserving all forms of physical evidence.

1 - Black China Marker
1 - White China Marker 4 - Liquid 
Sampling Pipettes, 1ml 
1 - 3.5” Magnifying Glass 
1 - Probe with Paint Chip Cutter 
3 - Sticks of White Chalk 
2 - Collection Tubes with EDTA, 7ml 
2 - Disposable Syringes, 3cc 
3 - Plastic Jars with Caps, 2 Oz 
3 - Amber Plastic Jars with Caps, 7dr 
3 - Amber Plastic Jars with Caps, 5dr 
2 - Pairs, Disposable Latex Gloves 
1 - Stainless Steel Spatula 
1 - Disposable Scalpel 
1 - 16 ft. Retractable Measuring Tape 
1 - Molded Polypropylene case,  
 8.5” x 4.5” x 1.75” 
1 - Attache-Type, Molded    
 Polypropylene Carrying   
 Case with Metal Frame and   
 Machined Component Pad 

#40088 Evidence Collecting/ID Kit

GSA Pricing
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Latent Fingerprint Kits

Peavey Tracker Processing Kit
Perfect kit for the experienced CSI or CSI Unit.  Process latents on textured, multi-contoured surfaces; cast tool marks; develop prints on 
wet surfaces with Wet Print™, and on paper with Ninhydrin.  Detect semen, saliva and urine with the MicroBlue™ light source, (yes, that’s in 
here, too!). This kit even features our beloved Pop-N-Fume™, which will allow you to process your evidence right there on the spot.  All this 
and more in a double-buckled closure case with a carrying handle on top.

Contents of Kit:
Regular Powders
1–2 oz. Black Powder
1–2 oz. White Powder
1–2 oz. Dual-Use Powder
1–2 oz. Gray Powder

Fluorescent Powders
1–2 oz. Fluorescent Red Powder
1–2 oz. Fluorescent Green Powder
1–2 oz. Fluorescent Orange Powder 
1–2 oz. Fluorescent Yellow Powder

Magnetic Powders
1–1 oz. Black Magnetic Powder
1–1 oz. White Magnetic Powder 
1–1 oz. Dual-Use Magnetic Powder 
1–1 oz. Red Magnetic Powder
1–1 oz. Yellow Magnetic Powder

Brushes
1–7” Goat hair 
4–7” White Feather Dusters
4–Fiber Dusters
1–Spring Loaded Magnetic Applicator

Fingerprint-Lifting Materials
1–Clear 2” Lifting Tape
1–Frosted 2” Lifting Tape 
1–Polyethylene 2” Lifting Tape
24–2” x 2” White Flap Lifters
24–2” x 2” Black Flap Lifters
24–2” x 2” Clear Flap Lifters
12– 4” x 4” White Flap Lifters
12– 4” x 4” Clear Flap Lifters
12– 4” x 4” Black Flap-Lifters
1–DIFF-Lift, 1½” x 60”
1–Mikrosil Toolmark Putty Kit
50–4” x 5”  White Backing Cards
50–4” x 5” Black Backing Cards

Fuming/Chemical Process
1– 8 oz. Wet Print
3–HotShot Fingerprint Developers
1–Pop-N-Fume Fuming Chamber

Rulers
1–Reversible “L” Scale
1–30 ft. Roll of 1” Ruler Tape
1–2 cm White Adhesive 150/roll
1–2”  White Adhesive 150/roll
1–6”  White Adhesive 150/roll

Support Materials
1–MicroBlue™
1–Evidence Processing Manual
2–4X Magnifier
6–Blood-Stain Templates
6–Evidence Templates
24–Disposable Towlettes
24–Latex Gloves
1– Scissors
1–Evidence Marker
4–Disposable Tweezers
1–Xpand-it

#09642 Peavey Tracker Processing Kit 
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Latent Fingerprint Kits

#09642 Peavey Tracker Processing Kit 

Contents of kit:
3–2-oz. jars of powder (super black, white, and red)  
2–2-oz. jars fluorescent powder (red and orange)  
3–1-oz. jars fluorescent magnetic (black, red and white)
1–1-oz. jar of white magnetic powder
2–Feather Dusters
3–Fiber Dusters
1–TEX™ magnetic applicator w/2 disposable sleeves
1ea.– 1½" rolls of lifting tape (clear, polyethylene,  
 and DIFF-Lift™)
3–White vinyl 6" rulers
2–2 cm. Mini-Rulers (black and white)
3–12 count 2" x 4" flap-lifters (black, white, and clear)
5–Pair latex gloves
10–Ink Remover Towelettes
100–ScaleLift backing cards (50 black and 50 white)
3–HotShots™ with 13" x 18" baggies to fume in
1–3X dome magnifier
1–2" BlackMagic ink pad
1–MicroBlue™ 
1–Scissors
1–Disposable fuming bag chamber
50–Fingerprint elimination cards
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert

#09603  Multi-Purpose Field Kit                           

The name of this kit clearly speaks for itself.  Develop, lift, i.d., view, record, and much more, with this multi-purpose kit.  

Contents of kit:
1–2-oz. jar dual-use powder
1–1-oz. jar dual-use magnetic powder
1–Feather Duster
1–Spring Loaded magnetic applicator
50 ea.–White and black 4" x 5" backing cards
1–Roll 2" clear tape
4–Pairs latex gloves
1–Scissors
1–Ink Roller
1–Roll DIFF-Lift™
2–HotShots™
1–Carrying case with custom foam insert
1–2 cm Scales, 150/Roll
1–3x Folding Magnifier

#08205 DIFF-Lift Kit                                

This is a truly unique kit because it features our extremely popular and innovative 
DIFF-Lift™ lifting tape.  Ideal kit when you need to lift prints from highly textured 
surfaces such as car dashboards, refrigerators, painted cinder blocks, etc.  Also 
includes HotShots™ so that you can develop the latent print right at the scene. 

Multi-Purpose Field Kit

DIFF-Lift™ Kit
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The ideal kit for kidnappings involving suspects leaving their fingerprints behind on 
various types of tape.  GooPrint mixes to form a paste that you “paint” on the adhesive 
side of tape.  Rinse it off and you have just ID’d your suspect! Contents of kit:

1–50 gm. jar GooPrint Black Powder
1–48 gm. jar GooPrint White Powder
1– 4 oz. container dispersion solution
1– 7" goat-hair brush
2– Empty jars with lids
1– Empty plastic bottle for mixing
2– Pipettes for measuring
3– Measuring spoons
1– Carrying case with custom foam insert

Latent Fingerprint Kits

GooPrint Kit

#40043 GooPrint Combo Kit                                                
(white and black powder, not shown)
#30033 GooPrint Powder, 48 gm.                                  
#30057 GooPrint White Powder, 50 gm.                       

Contents of kit: 
2–Fiber Dusters
1–Feather Duster
1–Spring Loaded magnetic applicator
1 ea.–2-oz. powders (gray, super black, fluorescent  
 orange, fluorescent magnetic black)
1–Roll 2" clear lifting tape
1–Roll 2" polyethylene tape
1–Roll Diff-Lift 1½" tape
1–MicroBlue Light
1 ea.–6" black and white ruler
1–Scissors
50–Black backing cards
50–White backing cards
12–Towelettes
6–Pair of latex gloves
2–Respirator cone masks
1–Orange case with custom foam insert 
1–2 cm Scales 150/roll
1–Folding 3x Magnifier

Best all-around fingerprint processing kit.  This kit was created with over 25 years 
of law enforcement and crime scene investigation experience behind its design.  
You can collect prints from light, dark, textured, multi-contoured, smooth non-
porous surfaces, and more.  With the amazing fluorescent black powder you can 
develop latents with the MicroBlue portable ALS (included of course) and place the 
print on a white backing card (which latent examiners love). That’s a lot of crime 
fighting tools.

#40031 Original Crime Scene Gear Kit     

Original Crime Scene Gear Kit
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Designed to hold one container of regular or magnetic 
powder, one powder brush/magnetic applicator, one roll of 
lifting tape, and backing cards.

Combo Small Case for Regular 
    and Magnetic Powder Kit

#06021 10" x 8 5/8" x 3 1/8"                     

Designed to hold two containers of regular or magnetic 
powder, three powder brushes or one magnetic 
applicator, two rolls of lifting tape, and backing cards.

 Combo Large Case for Regular 
      and Magnetic Powder Kit

#06024 13 ½” x 10” x 5 1/8”                      

Designed to hold everything you see listed on page 34 and the 
kitchen sink.  This case will keep even the best equipped kit 
looking neat and orderly.

Super Deluxe Case for  
        “Tracker” Kit

Orange Case
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Latent Fingerprint Kits

Measures 13" x 6¾" x 10" and includes custom foam insert.  Easily 
expands to accommodate your own extra supplies.

#01367 Orange Case                     #06025 23" x 10 ½" x 11 3/8"                      

Contents of kit: 
2–Fiber Dusters
1–Feather Duster
1–Spring Loaded magnetic applicator
1 ea.–2-oz. powders (gray, super black, fluorescent  
 orange, fluorescent magnetic black)
1–Roll 2" clear lifting tape
1–Roll 2" polyethylene tape
1–Roll Diff-Lift 1½" tape
1–MicroBlue Light
1 ea.–6" black and white ruler
1–Scissors
50–Black backing cards
50–White backing cards
12–Towelettes
6–Pair of latex gloves
2–Respirator cone masks
1–Orange case with custom foam insert 
1–2 cm Scales 150/roll
1–Folding 3x Magnifier
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Latent Fingerprint Kits
We put together kits based on what you tell us; not what we think  
  you want.  Our kit ‘flavors’ provide whatever you need for whatever the  
  scene.  Mix and match or create your own…we've got you covered.
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Powder

Standard or Dual-Use X X X X X X

Fluorescent Regular X X X X

Magnetic or Dual-Use X X X X

Fluorescent Magnetic X X

GooPrint

Powder Jet
Regular and Fluorescent

Applicators
Fiber Duster X X X X X

Feather Duster X X X X X

Magnetic X X X X X X

Backing Cards
White X X X X X X X

Black X X X X X X X

Scale Lift

Alternate Light Source
MicroBlue X X

Black Light X X

Vector 7

Tapes 
Frosted or Clear X X X X X X X X X X      X X

DIFF-Lift

Polyethylene

Flap Lifters or Peel-N-Lift

Chemicals
Hot Shots

Super Glue
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Who designs and makes the forensics kits used by the 
U.S. Military and Dept. of Homeland Security?

Please give us a call and let us help you design your next 
 custom Battlefield Forensics kit. 

We do.

Battlefield Forensics

www.lynnpeavey.com  •  800-255-6499  • lpv@peaveycorp.com
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RAW WOOD 
(Untreated)

i.e. for most wood except 
for painted or varnished

WAX/WAXED 
SURFACES

i.e. waxed paper, 
candles, waxes,
food containers

ADHESIVE 
SURFACES

i.e.  adhesive tape, 
bumper stickers, etc.

PLASTIC 
PACKAGING 
MATERIAL

i.e. plastic grocery bags, cling-
wrap, zip-lock bags, sandwich 

bags
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UNTREATED  
METAL 

i.e.  iron and 
stainless steel







 


























Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Super Glue Fuming
-photograph-











Latent Print Powders
(Peavey regular,  

fluorescent, or magnetic)
-photograph & lift-

-OR-
Small Particle Reagent

-photograph & lift-

Dye Stain
(Gentian Violet,  

Sudan Black, Ardrox,  
Basic Red 28,  

Basic Yellow 40,  
Rhodamine 6G)

Fluorescent  
Examination
-photograph-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Magnetic Powder
(most effective on  

leaf bags, plastic grocery 
bags, and dark garbage 

bags…use with  
“hot breath” method)

-photograph & lift-
-OR-

Small Particle Reagent
-photograph & lift

-OR-
Super Glue Fuming
(most effective on  

cling wrap)

Dye Stain
(Basic Yellow 40, Basic Red 
28, Rhodamine 6G, Ardrox, 

Gentian Violet, Sudan Black)

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Super Glue Fuming
(only for use on dark 

tape...less effective than 
small particle reagent)

-photograph-

Dye Stain
-Ninhydrin, DFO,  

Physical Developer, 
Gentian Violet

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph

-OR-
Gentian Violet
-photograph

Sticky-Side Powder
(for light-colored tape)

-photograph-
-OR-

White Small Particle 
Reagent

(for dark-colored tape)
-photograph-

Super Glue  
Fuming

-photograph-
-OR-

Small Particle Reagent
-photograph & lift-

-OR-
Sudan Black

-photograph-
-OR-

Latent Print Powders
(Use Peavey Black Powder 

sparingly;
method less  

effective than  
Sudan Black  
or fuming)

-photograph & lift-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Iodine Fuming
(temporary latent  

prints; won’t  
permanently alter  

evidence)
-photograph-

Magnetic Powder
(for fresh latent prints and 

smooth wood only)
-photograph & lift-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Ninhydrin
-photograph-

Physical Developer
(for smooth wood)

-photograph-
-OR-

Silver Nitrate
(for light wood)

-photograph

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

DFO

= Hazardous Goods
This symbol indicates 
that the product is 
a hazardous good.  
Special packaging and 
handling requirements 
are applicable.

{
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FINGERPRINTS 
IN BLOOD

(porous surfaces)

PAPER AND 
CARDBOARD

i.e.  unvarnished, 
unwaxed, raw

TEXTURED, 
NON-POROUS 

SURFACES
i.e. textured plastic 

moldings, brushed metal, 
painted rough wood

SMOOTH,
NON-POROUS, NON-
FERROUS SURFACES

i.e. paint, plastic, 
glass, varnish
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SOFT VINYL (PVC), 
RUBBER AND 

LEATHER
i.e. some cling film 

and simulated leather
upholstery









































Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Super Glue Fuming
-photograph-

-OR-
Small Particle Reagent

-photograph & lift-
-OR-

Sudan Black
-photograph-

-OR-
Gentian Violet
-photograph-

-OR-
Latent Print Powders
-photograph & lift-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Super Glue Fuming
-photograph-

Latent Print Powders
(Peavey magnetic,  

regular, and fluorescent 
powders)

-photograph & lift-

Dye Stain
(following super glue  

fuming)

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Iodine Fuming
(temporary latent prints; 
won’t permanently alter 

evidence)
-photograph-

Magnetic Powder
(for fresh latent prints)

-photograph & lift-

DFO

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Ninhydrin
-photograph-

Physical Developer
(silver nitrate replacement 

treatment)
-photograph-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence 
Examination

(most effective  
technique)

-photograph-

DFO
-photograph by  

fluorescence

Ninhydrin
(must fluoresce on  

dark surfaces)
-photograph-

Amido Black
-photograph-

Physical Developer
-photograph

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Superglue
(not for articles that  
have been wetted… 

only effective  
when dyed)

-photograph by  
fluorescence-

-OR-
Powders

(ineffective on other  
soft vinyl or cling film)

-photograph-
(use contrasting Peavey 

Powder & lift with  
DIFF-Lift™ tape)

-OR-
Sudan Black

(for grease-contaminat-
ed articles, etc.)
-photograph-

-OR-
Small Particle Reagent
(dish development… 

small articles only)
-photograph-

= HEALTH

= FLAMMABILITY

= REACTIVITY

= SPECIAL NOTICE

HAZARD RATING:

 LEAST  SLIGHT MODERATE HIGH EXTREME
 0 1 2 3 4
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Peavey-Print: Super Glue™

#05441 Bottle, 1 oz.  
#05439 Bottle, 1 lb.* 
*1 lb. bottle kit includes 5, 1 oz. empty bottles for dispensing.

Fuming with our Peavey-Print™ Super Glue is an excellent method for finding latent 
prints on difficult surfaces such as wood, guns, plastic products, etc. Heat and humidity 
will accelerate this fuming process. We highly recommend using an enclosed chamber 
while fuming so the evidence can be fully exposed to vapors.

#06636 12 pk. 
#06636 24 pk.  
#06636 72 pk.  

Hot Shot™

With our tried and true HotShots, you won’t have to worry about poorly developed, 
transient and faint latent prints, wasted chemicals, mess, or guesswork.  This self-
contained and disposable product can finally put your mind at ease.

Within a few seconds, the activator solution is absorbed, and a chemical reaction takes 
place, generating heat and a controlled amount of steam for needed humidity.  As 
the canister heats, the HotShot fingerprint developer begins to vaporize and fills the 
fuming chamber with extremely  
sensitive, active print-developing fumes.

HotShot is all inclusive to fume several items in a contained chamber.  After use, simply 
screw the lid back on the protective container, and throw the unit away.

Hazardous Goods GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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The Print Pouch is a one-part fingerprint developer that consists of a peel-open 4” x 7” 
envelope filled with super-glue gel that won’t spill, leak, or flow.  Once you open the 
pouch, concentrated invisible fumes rise from the treated pouch interior.  These strong-

smelling vapors react with latent residues, leaving 
you with white durable prints.  All you need is the 
pouch, evidence, and a fuming chamber.

Our pouches are portable and offer up to 12 hours 
of in-use fume generation.  Ideal for fuming the 
interiors of vehicles or rooms.  Just make sure you 
allow sufficient time for print development and for 
adequate ventilation (i.e. 2–4 hours) before entering.  
Instructions are included.

45
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Print Pouch

#05479 Starter Kit, 5 pk. 
#05479 Kit, 20 pk.  
#05479 1 Case, 100 pk. 

There’s no point in having a great fuming chamber if the super-glued walls block 
your view of the evidence.  Clean fuming tanks make for better fuming.  FrostFree 
blankets the sides with an invisible film to give you an eagle-eye view of the 
evidence inside.  One application will treat up to 25 sq. ft of glass or plastic and works 
for up to 30 days.

FrostFree™

Our Fuming Hot Box is set at just the right temperature to make sure you get 
your prints without damaging evidence or giving off toxic fumes. 10 disposable 
aluminum reservoirs are included.

Fuming Hot Box

#06126 FrostFree   

Hazardous Goods

#05595 Fuming Hot Box  
#02543 Aluminum Reservoirs  

New and 
Improved!

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Fuminator Wand

Up to 25 minutes of 
continuous fuming!

With a few waves of this wand, developing prints has never been easier.  Simply 
attach the fuminator cartridge to the tip of the butane-powered fuming wand 
(butane not included) and ignite.  Within minutes, fumes will begin to pour 
from the open end of the cartridge.  Once latent prints become visible, you 
can photograph and process with Peavey powder or chemical dyes.  You won’t 
have to be concerned with smearing or smudging because the latent prints are 
durable and permanent…(which comes in handy in courtroom presentations.)

With up to 25 minutes of continuous fuming per cartridge, you can process 
multiple items at once.  For you seasoned pros who don’t need as much time, the 
mini-fuminators give you 2-½ minutes!

Contents of kit:
1–Wand
3– Fuminator cartridges
1– Carrying case

#06400 Fume Wand Kit with mini
#06403 Fuming Wand Kit  
#06503 Fuminator 4 pk.  
#06501 Mini-Fuminator 10 pk.  

We made Pop-N-Fume a companion for our HotShots™, but it is  
versatile enough to work with all field or laboratory procedures for fuming latent prints.  

No misplacing of parts (it’s shock-corded) – no heavy fuming tanks – and no more 
cleaning!  With the collapsible fuming bag design, the crystal-clear bags are pre-
printed with a test print area so you can constantly monitor the fuming process.  When 
prints are developed on the test print area, you are finished!

The Pop-N-Fume kit comes with the framework, base, evidence clips, carrying pouch, 
and 15 disposable pre-printed fuming bags.  Size is 11" x 11" x 28".  Its solid steel 
construction with extra heavy-duty shock cord will provide you with years of use.

#05475 Pop-N-Fume Kit  
#05039 Fuming Bags, 25 pk.  

Great choice for fuming any oblong object such as doors, 
shotguns, ladders, or even a body.  This tent forms a 
chamber around the object so precious evidence does not 
get contaminated before you fume.  It can also be used as 
a privacy screen.  Fitting up to 8' x 3' x 4', this kit includes 
a reusable heavy duty nylon sewn tent complete with a 
zippered observation window, a monitoring test-print 
window, and a flapped hole for inserting a super-glue fuming 
wand.  Of course we include the case to hold the tent, along 
with the poles, stakes, and connectors.  This portable and easy 
to transport tent has a remarkable set-up time of less than 3 
minutes.

#09022 Fuming Tent Kit 

Pop-N-Fume™

Fuming Tent Kit

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Our Fold-A-Lab’s fully-enclosed, simple-to-use, fuming 
chamber allows you to place evidence on a rack or hang 
items using evidence clips.  Just place our fuminator wand 
through the pre-drilled hole on the side of the lab, fill the 
air-tight chamber with fumes, then seal with the rubber cork.  
Or if you’re short on cartridges, you can use our HotShots™.  
This reusable and break-resistant acrylic 10" x 10" x 18" unit 
comes with built-in racks, hinged doors, suspension rods, and 
evidence clips in a convenient carrying case and sets up in 
seconds.

Works with 

Fuming Wand and 

HotShots!

The heat from your hands, and the moisture in your breath activates our iodine 
Fuming Stix when you blow through them.  Turns prints brown temporarily so they 
can be photographed without permanently altering the evidence.  For use on fresh 
prints on any porous surface.

#05089 Fuming Stix, 6 pk.  

Fuminator Stix

Hazardous Goods

The Original Fold-A-Lab™

#05465 Fold-A-Lab Kit                         

Simple, yet effective tool that allows you to easily expand a 
bag for fuming and photographing.  Keeps your fingerprints 
off the bag and maintains evidence integrity.

#95000 Xpandit            

When you want to seal up a fuming chamber, 
peel off the back and place over the opening 
to stop fumes from escaping.  Or place a 
fingerprint on the die-cut circle and put on the 
inside of the chamber and when you see your 
fingerprint, you have a go that the evidence 
has processed.  Simple concept, awesome 
dual-use device.

#05468 Test Print Tabs, 50 pk.  

Xpandit™

Test Print Tabs

GSA Pricing
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Typically used on porous materials such as cardboard, light-
colored raw wood, paper, etc. after it has been processed 
with Ninhydrin.  Reacts to the chlorides (salt) in latent 
prints by producing silver chloride which turn grays when 
exposed to light.  Be sure to photograph the developed 
prints immediately as a dark-brown stain will permanently 
fill the background.  Not suitable for items that have been 
wet.  Can possibly interfere with examinations for body fluids, 
handwriting, trace evidence, etc.

#05075 Silver Nitrate, 25 gm.    $69.35

Reacts with amino acids in fingerprints 
to provide fluorescent visibility.  If 
used alone, Ninhydrin produces 
immediate results and is used for 
blood-contaminated fingerprints on 
porous and non-porous surfaces.  Using 
as a second step to DFO, additional 
fingerprints can be developed.  With the addition of DFO in the 
process, it is recommended for use on papers and porous surfaces.

#05060 Ninhydrin Spray, 8 oz.   
#05073 Ninhydrin Crystals, 25 gm.  
#05074 Ninhydrin Crystals, 100 gm.  
#15078 Ninhydrin 1 Gallon    

An exceptionally strong fluorescing stain for cyanoacrylate 
and is considered the dye of choice for many latent print 
examiners.  Dissolve in water or solvents for a liquid dye, or 
add into magnetic powder to form a flourescent magnetic 
powder.  Make sure to super-glue fume before using.  It 
is recommended to underfume rather than overfume.  
Overfuming will result in a heavy white residue that will 
produce prints with little to no detail.  This dye fluoresces best 
in the 450-480 nm range. 

#05081 Rhodamine 6G, 25 gm.   

Rhodamine 6G

DFO
This simple and very effective reagent is recommended for use 
on papers and porous surfaces such as cardboard, raw wood, 
plasterboard, wall coverings, etc.  Reacts with amino acids in 
latent fingerprints and requires fluorescent examination after 
use.  Will detect fingerprints that are several years old.

#06017 DFO, 1 gm.  
#06018 DFO, 5 gm.  

Silver Nitrate

Ninhydrin

Gentian Violet
This dye-staining solution that contains Crystal Violet produces 
a purple-colored image in reaction to the fatty substances of 
sebaceous sweat.  Very effective when developing latent prints 
on the adhesive side of various types of tapes.  Will also work on 
a variety of non-porous surfaces that have been contaminated 
with grease and oils.  Unsuitable for treating large areas.

#05101 Gentian Violet, 25 gm.  Hazardous Goods
No International Shipping*
*FEDEX Only!

GSA Pricing
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Luminol locates traces of blood that are invisible to the naked 
eye.  This sensitive chemical is used after attempts have been 
made to clean suspected areas.  Simply apply with a sweeping 
motion from our pump sprayer.  In the dark, latent blood 
traces will emit a blue glow.  This chemical has also been used 
to uncover footwear patterns.  Mix with enough distilled 
water to bring the fluid level up to the shoulder of the bottle.

#06020 Nite-Site Kit, 16 oz.  
#05097 Nite-Site Kit, 8 oz.  

Used to enhance latent fingerprints that have been 
developed with cyanoacrylate on non-fluorescent, multi-
colored surfaces.  Latent prints will fluoresce a bright yellow/
green and can be viewed between 365 nm and 485 nm using 
an alternate light source. 

#06019 Basic Yellow, 25 gm.  

Basic Yellow

Nite-Site™ Kit (Luminol)

Amido Black, also known as Naphthalene Black 12B or 
Naphthalene Blue-Black, stains the protein in blood-
contaminated latent prints turning them a blue-black color.   
Does not detect the normal substances found in latent 
prints and therefore must be used in sequence with other 
techniques.  Not to be used as a conclusive or presumptive 
test since it could potentially react with other proteins. 

#05085 Amido Black, 25 gm.  

Amido Black

Works great with our Battlelight!

Hazardous Goods

When handling chemicals, proper eye, hand, and 
body protection is highly recommended.  Check out 

our Biohazardand Safety Supplies section (pages 
132-136) as well as our goggles page (page 58) for 

some of the appropriate gear. 
Look for a full list of downloadable MSDS sheets for 

all products at www.lynnpeavey.com!

GSA Pricing
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Air Pump Sprayer
Simply fill the 210 ml bottle with any of our chemical liquids such as Ninhydrin, 
WetPrint, or Silver Nitrate, give the container a few pumps, and off to spraying 
evidence you go!  Comes with three assorted spray tips for jet stream, fine, and  
heavy spray patterns.

#13010 Air Pump Sprayer   

Developed by 3M™ scientists as a CFC replacement, Novec™ is a safe, non-ozone-
depleting solvent that is known for producing the crispest ridge detail on porous 
surfaces.
Use as a carrier solvent with Ninhydrin or DFO.  Its low surface tension, low 
viscosity, and high density allows the fluid to more thoroughly and easily carry 
the dissolved DFO and Ninhydrin to the edges of the fingerprint.  And since it 
doesn’t absorb moisture, the ridge diffusion of the print is maximized.  Use on a 
wide range of inks and substrates and experience minimal smearing or running.
Bottom line–You’ll find more fingerprints with Novec Fluid…GUARANTEED!

#15002 3M Novec Fluid, 1gal. 

3M™ Novec™ Engineered Fluid

Call for shipping 
information 

BLUESTAR® Forensic is a new reagent designed to reveal bloodstains that are 
invisible to the naked eye. Can be used over and over to fluoresce the same 
stain. BLUESTAR is non-toxic and WILL NOT ALTER DNA.

#15080 Tablets, 4 Application Test Kit  
#15086 Tablets, 8 Application Test Kit  
#15083 Mini-Kit    
#15084 Training Solution 8 pk.   
#15085 Training Solution 4 pk.   
#15097 Hexagon OBTI 24 pk.   
#15082 Forensic Kit   
#15081 Forensic Magnum-Drop Ship Only  

BLUESTAR® Forensic

EcoSpray Kit
Working similar to a paint sprayer, EcoSpray can be combined with 
BLUESTAR Forensic Magnum for an even coating and distribuiton 
of fluids. It uses a micro-sprayer with a disposable gas pressure 
reservoir to give you an even coating of liquid. EcoSpray is Hazard 
free, environmentally safe, non-flammable, non-explosive, non-
toxic, odorless gas and safe for the ozone layer.

#95289 EcoSpray Kit  
#95290 EcoSpray Refill  

No International Shipping

Hazardous Goods

No International Shipping
No Air
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Wet Print™ (Small Particle Reagent)
Who says you can’t lift latent prints off wet surfaces?  Don’t make the mistake of 
trying to apply regular powder to the item.  This could damage your brush, or 
even worse, destroy the latent print.
Wet Print, technically known as a Peavey blend of Molybdenum Disulfide, is a 
physical development practice where small, black particles attach themselves 
to the fatty substances that are left in fingerprint residue.  Works great on 
non-porous surfaces such as waxed and plastic-coated paper, metal, glass, 
polyethylene bags, etc.  
If time permits, it is highly recommended that once developed, the latent print is 
lifted when dry.  Note:  Do not use an accelerated drying method such as a hair-
dryer.  This will create water spots underneath the tape, which could destroy the 
latent print. 
Latent prints will dry dark on light-colored surfaces and silver on dark-colored 
surfaces.  Also available in white.

#05680 Wet Print Starter Kit, Black    
 (Includes 16 oz. Black Wet Print,  
 two 16 oz. bottles with spray nozzles.) 
#09719 Wet Print Starter Kit, White   
 (Includes 16 oz. White Wet Print,  
 two 16 oz. bottles with spray nozzles.)
#09723 Wet Print Combo Kit     
 (Includes 16 oz. Black and White WetPrint,  
 one 16 oz. bottle with spray nozzle.)
#05682 Wet Print refill, Black, 16 oz.    
#09721 Wet Print refill, White, 16 oz.    
#05696 Wet Print, Black, 2 oz. with spray nozzle 

The Safekeeper is a containment cabinet for the drying and storage of forensic evidence. 
Airflow through the cabinet gives a constant drying medium for evidence and contains 
any fumes, odors, or particulates given off while drying. The polypropylene corrosion-
proof design can be easily cleaned after use.

Includes: all pre-filters, main pre-filters, HEPA filter, dust-free Carbon filter, airflow alarms, 
shelves, and heavy duty lockable wheels.

#95107 30” Wide Safekeeper   
#95108 36” Wide Safekeeper   
#95127 48” Wide Safekeeper   
#95124 60” Wide Safekeeper   
#95125 72” Wide Safekeeper   
#95157 60” Wide Duplex Safekeeper  
#95247 72” Wide Duplex Safekeeper  
#95256 96” Wide Duplex Safekeeper  

CALL FOR PRICING ON ALL FILTERS AND ACCESSORIES

Safekeeper Evidence Drying Cabinets

This system quickly fixes latent fingerprints at the crime scene for quick on the scene 
developing. All of the components are combined in this portable system. The heater to 
heat the super glue, a shatter resistant clear protective chamber to contain the fumes, an 
exhaust blower, and a particulate/carbon exhaust filter. 

#95420 CApture Portable Fuming System  

CApture™ Portable Fuming System

Call for shipping 
information 

Call for shipping 
information 

GSA Pricing
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The DWS is specifically designed to provide a small bench mounted 
unit with unrestricted access. A unique downflow pattern allows you 
to work in close proximity over the evidence being examined.

Includes: fluorescent lighting, airflow alarm, and stainless steel 
worksurface.

#95110 DWS 24” wide unit    
#25009 HEPA/Carbon main filter DWS 24”  
#25010 Pre-filters, 6/pk. DWS 24”  
#95123 DWS 36” wide unit   
#25020 HEPA/Carbon main filter DWS 36”  
#25021 Pre-filters, 6/pk. DWS 36”  
#95160 DWS 48” wide unit   
#25025 HEPA/Carbon main filter DWS 48”  
#25026 Pre-filters, 6/pk. DWS 48”  

DWS Downflow Fingerprint Workstation

The Safeswab™ drying cabinet comes with HEPA main filter formulated to contain any 
particulates or biological material that might be present on the swabs. Safeswab is 
used to safely dry evidence while protecting them from cross contamination. 
Includes: Prefilters, Main HEPA filters, and swab drying rack.  

#95106 Safeswab™ Dryer  
#95442 Safeswab™ Mini  

Safeswab™ Drying Cabinet

Call for shipping 
information 

This portable mobile crime lab is a chemical processing staton and downflow 
fingerprint dusting station all in a compact fold-up suitcase. Excellent for field use, this 
unit operates on a standard 110 volts. Weighs 50lbs.

Includes: pre-filter, HEPA filter, carbon filter, and spillage tray.

#95147 Portable Mobile Crime Lab  
 Downflow Workstation
#95145 Recharger for Station   

Portable Mobile Crime Lab Downflow  
Workstation

Call for shipping 
information 

Cyanoacrylte Fuming Chamber
This fuming chamber is designed to process the evidence by 
using the Cyanoacrylte Fuming Method. The unit will provide an 
enviroment that is controlled for developing latent fingerprints. 
This unit incorporates two heating elements that can operate 
individually or together. These heating elements will operate with 
a maximum temperature of 230 degrees Fahrenheit. The fuming 
chamber is approximately 4.0 cubic feet and contains a locking door 
with key access. The clear sealed door allows for easy viewing so 
that overprinting does not occur. The built in hanging rod and clips 
allow for easy development. 
Demensions: 30.5” W x 12” D x 22’”H
Start up kit contains: fuming trays, Cyanoacrylate and cleaning pads

#95438 Cyanoacrylte Fuming Chamber  

Cyanoacrylte Fuming Chamber
This fuming chamber is designed to process the evidence by 
using the Cyanoacrylte Fuming Method. The unit will provide an 
enviroment that is controlled for developing latent fingerprints. 
This unit incorporates three heating elements that can operate 
individually or together. These heating elements will operate with 
a maximum temperature of 230 degrees Fahrenheit. This chamber 
has three levels of hanging rods and clips. The fuming chamber 
is approximately 6.5 cubic feet and contains a locking door with 
key access. The clear sealed door allows for easy viewing so that 
overprinting does not occur. The built in hanging rod and clips 
allow for easy development. 
Demensions: 30” W x 12” D x 34” H
Start up kit contains: fuming trays, Cyanoacrylate and cleaning pads

#95437 Cyanoacrylte Fuming Chamber  
Call for shipping 

information 

Call for shipping 
information 
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The Protector Evidence Drying Cabinet is a stainless steel lined cabinet is durable and provides 
a secure ventilated area to dry evidence such as clothing, bedding and marijuana. Equipped 
with HEPA and carbon filtered exhaust to protect personnel from the exposure to biohazards 
while eliminating any odors. The cabinet has an ultra violet light provides secondary 
disinfection of the interior cases to prevent cross contamination. This ensures the integrity of 
the DNA samples. Some of the features of this product are: 

Key activated UV light switch •	
Epoxy-coated steel exterior •	
Storage area 36”w x 26.50”d x 12” h •	
Safety glass door with magnetic seal that accommodates a user supplied padlock •	
Three position switch: fan ON, OFF and ultraviolet light ON •	
Please note the HEPA and Carbon filters are sold separately. •	
Overall dimensions: 36”w x 28”d x 79”h Electrical •	
requirements 115 volts, 60 Hz, 3 amps

#95404 Evidence Drying Cabinet  
#25039 HEPA Filter     
#25040 Carbon Filter   
#25041 Prefilter (door) pk. 6   
#25042 Prefilter (cabinet) pk 6   
#95405 Starter Kit    
(starter kit includes: security tags, door prefilters, cabinet prefilters, hanging clips, paper liners, and germiecidal cleaner)

Protector™ Evidence Drying Cabinets

Call for shipping 
information 

Safefume fully-automated Cyanoacrylate Fuming Chamber is designed to safely 
and effectively process items using the cyanoacrylate fuming method. It provides a 
controlled environment for processing latent fingerprints on most non-porous surfaces 
while eliminating exposure to hazardous fumes. The Safefume uses an advanced “touch 
computer screen” that monitors and controls humidity levels, hot plate fume cycle 
time, door lock and internal circulation fans. All parameters are preset, but can be user-
controlled by simply touching the computer screen. Once fuming is complete, a purge 
cycle evacuated harmful vapors through its high capacity carbon filter system. All filters 
included. 

#95115 30" Wide Safefume (Bench top 47" tall)  
#95116 30" Wide Safefume (Freestanding 85" tall)  
#95117 48" Wide Safefume (Bench top 47" tall)  
#95118 48" Wide Safefume (Freestanding 85" tall)  
#95146 60" Wide Safefume(Freestanding 85" tall)  
#95154 60” Wide Safefume (Benchtop 47” Tall)  

Safefume™ Cyanoacrylate Fuming Chamber

The UV-Box is a benchtop chamber that has the evidence and the user in mind. 
This chamber is safe for decontaminating evidence. This chamber is equipped with 
high-efficiency UV lamps that are positioned within the cabinet to produce short 
wavelength UV light to destroy exposed surface DNA and bacteria, leaving the 
evidence free of contamination. Operator safety is assured by a UV absorbing door 
window and other interlocking safety features. This chamber features a UV timer, 
hanging rod and interior shelf. 

#95449 UV-Box with UVC Radiation, 15” x 15” x 15”  
#95450 UV-Box with UVC Radiation, 24” x 24” x 30”  

UV-Box with UVC Radiation

Call for shipping 
information 

Call for shipping 
information 
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PurAir™ Advanced Forensic Fume Hood
The  PurAir™ range of advanced forensic workstations are designed for those foren-
sic laboratories that won’t want to change filters between powder and chemical 
applications.  With both HEPA and Carbon high-capacity filters, the PurAir units are 
ideal for departments who process a large volume of evidence with both powders 
and chemicals.  The PurAir features continuous airflow display, low airflow alarm, 360 
degree visibility, inter-filter test port, self-locking front sash, cable pass-through ports, 
epoxy-coated steel construction for unsurpassed strength, clean changing filter 
system, and optional back-up safety filter system (ANZI Z9.5 requirement).  One main 
filter required (not included).  Many other options available.

#95112 Purair 10, 29½" x 27½" x 471/4"  
   (internal height 31½")    
#95113 Purair 10XL, 34" x 27½" x 471/4"  
   (internal height 31½")    
#95114 Purair 15, 40" x 27½" x 471/4"  
   (internal height 31½")    
#95126 Purair 25, 59" x 27½" x 471/4"  
    (internal height 31½")     
#25014 HEPA and Carbon high capacity main filter  
#25013 Pre-filter, 6/pk.    
#95172 Hang rods, 6/clips    

The PurAir 5 Ductless Fume Hood is ideal for containing common chemicals and powders 
used in forensic evidence analysis and processing. The hood can be fitted with either a carbon 
filter for chemical vapors or HEPA filter for powders. The unit comes standard with low airflow 
alarm and front access door for easy filter replacement. All clear sides allow for 360 degree 
visibility and a self locking hinged front sash. This unit is compact and light weight and can 
be placed in mobile scene vehicles or set up in a crime scene. The work area has an optional 
removable spillage tray which can be easily cleaned. Integral lighting is standard on all units. 
One main filter required.

#95109 PurAir 5, (2 ft. wide)    
#25011 HEPA main filter for powders    
#25012 Carbon main filter for chemical processing  
#25013 Pre-filters, 6/pk.    
#95111 Removable spillage tray with lip    
#95223 Steel cart with lockable casters   

PurAir 5™Basic Forensic Fume Hood

Call for shipping 
information 

This system keeps users safe by containing the 
powders during the fingerprint processing. The open-
sided, open-top work station provides unrestricted 
operator movement and accommodates oversized 
evidence. 

#95422 Protector Downdraft   
 Powder Station 2ft 
#95421 Protector Downdraft  
 Powder Station 3ft

Protector™ Downdraft 
Powder Station

Call for shipping 
information 

Call for shipping 
information 
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BattleLite™ Forensic Light
Rugged. Tactical.  Effective.

BattleLite Forensic Light
#56028 BattleLite 3 Light ALS      
#56031 BattleLite Blue       
#56033 BattleLite Green Head       
#56038 BattleLite UV Head       

When we came up with the first “Alternate Light Source” for forensic use…we made 
some pretty bold claims.  The same holds true here.  

Our BattleLite™ was created with punishing environments and unheard of capabilities 
in mind.  Governments worldwide use our BattleLite™ in the fight on terrorism…and 
now we have permission to exclusively offer it to law enforcement. 

The 3-watt light is set at 455nm, and with the orange goggles will easily illuminate 
body fluids, trace, and fluorescent powdered fingerprints in all lighting conditions.  
Tactical in size at less than 5 1/4” long and comes with a hi-lo switch and diffuser lens  
(to use if desired).

There are less expensive similar forensic lights out there.  Test one for yourself…ours 
has at least 2-3 times the output, more variable control and features military-grade 
rugged construction.  Dust, shock and weather resistant. 

We guarantee that it will prove to be the most powerful, most versatile, and most 
effective tool in your arsenal.  The BattleLite™ Kit (includes the turbo-charged 455nm 
light source, diffuser lens, goggles, 2 sets of lithium metal batteries, foam insert and 
tactical carrying case.) 

LIMITED TIME OFFER: Order a kit today, and we’ll include an extra blinding 3-watt 
white light head that can be interchanged for the blue light. 

GSA Pricing
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The UltraLite-ALS is approved for 
purchase with Department of Homeland 

Security Grant money!

UltraLite™ ALS Kit

FREE 
7-DAY TRIAL!

The most powerful, serious-level, solid-state forensic alternate light source.  This 
portable device features an intensity range of 400 mW’s to an astounding 1000 mW’s 
of power as well as a wavelength range of 420 to 480 nanometers.   At the size of a 
medium banana (weighing approximately 300 grams), its compact design is especially 
beneficial for processing stairways, ceilings, or the inside of a vehicle.

Features Blue-Merge Technology™ (BMT) which is the merging of forensic wavelengths 
to optimize viewing ranges.  By producing the perfect blend, you’ll only need to go over 
the crime scene once to gather nearly 100% of your evidence work! 

The BMT head features three light bulbs totaling 120 LED’s.  Each light bulb has an 
expected life of 53,500 hours each…that’s pretty much a lifetime warranty!  

Did we mention that the UltraLite™ is also extremely durable?  It is composed of a special 
magnesium material that makes is virtually unbreakable if you were to drop it.   

Our Peavey Plus Kit features the same great benefits as our regular UltraLite kit, but with 
the added bonuses of a UV Magnum Head and yellow goggles for viewing.  Additional 
options available.

We also offer the UltraLite-ALS Complete Kit (pictured above).  Included in this kit: 
UltraLite Case, Foam Insert, 100-240 VAC Power Supply, 12VDC Power Supply (Vehicle), 
Electrical Cord (20'), Battery Charger, 3 Battery Packs, Power Pack, UltraLite Handle, BMT 
Head, UV Magnum Head, Green Head, Red Head, Yellow Head, Amber Glasses, Red 
Glasses, Yellow Glasses, 3 Glasses Bags, Operators Manual.

#20076 UltraLite Peavey Kit       
#20081 UltraLite ALS Complete Kit  
#20084 Optional UV Magnum Head      
#20087 UltraLite Peavey Plus Kit      
#20093 UltraLite Peavey Plus Kit 
       w/ hard case       

Contents of Kit:
1 - UltraLite™ light unit
2 - Rechargeable lithium batteries which last  
 approximately 2 hours each
1 - ALS power pack
1 - Universal A/C input power cord (in case 
 you forget to charge your batteries)
1 - Orange goggles
1 - Twin-battery charger
1 - Custom-designed zippered “holster pack” 
 that adjusts perfectly to any size waist
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Wraparound Goggles

#09208 Orange Goggles  
#09205 Red Goggles 
#09207 Yellow Goggles 

There are always times the position of the 
shield to light is not what you need so we 
offer these very hip Wraparound Goggles 
that allow you to use the Alternate Light 
Sources in any position.  Our popular 
orange goggles work best in most 
situations for evidence enhancement.  The 
Wraparound Goggles also come packaged 
in a pouch.

UV Goggles, UV Spectacles & UV Face Shield
Eye and face protection are essential when working with short or long-
wave UV sources so we’ve given you several styles of comfortable eye 
and face protection to choose from.  

#20038 Orange 8 x 8 Plate 
#20036 Red 8 x 8 Plate 
#20037 Yellow 8 x 8 Plate 

Viewing Plates
Ideal for viewing latent prints or other types of evidence fluorescing.  
These 8 x 8 plates are large enough to accommodate a broader 
viewing area, yet small enough to easily store away.  Excellent for 
training or group demonstrations.  

Forensic Light Sources

Spectacles 
Made of high-impact resistant polycarbonate.  The top and side-
shield design provide full UV protection for the eyes.  Easy on/easy 
off eyeglass styling.

#20062 UV Spectacles (no pouch) 
#00048 Pouch for Spectacles  

Goggles 
Our UV goggles provide the best contrast control available to 
remove the blue-haze glare from long-wave ultraviolet light sources.  
These goggles are ventilated for your personal comfort.  Adjustable 
straps permit one size to fit all.

#05432 UV Goggles (no pouch)  

Face Shield 
Offers the most coverage with the face and neck fully protected.  
Features a one-size-fits-all head mount and a flip-up shield for 
comfortable extended wear. 

#09563 UV Face Shield 
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MicroBlue™
Illuminate body fluids (semen, saliva 
& urine) and fluorescent fingerprints.  
Illuminates up to 465 nanometers.  
Use with our fluorescent powders to 
experience the most amazing details!  
Comes complete with 3 AAAA batteries 
that provide 8 hours of use.

#95003 MicroBlue, Amber Shield, Case
#56703 AAAA Batteries, 2 pk
#95009 Replacement Amber Shield
#99008 Replacement Carrying Case

GSA Pricing

Forensic Light Sources

4 Forensic nurses have used the MicroBlue for examinations of  
          rape survivors.  They have found the small, portable unit to  
          be less intimidating than other products.

4 Many departments have given all their duty personnel the  
          MicroBlue because it’s a great tool for a quick initial sweep  
          of a scene.

4 And on the lighter side, others have found the MicroBlue  
          truly shows the cleanliness of hotel rooms (some have even  
          gotten a free room after showing the manager)!

Vector 7™ Kit
The Vector 7™ UV Kit is a rechargeable 
ultraviolet light source that uses the most 
advanced technology to magnify light 
from 7 small LED’s to form a powerful 
(405 nm) forensic flashlight.  The ideal 
use for fluorescent fingerprint powders.  
The kit comes complete with a 1 oz. red 
fluorescent PowderJet, Feather Duster, 
cigarette lighter adapter, recharger and 
Vector 7 UV unit.

#20035 Vector 7 UV Kit
#95080 Vector 7 w/charger

#05943 UV Blacklight 
#05839 AAA Batteries 

UV LED Black Light Source
This compact 3.7” (l) x 1.19” (w) unit will fit in most pockets and kits. 12 UV 
LED bright bulbs fluoresce at distances over 20 feet with a wave output 385 
nanometers. Easy toggle on-off switch allows for continuous use. Operates 
on three AAA batteries (not included). Weight 2.5 oz. Perfect for activiation 
of fluorescent inks/dyes and scanning a crime scene for foreign materials.
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Blue Light Special Kit

#05651 Basic Kit for Mag-Lite  

Forensic Light Sources

Instantly adapt your Mag-Lite to a brilliant 30,000 candlepower 
forensic light source.  The white light from these flashlights are 
converted to 450 nanometers.  Normally hard-to-see evidence 
appears crisp and clear.   View fibers, hair, body-fluid stains, and 
fluorescent fingerprints.  We’ve created the Blue Light Special Kits 
to adapt instantly to your flashlight and to your budget! 

Contents of Kit:
Blue Light Lens
K-42 Viewing Shield
Instructions
Lens-Cleaning Brush & Solution
Carrying Case with Foam Insert

Streamlight Ultra Stinger

#20089 Streamlight Ultra Stinger 
#20090 Streamlight Battery Stick 

This 7” compact Streamlight Ultra Stinger Flashlight packs 
a whopping 15,000 Candlepowder. The nickel-cadmium 
battery is rechargeable over 1,000 times! One of the 
brightest flashlights out there for its size.

Mag-Lite Flashlights

#05719 2 A-cell batteries (Mini-Mag) 
#05725 3 D-cell batteries  
#05727 4 D-cell batteries  
#05733 4 C-cell batteries  

What can you say about flashlights?  You don’t need 
to say anything when it starts with Mag-Lite.  Mag-Lite 
Flashlights are made with aircraft-grade aluminum.   
They have spot-to-flood focus, sealed on/off buttons, 
krypton lamps, and a stored replacement bulb.  In 
addition, every Mag-Lite— from the Mini-Mag to the 
big 5-cell monster—has a limited lifetime warranty.   
All this plus a price that is very competitive!

Blue Light Accessories
The tripod shown here provides sturdy support for your camera.   
We’ve fabricated discs made of the Viewing Shield material into filters 
or Lens Adapters for your camera.  Just select the right Lens Adapter 
and screw it into your camera lens.

#06203 Tripod  
#05659 49mm Lens Adapter 
#05658 72mm Lens Adapter 
#05660 52mm Lens Adapter 
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Streamlight Ultra Stinger

Cordless Spotlight

#05834 Cordless Spotlight 2m  

Powerful 2 million candle power spotlight 
that produces a bright path light.  Swivel 
locking handle moves to a pistol-grip 
position.  Also includes a sturdy multi-
position ABS stand. Charges with included 
AC and DC power adapters.

High Intensity UV Lamp
100 watt UV lamp, rated at 5000 hours, features 
Cool Touch plastic, heat resistant housing, 
pistol grip handle and a special bulb protector.  
The lamp head can rotate 360 degrees when 
attached to the base for hands-free operation.  
Includes 8 ft. primary and secondary cords.

#05437 Hi Intensity 100 watt Longwave  
    UV Lamp 115V  
#06460 Funnel lamp accessory  

McClamp

#95219 Standard mountingclamp 
    w/small holding clamp (1) 
#95220 Large mounting clamp 
    w/small holding clamp (2) 
#95222 Large mounting clamp 
    w/standard mounting clamp (3) 
#95218 Fiberglass stick 
    w/small holding clamp (4) 

The new McClamp acts like an extra pair of hands when it comes to photographing forensic evidence in the lab or at the scene.  
With 4 different versions of the McClamp available, one (or all!) will surely meet your needs.  

There are 3 combinations of the clamp on clamp, and a stick/clamp version, all with a strong fleixble arm capable of holding a 
variety of items in varying positions.  The small “holding” clamp on items #95218,  #95219 and #95220 has inner neoprene (rubber) 
jaws for holding delicate objects.  The large “mounting” clamp opens to  2 inches, while the standard “mounting” clamp opens to 
1-1/4”.  The stick version of the McClamp, #95218, has a fiberglass rod designed to be driven into the soil for fieldwork.  

All sizes work well together to achieve the best stability and get the most angles.  Use a McClamp to hold a magnifying glass over a 
fingerprint that needs to be photographed or use a combination of the McClamps to hold several pieces of evidence fragments to 
show how they fit together.    

1 2
3 4
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Ultraviolet Hand Lamps
Combine the superiority of our fluorescent powders with the performance of our Ultraviolet Hand Lamps to get the best possible 
results.  Our ultraviolet hand lamps feature longwave light intensity at 365 nanometers that is ideal for scanning a wide variety of 
physical evidence.

Forensic Light Sources

UV Battery Hand Lamp 
This unit is designed for easy fatigue-free use.  This convenient self-
contained, battery-powered lamp (two 6-volt lantern batteries) has a 
carrying handle built into the unit.  It also has a two-way switch that 
operates a regular flashlight and the ultraviolet light.  Battery and 
charger not included.

#05431 UV AC Battery Hand Lamp  
#54311 6 Volt Battery    
#09254 6 Volt Rechargeable Battery  
#09253 Recharger for 6 Volt Battery (shown) 
#54402 Replacement bulb for #05431  
#09564 12 Volt car adapter   

UV AC Hand Lamp 
This hand-held, compact yet powerful longwave unit is easily 
transported to any crime scene.  The unit plugs into any regular wall 
outlet for fast easy scans.  Specifically designed to go with #20061 
Lamp Stand.

#05430 UV AC Hand Lamp 
#20061 Lamp Stand 
#54301 Replacement Bulb 

Compact UV Lamp 
Compact UV Lamps (4 watt lamps) fit comfortably in the hand.  The 
Compact UV Lamp comes in a 12-Volt style (two 6-volt batteries).

#54400 Compact UV Lamp, LW  
#54401 Replacement Bulb  

EL Series 6 Watt UV Lamp 
Manufactured with a durable, extruded-design metal housing and 
scratch resistant powder paint.  Specifically designed to go with 
#20060 Lamp Stand.  

LW=365 nanometers.

SW = 254 nanometers.

#05429 EL Series UV Lamp, 6W, LW/SW 
#20060 Lamp Stand  
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Theft Detection Powder

#05103 Theft Detection Powder, 1 oz. 

Use our Feather Duster to lightly apply the Theft-Detection Powder to objects you 
think a suspect might touch or take.  Later, check their hands with any of our alternate 
light sources (the MicroBlue works great) and if they touched that object and got 
the powder on their hands, it will fluoresce!  This powder is not meant to “stain” and 
therefore, must be evaluated with a light source fairly soon after touching. 

Cloud Dome Pro Kit

#20027 Cloud Dome Pro Kit       
#20028 Cloud Dome Reflector      

Accurately photographs reflective or difficult to light small objects 
such as knives, documents, fingerprints, serial numbers, guns, bullet 
casings or items with reflective backings such as fingerprint cards.  
Kit includes cloud dome, domicile bag, pro bracket, universal bracket, 
7” straight extension collar, and angled extension collar.

The Clould Dome Reflector is also available.  By using this two-sided 
reflector in combination with the cloud dome, you can achieve a 
variety of different lighting effects.

Eagle-Eye Aerial Camera System

#08001 Eagle-Eye Camera Mount 
#07999 8’ pole   

The Eagle-Eye Camera System consists of a telescoping aluminum pole that extends to 
16 ft., a ball-and-joint pivot, a tripod-type camera mount, and a braided-steel cord that 
serves as a camera safety restraint.

The system is remarkably easy to use.  Just secure any 35mm camera with an automatic 
timer, Polaroid Spectra camera, or video camera to the mounting screw and position the 
pole to get the taken-from-above pictures you need.  For example: with a wide-angle 
28mm lens, you can get a field of view that measures about 14 x 18 ft.

Look on the inside of your lens cap for thread size
or

Look on a filter you have…the size should be printed on it
or

Measure the diameter of your lens with a metric scale.  
If you measure 4.9 cm, that means you need a 49mm lens.

Lens thread sizing
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X-Loupe MGP4-Plus
Forensic Microscope/Digital Camera System

We’ve combined the features of a virtual bomb-proof 12.1 megapixel digital camera…
with a powerful 455nm forensic light source.  Use it in the forensic light mode for 
photographing fluorescent fingerprints, body fluids, hair, fibers, bone chips, etc. with 
automatic digital accuracy and precision…every time…instantly.

Then, when you are shooting powdered latents, blood spatter, tool marks, etc., that 
require perfect, even white lighting, you simply flip a switch…and with professional, 
focused and 30X digital precision…takes the shot every time…again, instantly.

No more shooting through an orange lens or shield, no more dealing with lighting 
issues and over or under exposure. Perfect 1:1 scaled shots are all made almost 
automatically. Just set it down directly on the evidence surface and shoot!

This little digital camera attachment is engineered with top quality optics throughout…
and while not a toy, is priced and as easy to use as one.

Designed to work with the Canon D10 digital camera that is shock, water, breeze, dust 
and dummy proof so that any crime scene officer can operate the system.  The system 
attaches to the camera instantly with a magnetic adapter.  (Makes an excellent choice 
for a stand alone crime scene digital camera as well.) 

More info on our website…a truly amazing forensic tool.

#20133 Complete system including the Canon D10 and MGP4-Plus attachment 
#20134 MGP4-Plus (without digital camera)*    
#20107 Canon D10 forensic camera     

*  Call for compatibility with your digital camera that you currently use.

Image captured with forensic light source.

Image captured with white light.
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Vinyl Rulers
Reusable rulers featuring crosshair circles at each end to assist 
you in photogrammetry corrections.  Available in white, black, 
gray, clear, fluorescent or combo.  Measures in inches and 
millimeters.

Stick-It™ Magnetic Rulers
Flexible magnetic 6” rulers are perfect for sticking on automobiles, 
metal doors, file cabinets, etc... The flat non-glare finish eliminates 
reflections when photographing.

#95367 White Magnetic Ruler, 10 pk.
#95368 Black Magnetic Ruler, 10 pk.
#95369 Fluorescent Green Ruler, 10 pk.
#95370 Gray Magnetic Ruler, 10pk.

#05145 White Vinyl Ruler, 6”, 10 pk. (1) 
#05146 Black Vinyl Ruler, 6”, 10 pk. (2) 
#05160  Clear Vinyl Ruler, 6”, 10 pk. (3) 
#05150 Gray Vinyl Ruler, 6”, 10 pk. 
#09242 Combo Vinyl Ruler Set, 6”, 10 pk. 
#05220 Fluorescent Vinyl Ruler, 6”, 10 pk. 

1

3

2

Folding Scale
Three 12 inch rulers in one!  This versatile ruler can extend as long 
as 36 inches or as short as 12 inches to accommodate the size of 
evidence to be photographed.

#05225  Folding Scale 

6” Padded Rulers
Flexible magnetic 6” rulers are perfect for 
sticking on automobiles, metal doors, file 
cabinets, etc... The flat non-glare finish 
eliminates reflections when photographing. #95036 6” Padded Rulers, 15 per pad 

Same Plane Scale
This scale is designed so it can be elevated to the same height/level 
as the evidence.  This allows for both the scale and evidence to be in 
focus when photographs are taken.

All same plane scales come with space available for placement of 
identifying information such as case number, badge number, etc...

#05421  Same Plane Scale, 40 pk 

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Peavey Photo Rulers
Ideal for use in photographs featuring bite marks, injuries, toolmarks, or any 
other small evidence. Our L-Scale features a 90-degree scale printed on ridged, 
vinyl plastic and allows you to measure in millimeters.  Our T-Scale runs perfectly 
perpindicular to the ground and features a hanging hole for use on vertical 
surfaces.  Measures in both inches and millimeters.  

#09952 L-Scale (1)  
#95067 T-Scale (2)  

1

2

Forensic Star™
An innovation that offers a technically feasible method to evaluate and photograph the 
spatial realtionship between forensic measurement scales and evidence.  Place two  
L-scales (#09952) in the grooves of the Forensic Star™ at 90° angles to each other.  
Locate in close proximity of the evidence.  The free standing design provides for a 
clearer field of photography and also allows for evaluation of depth by developing a 
reproducible “Z” axis.  Each “star” is intended to be retained with the evidence to avoid 
cross contamination.  Comes 10 to a package.  L-Scale rulers not included.

#95197 Forensic Star, 10 pk 

Reversible Scale
Designed for tire track and footwear impressions.  
Printed black on white on one side and white 
on black on the other.  Glare-free finish ideal for 
a variety of lighting conditions and measures in 
both inches and millimeters.

#02126 Reversible Scale, 300 x 150mm 

Combo Ruler Pack
Combo Ruler Pack includes one of each of the following:

Reversible Scale Ruler•	
6” White Vinyl Ruler•	
6” Black Vinyl Ruler•	

#95276 Combo Ruler Pack 

A quick way to determine spatial relationships through geometry.
Long story short, here is a “cocktail napkin” idea that came from an NCIS Agent that 
made it as another marketable good idea.
These 12” X 12” pre-printed cards should be placed as shown in the foreground
of your overall crime scene photos.  Print your picture out in any magnification, then 
take a ruler and pen and extend the lines as shown directly on the photo.  By forming 
this grid directly on your photo, you can easily tell the relative spatial determination 
of objects or points of interest.
Saves a ton of time at the scene, and it really works! 

#95455 Padded in sets of 40 cards 

GEO Cards

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Mini-Rulers™
Our Mini-Rulers™ may be small, but they stand up to the biggest 
jobs!  Simply pick the color that best contrasts to the surface you 
are photographing.  Features a light, adhesive removable backing.  
Available in white, black, and fluorescent.  Our fluorescent 
Mini-Rule is the perfect companion to our fluorescent magnetic 
powders (pg. 8) and our MicroBlue™ (pg. 59).   

Visual Aids & Rulers
1

2
3

4

5

6
#95089 Black 2 cm Rulers, 150/roll (4)  
#95090 White 2 cm Rulers, 150/roll (5)  
#95091 Fluorescent 2 cm Rulers, 150/roll (6) 
#95419 Gray 2 cm Rulers, 150/roll  
#95037 White 2” Rulers, 150/roll (1)*  
#95087 Fluorescent 2” Rulers, 150/roll (2)*  
#95088 Black 2” Rulers, 150/roll (3)*  
#95418 Gray 2” Rulers, 150/roll*   
#95150 Fluorescent 6” Rulers, 50/roll *  
#95151 White 6” Rulers, 50/roll*  
#95152 Black 6” Rulers, 50/roll*   
#95417 Gray 6” Rulers, 50/roll*   

  * Measures in both inches and millimeters.

Ruler Tape
This roll of 30’ tape features a repeating 12” ruler 
pattern.  The non-permanent adhesive allows you to 
conveniently place this tape on walls, windows, autos, 
etc. without damaging the surface. Measures in both 
inches and millimeters.  #05299 Ruler Tape, 30’ roll 

Ruler Labels
These 31⁄2” pre-cut ruler labels come in white, gray or black with 
a peel-off backing.  Features a writeable surface for documenting 
your case number and date. 

#05273 White, 31⁄2”, 25 pk. (1)      
#05274 Gray, 31⁄2”, 25 pk. (2)      
#05279 Black, 31⁄2”, 25 pk. (3)      

1

2

3

Fluorescent Ruler Labels
This heavy-duty fluorescent ruler features a 90-degree scale which 
measures in both millimeters and inches. Its adhesive backing allows 
you to mount on various surfaces.  When using with our fluorescent 
powders and the BattleLite ALS™ (pg. 56), this ruler will fluoresce, 
so when photographed, you’ll be able to see the scale and the 
fluorescent print.  That’s like a 2-for-1 deal!  

#06235 Fluorescent Ruler Labels, 20 pk. 

GSA Pricing
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Professional Measuring Wheels
Measure off the distance of just about anything with these Professional Measuring 
Wheels! Just hold the handle and push the wheel along the ground. With every 
fraction of a revolution on the wheel, the readout gives you the distance traveled. 
After measuring one distance, just re-set the counter and start again. When 
finished fold up the unit and store it in your car or locker.

We also offer lightweight cases to protect your measuring wheels. The twin wheel 
Rolatape case accomodates item numbers 06029 and 06030.

Items 06029 & 06030
Measures 9,999 feet, 11 inches (or 9/10ths of a foot with engineers’ models).•	
Handle telescopes down to 17 inches to fit into a toolbox or standard •	
briefcase.
Adds while rolling forward and subtracts when pulled in reverse.•	

Item 06031
5-digit, easy-read magnified counter (9,999 ft.) that subtracts in reverse.•	
Heavy duty, polycast wheel with clean three-spoke design.•	
Curved, telescoping handle adjusts to comfort level.•	

Closed Reel Measuring Tape
The Closed Reel Measuring Tape comes in a high impact metal case with a folded 
handle for quick retrival of tape.  Fiberglass tape will not rot.  Measures in inches 
and feet on one side and metric on the other.

#95344 Speed Rewind Measuring Tape, 300’                

Open Reel Speed Rewind 
Tape Measure
300ft Open Reel Tape Measure features two sides: Standard English and 
Engineers’. It won’t rust, is lightweight, and has superior strength. Also 
features durable double-fastened housing with super-fast 3 x 1 rewind.

#06031  Big Wheel Rolatape (1)  
#06030 Twin Wheel Rolatape (2) 
#06029 One Wheel Rolatape (3) 
#09052  Twin Wheel Case (accommodates
    items 06029 & 06030)  
#95257  Big Wheel Case  

#95092 30 meter/100 foot tape measure 

1 2 3

Visual Aids & Rulers

Standing Tape
The Standing Tape’s length is 6.5 feet and its size resembles 
that of an average tape measure.  The (matte finish) numbers 
are printed in large bold type face in two different color 
schemes (black/white on one side, and red/white on the 
other) that can be seen from over 75 feet away! 

The coolest feature about the Standing Tape is that it can be 
removed from its dispenser and it stands up by itself! There’s 
even a little hole in the end for a pin or thumbtack to help 
steady it on a wall. 

#95249 Standing Tape 
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Forensic Photo Scale

#95131  2-Piece Forensic Photo Scale  

Visual Aids & Rulers

This 2-piece scale is designed to assist the forensic photographer in the 
photo documentation of physical evidence such as latent prints, tool 
marks, etc.  The circular and square cutouts allow the scale to surround the 
evidence being photographed. The 2-piece set includes black on gray and 
fluorescent orange on gray printed in both metric and inches. Comes in a 
black leatherette carrying case. 

Forensic Mirror

#95132 Forensic Mirror 

This 3” x 5” mirror is useful for directing light 
into crevices and side lighting footwear and tire 
impressions.  The opposite side features a gray scale 
that is identical to our Forensic Photo Scale with 
the exception of no cuts.  This allows small objects 
such as bullets to be placed on the scale within the 
printed circles for accurate photo documentation.  
Comes in a black leatherette carrying case. 

Inspection Mirror  
with Telescoping Arm

#95391 Inspection Mirror with Telescoping Arm 

The Inspection Mirror is equipped with a telescoping arm 
that extends to 30”.  It folds up into a nice compact size for 
easy transport and storage.  The cushion handle is designed 
for comfort handling.

Sonin

#95017 Sonin Combo Pro (1)               
#95253 Laser Target Range II (2)            

These amazing devices send out narrow beams of 
sound waves that bounce off solid objects and send the 
information into the hand-held set.  Custom electronics 
and a microprocessor convert the elapsed time into a 
distance measurement and display it on the easy-to-read 
display.  The Laser Targeting Range Finder has a laser 
pointer to accurately display where you are measuring 
to.  And the Combo Pro will measure up to a whopping 
250 feet using a target.  It is perfect for outdoors, with a 
capacity of seven storage memories.1

2
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Disto™ Laser Meters
Measure distances accurately – even over obstructions – and determine tilts quickly 
with the Leica Disto™ D330.

Features: Smart Horizontal Mode, Multifunctional End Piece, Power Range Technology™ 
and Display Illumination, and multiple other functions

The Leica DISTO™ D5 is designed with many functions and features to make 
measuring easier, particularly when you are working outdoors.

Features: Digital Pointfinder, Tilt Sensor, Power Range Technology,  
Spot-on Measurement, Detailed display

Both come with batteries and wrist strap. Other accessories available.

#95399 Disto D330 Laser Meter 
#95352 Disto D5 Laser Meter  

Digital Microscope

#20106 Digital Microscope  

The Carson MM-740 zPix 200 digital microscope allows you to display magnified images 
right on your computer screen. The powerful 26x - 130x zoom magnification allows you 
to see fine details such as fingerprints as never before!

Software CD included. Compatible with PC or Mac.

MagniLamp™ Magnifier

#20072 MagniLamp Magnifier  

MagniLamp™ is a hand-held, fully adjustable stand magnifier with a built-in light which 
allows you to see all the details.  Its 2X optic main lens and 4X optic spot lens produces 
sharp, crystal-clear images everytime. Requires 2-AA batteries (not included). 

ID Magnifiers

#07025 4X, 2.5” Diameter (1)  
#07035 4X, 3.5” Diameter (2)  
#20049 3X, 2” Diameter (recessed bottom) 

Magnify your ability to solve the case.  Virtually unbreakable, these lightweight, 
no-glass forensic magnifiers capture all available light to increase subject 
illumination.  The base is concave to avoid contact with the evidence.

1

2

Magnifying Clip-On Glasses

#20022  3X Magnifying Clip-On Glasses 

These magnifying lenses clip right onto your eyeglasses allowing you to see 
intricate details of the evidence while keeping your hands free. Hinged acrylic 
lenses flip up when not in use. 
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Complete Optivisor

#05686 2.5X Complete Optivisor  

This lightweight head-mounted magnifier will allow you to use both hands 
freely while examining fingerprints or evidence.  The one-size-fits-all adjustable 
headband provides a comfortable and firm hold.  Features ground and polished 
lenses to meet precision optical standards.

Full Sheet Magnifier

#20050 3X Full Sheet Magnifier  

This 3X magnifier is ideal for magnifying larger pieces of evidence due to its 
large surface area.  Also works well when reviewing full-size documents. 

Hand Magnifier

#20119 2.5X/5X Handheld Magnifier  

This 2.5x/5x Hand-Held Evidence Magnifier will help you locate and 
examine such evidence as latent prints, tool marks, hairs, fibers, 
documents, blood stains, serial numbers and much more. The Hand-
Held Magnifier has a 3” compact, easy to use 2.5x power Magnifier with 
a 5x power bifocal lens. 

10x Lighted Magnifier

#20130 10x UV/White Magnifier 

Locate and examine evidence such as latent prints, tool marks, hairs, fibers, 
documents, blood stains, serial numbers and much more.  This handy magnifier is 
equipped with powerful 10x lens and built-in white and UV lights which allow you 
to see micro-printing on currency, checks and other important documents.  Use the 
thumb switches to switch between white LED and UV LED lights.

Illuminated Pocket Magnifier

#05689 4X Illuminated Pocket Magnifier  

This illuminated pocket magnifier features a small built-in light for viewing 
evidence in low-light conditions.  Its 4X magnification captures a high-quality 
optic view.  Includes 2 - AAA batteries.

GSA Pricing
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Folding Stand Magnifiers

#05688 5X Folding Stand Magnifier (1)  
#20053 5X Folding Scale Plastic Magnifier (2) 

The 5X optics of these folding stand magnifiers produce 
distortion-free viewing.  The base of our folding stand 
magnifier features clearly marked graduation lines, while 
our folding scale magnifier features both an inch and 
millimeter scale printed on the base. 

Magnifying Glass 
4.5X Classifier

#05685 4.5X Classifier without Discs 
#56851 Henry Disc (1)   
#56852 Battley Disc (2)    
#56853 Henry-Battley Disc (3)   
#56854 Cross-Hair Disc (4)    

This German-made magnifier is reported to 
have the finest optics and the most distortion-
free field lens available to the CSI market 
today.  Produces a crystal clear view and sharp 
focus across the entire 21/8” diameter field.  
The coding discs (listed below) are exclusively 
designed to fit this magnifier.

1

2

Tweezer Magnifier

#20052 4X Magnifier w/ Tweezer   

Pick up your evidence while magnifying it at the same time.  Works 
well for picking up fibers, hair, or other small pieces of evidence.

2

1

4

3

Stand Magnifiers

#20051  10X Stand Magnifier (1)  
#20057   7X Stand Magnifier (2)   
#20059  5X Stand Magnifier (3)   

These magnifiers are featured in three different sizes with 
varying powers of magnification.  The transparent base allows 
ambient light to illuminate the evidence being examined.

2

3

1

Regula RE-1007 Magnifier

#06215 Regula RE-1007 Magnifier 

Designed for classification and investigation of fingerprints and small objects.  It 
has excellent central and side sharpness, brightness and contrast with correct color 
range, magnification and convenience in use.  This easy-to-use magnifier features  
5x magnification, high illumination, lighted optics and measuring scales.
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Photo ID™ Cards

#06677 4” x 6”, 100 pk. 
#06679 8 1/2” x 11”, 100 pk. 

Gives the story for crime scene photos.  Includes a gray scale graduation 
chart on the right side and a scale on the other.  A full color chart is 
included at the bottom for 50% and 100% color matching.  We’ve even 
included space for additional information like weather conditions, f-stop, 
seconds, lens, and location.

Bloodstain/Photo Template

#05967 Bloodstain Templates, 15 pk. 
#05968 Evidence Templates, 15 pk. 

Our bloodstain template’s purpose is to highlight the importance of 
bloodstains and to document them through microphotography.  This 
template, which is specially die-cut from non-glare pressure-sensitive 
stock, will stick to any wall, floor, or ceiling.  It has its own pre-printed 
scale, information blanks, and instructions.  It’s also available in a 
generic format for non-bloodstain photos.  Sold in packages of 15.

Evidence Flags & Ribbon

#20069  Evidence Flags, 100 pk   
#20127 Orange Marking Ribbon 12 rolls/bx 
#20128 Orange Marking Flags, 1000/bx  

These flags and ribbon are perfect for marking evidence 
in visually obstructed areas where height of the evidence 
markers is essential.  

Crime Scene Cones

#05406   Regular Cones 1-8  
#05405   Regular Cones 9-16   
#05404   2” Disc Cones 1-25   
#05407   2” Disc Cones 26-50    

Our inexpensive regular crime cones have many uses, such a blocking traffic and 
aiding crime scene photographs.  Each bright-orange plastic cone is 9” tall and 
comes nested in a stack of eight.  Our 2” disc cones are perfect for placing on those 
not-so-straight areas such as hillsides.  They also have the added benefit of not being 
toppled over by the wind as they are flat in design.  

GSA Pricing
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Photo Flags & Numbers

#05147 One Set of Numbers, 1-9    
#07415 One Set of Numbers, 10-20   
#05816 Five Sets of Numbers, 1-9, 45 total    

Our white 4” x 5” photo flags with 18” stems are perfect for mounting in the ground.  
Features bold, black 3” numbers on a white background.

Our Photo Numbers are big, bold, easy to read and have sticky backs that will  
adhere to virtually any evidence or surface—even walls!  Individual 2” x 3” labels, 
numbered 1-9.
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A Frame Photo Markers

#09900 White 1 - 15 Markers, 3”
#09902 Yellow 1 - 15 Markers, 3” 
#09906 White 16 - 50 Markers, 3”
#09908 Yellow 16 - 50 Markers, 3”
#09912 White 51 - 99 Markers, 3”
#09914 Yellow 51 - 99 Markers, 3”
#09850 White 1 - 15 Markers, 5”
#09852 Yellow 1 - 15 Markers, 5”
#09854 White 16 - 50 Markers, 5”
#09856 Yellow 16 - 50 Markers, 5”
#09860 Yellow 51 - 99 Markers, 5”
#02250 Yellow Blank Markers, each, 3”
#09918 White A - Z Markers, 3”
#09919 Yellow A - Z Markers, 3”
#09920 Yellow 1-99 Markers, 3”
#09862 White A - Z Markers, 5”
#09864 Yellow A - Z Markers, 5”
#09868 Yellow Arrow Markers, 20pk, 5”
#09924 Yellow Arrow Markers, 20pk, 3”

Guaranteed for easy identification and assures capturing the exact 
location regardless of camera angle.  Ideal for use at crime and accident 
scenes, they are lightweight, cost-efficient, one-piece, plastic in a 
stackable, handy-to-store-and-use design.  

#09925        Disposable 1-50 Tent Markers, 3”    

A Frame Disposable Photo Markers

Photo ID Stickers in Books
Convenient and compact way to carry your photo ID stickers.  
The adhesive backs allow these stickers to be placed and peeled 
off virtually any type of surface.  Large numbers measure 2 1/4” 
tall x 1 3/4” wide.  Small numbers and arrows are 1” x 1”. 

#09613 Large Number ID Booklet, 25 sheet pad 
#09617 Small Number ID Booklet, 25 sheet pad 
#09619 Arrows Booklet, 25 sheet pad  
#05816 2”x3” Numbers 1-9, 5 each  

CSI Magnetic Board 

#95229 CSI Magnetic Board 

Create a crime scene sketch easily with The Board™ for 
Crime Scene Investigation.  Just hand-sketch with more 
than 650 scaled and graphically-detailed magnetic 
symbols (such as furniture, people/victims and weapons) 
on a magnetic 11”x19” layout grid surface.  

The system comes in a durable binder (12” x 10” x 1” thick) 
making it a portable on-the-scene tool.  After a sketch 
is completed, a digital camera shot or photocopy of the 
board provides a high quality permanent record. 

GSA Pricing
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A&D Weighing Scales

#95086  SK2000   
#95084  EK3000I  
#95085  GF6000   

These scales are ones that you won’t be afraid to do your weighing on!  

The EK3000I Compact Balance Scale features a large LCD display making it easy to read at a wide viewing angle or dark environment.  
Its portable compact size, light weight, rugged body, and sealed key panel protects against dust and spills, and features a security 
ring to prevent theft.  Measures grams to 0.1; ounces to 0.005; pounds to 0.0005; with a total weight of up to 6.614 lbs.  AC adapter 
included.

The GF6000 scale provides the fastest response speed in its line…an unbelievable one second.  Features a splash-proof keyboard and 
display, interval time setting, and auto power on function.  Measures grams to 0.1; ounces to 0.005; pounds to 0.0005; with a total 
weight of up to 13 lbs.  AC adapter included.

The SK2000 is fast, accurate, and portable.  Features include a stainless steel, removable weigh pan, splash and rust-proof, and auto 
power off.  Measures grams to 0.1; pounds to 0.002; with a total weight of up to 4.4 lbs.  AC adapter optional (see below).

The HL100 Digital Scale features clear LCD display (8 mm), accurate reading in wide temperature range, portable (6 type “aa” 
batteries, not included), net weight/stability indication, low battery indication, separate keys for power and re-zero, auto power off,  
100g capacity and comes in a standard carrying case.  AC adapter  optional (see below).

EK30001

GF6000

SK2000

#95332 HL100   
#95184 SK2000 AC adapter Int’l 
#95203 SK2000 AC adapter USA 

Photo Documentation Kit

#20058 Photo Documentation Kit            

Anything and everything you could possibly want 
when taking photos at a crime scene.  Comes 
complete with yellow tent markers 1-50; yellow 
arrow set; orange gear case; 6” vinyl rulers, L-scale; 
30’ metric tape; 60’ Endless Rule Tape; 2 cm photo 
scales; white 2” Mini-Ruler; 25’ tape measure; Laser 
Target Range Finder II; 6 x 4 photo ID card; photo 
stickers; evidence photo template; photo flags and 
2 x 3 photo numbers.

#95414 Sidewinder Digital Scale/Calculator

Sidewinder Digital Scale/Calculator 
The Sidewinder Digital Scale has a capacity of 300 grams and measures in 0.1 
gram accuracy. This portable digital scale can also read in grams, pounds, ounces, 
troy ounces, carats, grains and pennyweight. The cover is also an expansion tray. 
The stainless steel tray with raised lip make this portable digital scale easy to clean 
from one measurement to the next. 

HL 100

GSA Pricing
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#10112 Evidence Kraft Bag Kit 

Contents of Kit:
100–Kraft Evidence Bags: 
        25, #12, 7” x 4” x 14” 
        20, #25, 8” x 5” x 18” 
        50, #1/6, 12” x 7” x 17”
        5, #50, 16” x 12” x 35” 
10–Instant I.D. Envelopes:  
       5, 6” x 11” x 3”
       5, 9” x 13” x 3”    
5–Kraft Long-Item Bags: 9” x 60”
1–Box Tape w/Disposable Dispenser:  
       2” x 110’ roll
200–Red Zipr-Weld 7” Strips “Evidence”
1–Black Evidence Marker

Cover all your packing needs with this exclusive kit.  You don’t have to worry about 
balancing your budget and your inventory with 100 minimum count evidence bag 
orders.  Now it's easy to stay well-stocked.  In one convenient box, you have what you 
need to secure evidence.  Whether you stash it at the station or keep it in the trunk of 
your car…we’ve got you covered.

Evidence Kraft Bag Kit

These sturdy boxes are great for storing evidence or shipping it to the lab.  The general-sized 
and rifle/shotgun boxes come pre-printed with all the necessary documentation and have a 
200 lb. max capacity.  The smaller pill boxes have a handy slip and sleeve design.

  #05252 8" x 8" x 8", 15 pk.  
  #05253 12" x 12" x 12", 15 pk.  
  #05254 18" x 18" x 18", 15 pk.  
  #05255 Rifle/Shot Gun, 9 pk.  
   50” x 6” x 4”
  #05258 Pill Box 15 pk.  
   3” x 1¾” x ¾”,
  #05261 Pill Box, 15 pk.  
   3½” x 23/8” x 13/8”

Pill, Rifle, and Evidence BoxesCall for shipping 
information

GSA Pricing
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Evidence Tubes and Adjusta-Tubes
Our evidence tubes are ideal for syringes and knives. Each evidence tube has 
an end cap with a styrofoam cork for protecting sharp ends. 

Adjusta-Tubes screw together and hold the evidence firmly in place.

#05000 Small Diameter Tubes 12 pk. (7/8” x 8”)  
#05002 Large Diameter Tubes 8 pk. (3” x 12”)  
#06300 Adjusta Tube 12 pk. (13/4  x 4” to 8”   
#06301 Adjusta Tube 12 pk. (21/2  x 8” to 14”)  
#06302 Adjusta Tube 12 pk. (21/2  x 14” to 24”)  

Call for shipping 
information 

Made of 160-lb. polyethylene these evidence tote trays are 
chemical and moisture resistant as well as puncture and tear 
resistant.

#05172 Small  (18” x 13” x 11”)    
#05171 Medium (23” x 15” x 16”)   
#05173 Large  (30” x 19” x 12”)    

Evidence Tote Trays

While life is not permanent, our Evidence Markers are.  We offer 
what’s hard to find anywhere else:  a permanent ink marker that 
won’t dry out and that will mark on everything, even slick plastic 
bags.  When the marker’s tip needs to be remoistened, simply press 
it on a hard surface to activate the ink-dispensing valve within.  You 
can actually hear the liquid ink in its reservoir by shaking!  Truly 
unique.  Colors available:  black and red.

#05263 Black Marker  
#05264 Red Marker   
#09135 China Marker, Black  
#30096 China Marker, White  

Evidence Markers
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Manila Evidence Envelopes
Simple evidence envelope with chain of custody on the front.  Ask for 
quantity pricing.

#06241 Manila Envelopes 9” x 12”, 100pk

Instant I.D.™ Envelopes
The Instant I.D. is perfect for items containing biological stains of blood, semen, 
saliva, perspiration, etc.  Because of its heavy-duty construction and large 
window, it’s also ideal for any item where instant visual identification can reduce 
the number of times the envelope is opened for examination.  Both have a 3" 
wide expansion feature.  (Seal it with Zipr-Weld Tape shown on pages 88-89—but 
remember to air-dry the evidence first.)

#05167 Small 6" x 11," 100 pk.  
#05165 Large 9" x 13," 100 pk.  

Zipr-Top™ Bags and Gripr-Top™ Bags
These bags started the Lynn Peavey Company over 50 years ago.  Our 
heavy-duty polyethylene Zipr-Top (4 mil.) and Gripr-Top (2 mil.) Bags are 
ideal for packaging any non-organic item (including most narcotics).  
The quality is there, and you can feel it in your fingers.  You will also 
be amazed at the sparkling clarity and the oyster-tight zippered 
closure.  Labels not included. 

4 Mil. —Zipr-Top™
 #05098 2½" x 3", 100 pk.  
 #05102 3" x 5", 100 pk.  
 #05106 4" x 6", 100 pk.  
 #05116 6" x 8", 100 pk.  
 #05120 8" x 8", 100 pk.  
 #05122 8" x 10",100 pk.  
 #05124 9" x 12", 100 pk.  
 #05132 12" x 15", 100 pk. 
 #05134 13" x 18", 100 pk.  
2 Mil.—Gripr-Top™
 #05030 4" x 6",100 pk.  
 #05050 6" x 9", 100 pk.  
 #05062 9" x 12",100 pk.  
 #05068 12" x 15", 100 pk.  
 #05476 18" x 24", 100 pk.  

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Evidence Packaging

Here’s your opportunity to sample a wide variety of our evidence-collection items for less 
than minimum order quantities!  We’ve assembled an assortment of our most popular sizes, 
styles, and types of evidence-packaging materials that will prepare your investigators for 
almost any packaging situation.  Narcotics, biologicals, firearms, long items, liquids, solids, 
documents, and miscellaneous items have all been taken into consideration in the selection 
of the kit contents.  Each kit also includes our very popular 30x Evidence Microscope that will 
help you examine the evidence you recover.

Evidence-Packaging Kit

Contents of Kit:
20–Jumbo Evidence Seals
10 ea.–Large and small Instant I.D.    
             Envelopes
10 ea.–2½" x 3" and 4" x 6" Zipr-Top Bags
15 ea.–6" x 8" and 9" x 12" Zipr-Top Bags
10–#1/6 Kraft Bags
2–Long-Item Bags
50–Evidence Tags/Labels with 20 ties
5 ea.–1-oz. and 2-oz. Screw-Top Plastic Jars
1–Black Evidence Marker

100–7" Zipr-Weld Evidence Tape Strips
3–Vinyl rulers
15–Ruler labels
1–Roll of Ruler Tape
1–200' Roll Flexible Barrier Tape
10–Check Protektors
1–30x Evidence Microscope
3–8" Evidence Tubes
2–12" Large Evidence Tubes
5 ea.–1-oz. and 4-oz evidence cans
1– Splitback Red Evidence Tape 
         13/8" x 108'

#05649 Complete Evidence-Packaging Kit    

Kraft Evidence Bags
Strong, durable and breathable Kraft paper is ideal for virtually any 
evidence item you collect.  Available in 50 lb printed or 60 lb plain.

#05229 #12 Kraft Evidence Printed, 100pk
#05231 #25 Kraft Evidence Printed, 100pk
#05233 #1/6 Kraft Evidence Printed, 100pk
#05238 #50 Kraft Evidence Plain, 50pk
#05861 #4 Kraft Evidence Plain, 100pk
#07917 #12 Kraft Evidence Plain, 100pk
#07918 #1/6Kraft Evidence Plain, 100pk
#07921 #25 Kraft Evidence Plain, 100pk

Texas-Size Kraft Bags
Place oversized evidence such as pillows, comforters, 
blankets, jackets, etc... in these breathable bags and seal 
with our famous Zipr-Weld Split-Back Evidence Tape.  Each 
comes  pre-printed for documentation.  The Mini-Texas 
and Texas each have a 7” expansion.  The Super Texas 
expands to 16”.

#05235 Mini-Texas Kraft Bags, 23” x 30”, 15pk
#05237 Texas Kraft Bags, 23” x 44”, 15pk
#05239 Super-Texas Kraft Bags, 19” x 50”, 8pk

GSA Pricing
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We have Strap-It Boxes for handguns, rifles/shotguns, and 
knives.  These extra sturdy boxes feature a perforated bottom 
panel for securing items.  These boxes come with a pre-printed 
evidence label right on the box for full documentation.

Strap-It Boxes

#05855 Knife Box, 16" x 3" x 2½", 20 pk.   
#05853 Handgun Box, 13" x 8" x 2", 20 pk.   
#05525 Rifle/Shotgun Box, 50" x 9" x 4", 20 pk.  
#05673 Nylon Ties, 11¾", 100 pk.   

These pouches have everything: crystal-clear walls; a pre-printed, 
fully documented “write-on” evidence label; a built-in perforated 
inventory tab (for stapling to the property sheet); and heavy-duty 
3 mil. polyethylene construction.  To seal them, simply strip away 
the protective tape liners, then fold over so the adhesive strips grip 
together for a permanent bond.

#07708 6" x 9", 100 pk.  
#07710 9" x 12", 100 pk. 
#07712 12" x 16", 100 pk.  
#07714 4" x 6", 100 pk.  

Strip-N-Grip™ Evidence Pouches

These bags are made of 1.6 mil. nylon — so there is 
no potential for contamination of any propellants that 
might be present in the evidence.  (Plastic bags can cause 
contamination.)  These bags can withstand continuous 
temperatures between 33° and 350° F. 

#05115 5" x 10", 100 pk. 
#05121 12" x 18",100 pk. 
#05123 20" x 30", 50 pk. 
#51214 12" x 24", 100 pk. 
 (Labels not included)

Arson Bag
These items have the same basic features as the Strip-N-
Grip Evidence Pouches above.  Our Prisoner Property Bags 
have pre-printed information areas where you can detail the 
prisoner’s possessions, including how much money he or she 
was carrying when booked.  These 3 mil. bags also feature 
prisoner signature lines (incoming and outgoing).

#08567 9" x 12", 100 pk.  

Prisoner Property Bag

GSA Pricing
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#09404 Brown Kraft Paper, 36" x 720' roll    
#09405 Brown Kraft Paper, 24" x 720' roll   
#09410 White Kraft Paper, 36" x 940' roll   
#95081 36" Paper Roll Dispenser   
#95082 24" Paper Roll Dispenser   
#95163 24” Paper Roll Dispenser w/ Cutter   
#95373 48" Paper Roll Dispenser w/ Cutter   

Kraft Paper in Rolls

Kraft Long-Item Bag

Two layers of brown Kraft paper in 9" wide, 500' rolls that are 
sealed at the sides.  Ideal for long-item evidence collection and 
when other containers just don’t cover the item.

Tubular Kraft Paper in Rolls 

#02065 Side-Sealed Kraft paper Rolls, 9" x 500'

When you need to store a rifle, a pool cue, a baseball bat, or other 
long items of evidence, these are the bags to use.  Available in heavy-
duty breathable Kraft paper, and high-clarity 4-mil. polyethylene.  Sized 
at 9" x 60". Evidence labels included. 

#05206 Kraft Paper, 10 pk.   
#05207 Polyethylene, 10 pk.   

When bags and boxes won’t do, turn to our durable Kraft Paper in Rolls.  Available 
in both white and brown, 50-60 lb weight.

Call for shipping 
information

Call for shipping 
information

Our reusable GunLock serves one important purpose; preventing accidents 
in the property room or during examination.  Fits most handguns in seconds.  
Includes a chart of different stringing methods and includes 20” of indestruc-
tible nylon rope.

#95004 GunLock  

GunLock™

Evidence Bench
This evidence bench is constructed of prefessional-grade steel and 
is designed to be used by mulitple users processing a high volume 
of forensic evidence. The top is constructed of a chemical resistant 
epoxy. The integrated Kraft paper despenser and lockable storage 
compartments offer convenience and security. 

#95448 Evidence Bench.   
Call for shipping 

information
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Our heat sealers are designed to fuse the openings of the plastic bags together, 
leaving a tamper-proof and leak-proof seal.  Replacement pads and heating ele-
ments available for all sizes.

#05195 Sealer, 8" 
#05197 Sealer, 12" 
#95035 Sealer, 24–26" 
#05198 Sealer, 24", foot operated* 
  *extra shipping cost apply

Heat Sealers

Customize your own bag in any size! Simply cut the length you need, seal 
the end (with our heat sealers shown at left), and you’ve got an evidence 
bag ready for filling.  Tubing is 4 mil.

#05117 Roll, 6" x 520'   
#05118 Roll, 12" x 1050'   
#05119 Roll, 24" x1050'  

Polyethylene Tubing

Call for shipping 
information

These wide-mouthed, clear plastic jars are great for storing powders or smaller 
piece of evidence.  They have screw tops that form an airtight seal. 

#05001 Whale Mouth Jars, 2 oz.,15 pk.  

Whale Mouth Jars

Perfect for packing smaller, fragile evidence, such as bullets, glass fragments, 
narcotics, etc.  The tight, friction-fit lid also includes a cardstock label for easy 
write-on identification of contents.  (For evidence integrity, use our Evidence 
Tapes, pages 88-95.

#05245 ½ oz., 25 pk. 
#05247 1 oz., 25 pk. 
#05249 2 oz., 25 pk. 
#05251 4 oz., 25 pk. 

Our jars provide a rigid, airtight evidence packaging.  Each jar is molded from crystal 
clear, rugged styrene plastic with a tight-fitting screw-top cap.  A built-in liner forms 
a tight seal when screwed down to help prevent leakage.

#05720 1 oz., 15 pk. 
#05722 2 oz., 15 pk. 
#05721 4 oz., 15 pk. 
#05724 8 oz., 15 pk. 
#05726 16 oz., 15 pk. 

Clear Evidence Jars

Metal Evidence Cans
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Strip-N-Grip™ Plain Pouches
Keeping it simple with plain Strip-N-Grip 2 mil. Pouches.

#05835 6" x 8",  100 pk.  
#05753 9" x 12",  100 pk. 

Check Protector

Currency Pouch
Our 2 mil. Currency Pouches have full documentation on the front in terms 
of currency and coins even down to how many nickels and pennies were 
recovered.  Our Strip-N-Grip design ensures there are no unauthorized 
loans.

#05831 Currency Pouch, 9"x12", 100 pk.  

These are among the toughest you can use to preserve bad checks for 
subsequent investigation and analysis.  Each is made from extra-heavy-duty 5 
mil polyethylene plastic, with crystal-clear results.  6” x 10” in packs of 100.

#05974 6" x 10", 100 pk.  

Whether you seal them with heat or evidence tape, these bags are a must 
have.  Use for just about everything except if it’s biological in nature.  Made 
of high-clarity 4 mil. polyethylene.  Labels not included.

#05177 6" x 8", 100 pk.  
#05189 8" x 12", 100 pk.  
#05179 9" x 12", 100 pk.  
#05181 12" x 20", 100 pk.  
#05183 10" x 16" x 3", 100 pk.  
#05228 20" x 20", 250 pk.  

Heat-Seal Evidence Bags

These pouches ensure that contaminating vapors will not leak through into 
the bag.  These exceptionally strong, crystal-clear, heat-sealable 4.5 mil. 
pouches are absolutely liquid, air, and vapor-tight.   

#05185 4" x 6", 100 pk.   
#05187 10" x 12", 50 pk.   
#05188 9" x 16", 35 pk.   
#05190 12" x 16", 25 pk.   
#05351 8" x 12", 50 pk.  

Vapor Barrier Pouches
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Protects sensitive items such as electronic components from damage caused by 
static electricity.  With the light-pink tint, these transparent bags are easily identified 
during storage or shipping.  

#05193 24" x 36", 4 mil., 50 per pack 
#05140 4" x 5 ½" Bubble Pouch  
#05989 8" x 10" 4 mil., 100 per pack 

Anti-Static Bags

Metal Arson Cans

See inside the envelope with out static electricity.  Breathable, du-
rable and transparent, these bags are perfect for hairs, fibers, paint 
flakes and glass fragments.

#05243 2¾" x 2¾", 100 pk. 
#05244 3¾" x 4¾", 100 pk. 

These crystal clear sticky-backed lifters pick up hair, fibers, etc. on site.  They 
include a clear acrylic backing for mounting.  Ideal for use in rape cases.

#05770 5" x 7", 10 pk. 
#57404 6" x 15", 12 pk.  

Glassine Envelopes

Our Arson Cans seal with airtight lids that are designed to package items 
contaminated with possible accelerants.  Any remaining accelerants will evaporate 
within the airtight compartment and then your laboratory can draw a headspace 
sample for evaluation.  (Use our labels, on page 92.) Seal with Zipr-Weld (pages 
90-91).

#05813 1 Pint, 4 pk., unlined 
#05814 1 Quart, 4 pk., unlined 
#05815 1 Gallon, 2 pk., unlined 
#05971 1 Pint, 4 Pk., lined 
#05972 1 Quart, 4 Pk. lined 
#05973 1 Gallon, 2 Pk., lined 

Trace Evidence Lifters

These are pre-scored wrapping papers for packaging flakes, hairs, fibers, etc.  
Printed with basic documentation.  Sizes shown are folded sizes. 

#05775 11/3" x 2¾", 20 pk. 
#05776 2½" x 3½", 20 pk. 

Trace Evidence Wrap

Evidence Packaging 
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Evidence Seals

Zipr-Weld Split-Back™ Evidence Tape
Virtually impossible to remove, our Zipr-Weld Tape will shred, 
rip or stain the surface to indicate even the slightest signs of 
tampering.  Meets all security requirements for sealing evidence 
packages by the ASCLD Laboratory Accreditation Board.  Truly a 
staple item for evidence units and crime labs.

The split-back liner makes application (especially with gloves) 
a breeze.  Crush-proof plastic dispenser features a belt clip and 
handy viewing window.  Documentation needs are solved by the 
writable surface and translucent film.

Ask how easy it is to have us print your custom imprint…FREE!

Our split-back design allows for simple application!
FREE Customization!

New 2011 Formula!

GSA Pricing

Zipr-Weld is physical and chemical tamper-resistant!
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Evidence Seals

13/8” x 108’    
#75000 Blue, EVIDENCE   
#75003 Red, EVIDENCE   
#75006 Red, EVIDENCE with white stripe  
#75009 Blue, EVIDENCE with white stripe  
#75012 Custom Blue or Red*   
#75015 Custom Blue or Red with white stripe* 

*9 roll minimum to customize

Zipr-Weld Split-Back™ Evidence Tape
13/8” x 54’    
#75004 Red, EVIDENCE   
#75007 Red, EVIDENCE with white stripe  
#75013 Custom Blue or Red*   
#75016 Custom Blue or Red with white stripe* 

*12 roll minimum to customize

Use for sealing evidence packages with 
the (required) tamper indicating seal.  
Specialized translucent film welds itself 
to all surfaces, forming a “skin-like” bond.  
Physical attempts at tampering cause 
the tape to rip or shred, and chemical 
tampering cause bleeding and staining.  
Original non split-back liner design in an 
easy to use dispenser.  13/8” X 108’.  FREE 
custom imprints!   

Zipr-Weld™  
Evidence Tape

New 2011 Formula!

GSA Pricing

#05365 Red, EVIDENCE 
#05367 Blue, EVIDENCE 
#88887 Red or Blue, Custom* 
#53651 Red, EVIDENCE 
 with white stripe
#53671 Blue, EVIDENCE 
 with white stripe
#88884 Red or Blue, Custom* 
 with white stripe
#88894 Red or Blue, Custom* 
 split-back in box

*9 roll minimum to customize

And if that’s not enough, we love customizing our tape with your 
department’s name...so we do it for FREE! (For minimum orders 
of nine rolls of 108’ or twelve rolls of 54’ tape).

Call 800-255-6499 to order the best evidence tape on the market!
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Zipr-Weld 7” Strips
Red or blue, white stripe or not, with a variety of imprints, stock or custom…
the choices are almost endless.  Strip off the excess baggage of larger rolls 
when you need smaller strips for smaller evidence.  Sized at 13/8” x 7” with handy 
dispenser boxes of 100.  Peel-off tabs at the end make application a breeze.

Non-Residue “Open Void”  
Evidence Labels 
When you begin to remove this Non-Residue “Open 
Void” Evidence Label, it reveals OPEN VOID.  Clearly 
see if your evidence has been tampered with.  The 
label doesn’t leave a mark on the evidence. 

Customized TamperFree™ 
Security Seals
Protect your most precious evidence or confidential papers…
not to mention your peace of mind with our customized Tam-
perFree™ Security Seals.  Like our Zipr-Weld tape, any attempts 
at removing will result in ripping or shredding.  With chemical 
attempts, the seal will stain and bleed.  With these custom 
seals, you can have us print whatever message you like!  Seals 
measure 13/8” x 7” and come in 60 count pks.

Evidence Seals

#66697 Original Red, “Evidence”   
#66672 Red, “Sealed Evidence Do Not Tamper”  
#66675 Blue, “Sealed Evidence Do Not Tamper”  
#66673 Red, “Security Seal Do Not Tamper”  
#66676 Blue, “Security Seal Do Not Tamper”  
#66671 Red, “Lab Sample Do Not Tamper”   
#66674 Blue, “Lab Sample Do Not Tamper”   
#66679 Red, “Confidential”    
#66678 Blue, “Confidential”           
#66689 Yellow, “Fragile”           
#66687 Custom, Original, Blue or Red, 100 box (10 box min.)  
#66695 Red, “Evidence”, White Stripe   
#66684   Custom, Blue or Red, White Stripe, 100 box (10 box min.)     

#30084 Red, 3 3/8” x 9/16” 
#30085 Blue, 3 3/8” x 9/16” 
#30086 Red, 4 5/8” x 1 1/2” 
#30087 Blue, 4 5/8” x 1 1/2” 

#77703 Red Customized Imprint Seals    

1

2

3

Evidence Strips
Our pressure-sensitive, tamper-indicating evidence 
strips are the only way to mark your evidence!  These 
3/4” x 71/4” strips are printed red on white and come in 
convenient 100 pks. 

#05005  Evidence Warning Strips (1) 
#05006   Evidence Process Strips (2)  
#05007  Evidence I.D. Strips (3)  

Call us about 

custom imprinting

800-255-6499!

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Non-Residue “Open Void”  
Evidence Labels 

Evidence Seals

#30084 Red, 3 3/8” x 9/16” 
#30085 Blue, 3 3/8” x 9/16” 
#30086 Red, 4 5/8” x 1 1/2” 
#30087 Blue, 4 5/8” x 1 1/2” 

Zip-Ease™
The new fail-proof Zip-Ease™ provides one-handed Zipr-Weld 
evidence tape application.  When loaded correctly, Zip-Ease 
automatically rewinds the waste liner, while fresh clean 
tape dispenses like a scotch tape dispenser.  This heavy duty 
dispenser is ideal for use at the scene or on the wall or table 
mounting in the evidence processing room.  Loads both our 
single and double roll lengths.  Lifetime guarantee.

Get this indispensable dispenser today for just $49.95!  
This is a limited time offer and may expire at any time.

#55348 Zip-Ease Dispenser    
#05366 Double Roll, Original Red,  “Evidence”  
#05376 Double Roll, Original Blue, “Evidence”  
#78888 Custom, Double Roll*    
#56351 Double Roll, Red, “Evidence”, White Stripe  
#56371 Double Roll, Blue, “Evidence”, White Stripe   
#68888         Custom Double Roll, Blue or Red,  White Stripe* 
*9 roll minimum to customize

New & Improved!

Maximum 
Security for 
Evidence

FREE 
CUSTOMIZATION 

FOR EVEN 
MORE SECURITY!

Chemical Tampering

Physical Tampering

See pages 88-89

GSA Pricing
Call for shipping 

information
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Evidence Seals

Evidence Labels
Our pressure-sensitive evidence labels with 
peel-off-backing are second to none.  These 
labels are printed black on white and help 
provide pertinent information.  One roll of 100. 

#05280 Pressure Sensitive Labels, 13/8” x 13/8” (1) 
#05288 Evidence Warning Labels, 13/8” x 13/8” (2) 
#05289 Evidence Seal Labels, 13/8” x 13/8” (3) 
#80069 Evidence I.D. Labels, 21/2” x 11/2” (4)  
#05357 Evidence I.D. Labels, 2” x 31/8” (5)   
#05282 Evidence ID Dots (6)   

1

2

4

5

3

6

Evidence Tape
Our Evidence Tape is a great deterrent to intentional or 
accidental openings of valued evidence.  This 1” x 41/2” 
pressure sensitive tape is printed black on white.

#05292 “Do Not Tamper” Tape, 500” roll (1) 
#05291 “Evidence” Tape, 500” roll (2) 
#05290 Evidence I.D. Tape, 500” roll (3) 

1

2

3

Thermal Barcodes
Single or double numbered barcode labels measuring 1” x 2”.  Sticks to virtually any 
surface and printed to your specifications!

#08801 Single Barcode, 1000/roll 
#08803 Double Barcode, 500 pairs, roll 

These oversized tamper-indicating evidence seals are 
perfect for sealing large items such as bags or doors. 
They feature a permanent adhesive with a peel-away 
liner and measure 4” x 15”.

#05270 Jumbo Seals, 100 pk. 

Jumbo Evidence Seals

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Tie-on Evidence Tags
You wouldn’t travel without tagging your bags and you wouldn’t 
have evidence without the security that comes with using our 
Tie-on Evidence Tags.  Manila card-stock with reinforced eyelets.

Evidence Seals

#05287 61/8" x 31/8", 100 pk.     
#05999 31/4" x 15/8", 100 pk.     
#05675 Tamper-Proof ties, 7", 100 pk. 
#05673 Tamper-Proof ties, 113/4", 100 pk. 

Yellow polypropylene ties are weather-resistant, 
strong, self-locking and easy to use.  2” x 3” area 
for marking evidence.

#99042 9” Yellow Tie Tag, 100 pk. 

Self-locking Evidence Marker  
Tie Tags

Each of our evidence labels features a special tamper-
proof adhesive. Great for any item. Each 31/2” x 6” label 
is individually sheeted with a peel-off tab. Call for 
quantity pricing.

#05275 Evidence Labels, 100 pk.  
#05283 Chain of Possession Labels, 100 pk. 

Evidence Labels

GSA Pricing

Our evidence tags/labels can either be used as a tag or as a 
stick-on label. They measure 4”x 6” and are as stiff as cardboard.

#05277 Tag/Label, 100 pk.  
#05675 7” Tamper-Proof Ties, 100 pk. 

Evidence Tag/Label

GSA Pricing

Arson Labels
These labels are on fire!  The perfect compliment to our Arson Bags (check out page 82), 
these 31/2” x 61/4” adhesive labels allow for full documentation of the evidence.

#51212 Arson Labels, 100 pk. 
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Evidence Seals

MuscleWrap™ is a general purpose evidence sealing tape that is 
strong, sticky and hand tearable. It has an invisible UV Security Ink 
message that deters counterfeiting, verifies authenticity and prevents 
tampering. MuscleWrap fluoresces brightly when illuminated by a UV 
light to reveal the security seal.

#07201 Blue and White MuscleWrap 
 (2” x 165’ roll)
#07202 Custom MuscleWrap*  
 (2” x 165’ roll)
#07203 Blue and White MuscleWrap 
 (3” x 165’ roll)
#07204 Custom MuscleWrap*  
 (3” x 165’ roll)

*36 roll minimum to customize

MuscleWrap™ UV Tape

Our super-adhesive box sealing tape is perfect for 
sealing samples that you are sending away to the lab. 
Custom imprinting is also available.

#05010 Blue and White Box Sealing Tape 
 (3” x 55 yds.)
#05011 3” Tape Gun  
#05158 Red and Black Box Sealing Tape 
 (2” x 110 yds.)
#95098 2” Tape Gun  
#05015 Custom Box Sealing Tape* 
 (3” x 55 yds.)
#70001 Custom Box Sealing Tape** 
 (11/2” x 110 yds.)

*48 roll minimum to customize 
**108 roll minimum to customize

Box Sealing Evidence Tape

Zipr-Seal gives you a quick and easy way to seal and mark 
evidence. It is for use when tamper-indicating tape is not 
necessary. Available in 1” x 108’ rolls. Call for information 
about custom imprinting.

#05386 White with Red imprint 
#05389 Yellow with Black imprint 

Zipr-Seal Evidence Tape

GSA Pricing

Use this Fire Debris Label to accurately label evidence from a fire scene. This 
easy adhesive label will stick right to any evidence packaging supplies that you 
may have at the scene. 100/roll. 

#30114 Fire Debris Label 

Fire Debris Label 

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Evidence Seals

Box Sealing Evidence Tape

Biohazard Labels
When collecting any evidence that can possibly 
be classified as biohazardous…these labels are 
just what you’re looking for.  Use on chemically 
treated evidence, body fluids, blood, syringes, 
etc.  The only danger associated with these 
labels is not using them!

1

2

3

5

4

6

7

1.  Biohazard Identity Labels
Universal biohazard symbol on a 1" x 3" pressure-
sensitive label.  These labels have a space to write in the 
specific hazard.  Printed black on fluorescent orange.  
250/roll
#05817 Biohazard Identity Labels      

2.  Large Biohazard Labels
Universal biohazard symbol on a 4" x 5" pressure-sensitive label.  Printed black on fluorescent orange.  50/pk
#05819 Large Biohazard Labels 

These adhesive-backed, serrated strips are designed to show obvious signs of damage if even slightly disturbed.  Printed black 
on orange.  Size 3/4" x 45/8".  250/pk
#04992 Small Biohazard Tamper-Indicating Strips 

3.  Small Biohazard Tamper-Indicating Strips

4.  Large Biohazard Tamper-Indicating Strips
Similar to item 04992 above—but quite a bit larger.  These labels are 13/8" x 71/4".  Printed black on red.  100/pk
#66670 Large Biohazard Tamper-Indicating Strips 

5.  Small Biohazard Labels
Simply affix these labels to any items containing blood or body fluids.  Complies with state and federal regulations.  Features the 
universal biohazard symbol on a 11/2" x 11/2" pressure-sensitive label.  250/roll
#05818 Small Biohazard Labels 

6.  Biohazard “Handle with Gloves” Label
To be placed on evidence that is possibly biologically contaminated where gloves are required 
to handle the evidence.  Provides a highly visible warning “Handle with Gloves”.  These 1" x 3" 
pressure-sensitive labels are printed black on fluorescent orange.  250/roll
#05294 Handle with Gloves Labels  

7.  Biohazard Evidence Labels
For evidence that has been chemically treated.  Provides a highly visible black on fluorescent 
orange warning “Do Not Touch”.  These pressure-sensitive labels are 1" x 3".  250/roll
#05293 Biohazard Evidence Labels  

GSA Pricing



What’s so Magical about the 
new BlackMagic™ 
Ink Pad?

No More Mess.

800-255-6499
www.lynnpeavey.com

See page 17
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At The Scene

These disposable restraints offer exceptional strength in 
excess of 300 pounds.  Features a strength barb system which 
make these cuffs virtually pick-proof.  Its nylon construction 
is designed to prevent injuries and provides maximum 
containment for the arm, wrist, leg, or ankle.

#95021 10 Ties    
#95022 Bulk Package, 1,000 Ties 

FLEX-Cuff Restraining Ties and Accessories

Standard White Chalk is perfect for creating outlines and marking evidence 
and points of interest in daytime settings. Reflective Chalk creates 
reflective markings that are illuminated by photoflash or flashlight. Perfect 
for night-time photography, Reflective Chalk can be used for creating 
outlines and marking evidence and other important points of interest.
Simply draw any marks and photograph normally. The chalk will reflect a 
bright white.
Each stick of chalk is 1” diameter and 4” long.

#95261 White Chalk 3 pk.  
#95262 Reflective Chalk 3 pk.  
#95263 Assorted Chalk 2 pk.  

Crime Scene Chalk

Powerful Grip-On pickup tool can hold up to 50 lbs.!   
Extends from 24” to 38”  with a 3” magnetic head.

#95400 Magnetic Pick-up Tool 38”  

Magnetic Pick-up Tool 38”

Fisher’s low cost, high perfomance metal detector gives you all 
the extras that count:  automatic tuning, variable trash rejection, 
headphone jack, built-in speaker and deep-seeking, lightweight 
8-inch search coils.  Plus, it weighs less than 3 pounds and features a 
cushioned arm rest.

#09830 Fisher F2    
#09824 Hard Case    
#09832 Fisher 1280x All Purpose  
 (underwater detector)
#09831 Fisher CZ2I Underwater Detector  
#05023 CSI 250 Ground Search Metal Detector 

Fisher Metal Detectors

98
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Forensic Reconstruction Tools
Our  Forensic Reconstruction Tools will help you accurately re-create 
a crime scene. The realistic Forensic Skeleton is perfect for training 
while our Blood Spatter heads can be used for re-enactment. 

The Forensic Mannequin can be fully customized! Options include: 
male/female, fresh or decomposed, and gunshot wounds or 
impalement injuries. You can even add “Spatter Head” components. 
Please allow 12 weeks lead time. 

#95406 Forensic Skeleton-Assebled*
#95274 Forensic Skeleton-Unassembled*
#99039 Forensic Mannequin*
#95207 Gun Shot Head*
#95208 Spatter Head Vertical w/ 4 refills*
#95209 Spatter Head Horizontal w/ 4 refills*
#95266 Horizontal Refills 2/Pk.*
#95265 Vertical Refills 2/Pk.*
#95337 Synthetic Blood 250 mL

This is the ultimate laser Bullet Trajectory Kit on the market, hands down! 
Designed to provide accurate projectile trajectories with minimal effort, this kit 
has everything you need and more! 

The included laser trajectory pointer incorporates the latest technology in 
micro-electronics and advanced laser optics. The laser pointer, which is Dfs 
Class IIIA, emits an output power of less than 5mW (in compliance with CDRH 
Standards) powered by two AAA batteries. The trajectory pointer will produce a 
laser beam with a visibility of up to 1200 feet. 

This laser trajectory kit also features a unique on/off switch on the housing itself 
that allows ease of use and optimum control.

Bullet Trajectory Kit
Items included included: 
High output laser pointer
4-piece 5/16" steel protrusions rod set w/
connectors 
5 O-Rings 
Tripod Mount 
Radiant Colored Nylon Twine 160" spool 
2 AAA Alkaline Batteries 
4 Tapered spacer cones (2 sizes) 
Angle Finder 
2 Eye Connectors for stringing 
Durable plastic carrying case w/handle

#95347  Bullet Trajectory Kit (Blue) 
#95346  Bullet Trajectory Kit (Green)  
#95237  Bullet Trajectory Kit (Red) 
#95350  Blue Laser Pointer   
#95348  Red Laser Pointer  
#95349  Green Laser Pointer   

* Extra Shipping Costs Apply

99
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Disposable Tweezers and Knives
Our disposable plastic tweezers help keep you and the evidence apart. The 
tweezers feature a handy locking mechanism. Our disposable knives are made 
from surgical-quality stainless steel and come in a sterile package to avoid 
contamination.

#05021 Non-Sterile Disposable Tweezers, 12 pk.  
#95028 Sterile Disposable Tweezers, 12 pk.  
#05138 Disposable Knife 

These 5" Stainless-Steel Tweezers have a special locking mechanism that is useful in both 
transport and examination.  Works great for handling bloody evidence or documents treated 
with DFO or Ninhydrin. 

#05020 Stainless-Steel Tweezers 

Stainless-Steel  Evidence Tweezers

100

Our curve point tweezers make a useful edition to any evidence collection 
kit. They are prefect for handling crutial evidence, as well as doctuments 
that are being processed for latent prints. 

#95374 Curve Point Tweezers  

Curve Point Tweezers

Our staight point tweezers make a useful edition to any evidence 
collection kit. They are prefect for handling crutial evidence, as well as 
doctuments that are being processed for latent prints. 

#95375 Straight Point Tweezers 

Straight Point Tweezers

The Sterile Cuticle Stick is perfect for collecting evidence from 
under the fingernails without cross contamination. Comes in 
packages of 12. 

#08414 Sterile Cuticle Stick  

Sterile Cuticle Stick

Do we have to spell out the things that you can scoop up with 
these?  Let’s put it this way…anything that you don’t want to 
touch.  Made from sturdy cardboard with little fold lines for 
instant assembly.  Includes a perforated pick up scoop as well.  
24 in a pack.

#95456   Grunge Scoops, 24 pk  

Disposable Grunge Scoop
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What do you do when you have a  
dead body and no writing instrument?  You can use a broken toothpick if you have to with our 
Metal Body Tags!  These lightweight metal tags allow you to document information that can’t 
bleed or erase off.

#95047 Metal Body Tags, 25 pk. 

Metal Body Tags

A sterile, single use scalpel featuring a stainless steel, top-activated retractable blade 
in a plastic sheath.  It has a non-slip ribbed handle and a millimeter reference guide on 
the side.

#95221 Retractable Knife/Scalpel  

Retractable Knife/Scalpel

Ideal Black Pocket Comb used for a variety of purposes. 

#20431 Black Pocket Comb   

Black Pocket Comb

Pipettes
Great for transferring liquids for testing. With graduated markings. 
500 per pack

#02891 1mL with Grad. 500 pk  

These heavy-duty, sterile nail clippers feature a soft-touch grip for maximum 
comfort when clipping nails as well as its own “catch” system.  The catch 
system is simply a plastic housing constructed around the base of the 
clippers.  You’ll be able to clip and contain the evidence in just one press.

#95179 Sterile Nail Clippers  

Sterile Nail Clippers

Our evidence probe/chipper is a edition to any crime scene collection kit. 
It is perfect for probing and scraping small confined spaces. 

#95372 Evidence Probe/Chipper 

Evidence Probe/Chipper
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Don’t let rainy days get you down.  This 10' x 10' navy blue tent provides 
optimal protection at your crime scene for all types of weather.  It is durable 
and easy to set up.  Includes four side walls with two center zippers.  There is 
even an optional rain gutter which can be assembled between two tents. 
The Crime Scene Shield has a lightweight rugged design that will ensure that 
you will have plenty of room to examine the body and the crime scene and 
keep the curious away.  

#06980 Navy Blue Crime Scene Tent 10’ x 10’  
#06981 Rain Gutter     
#06001 Crime Scene Privacy Screen 4’ x 10’  
#95165 Crime Scene Body Shield  

Crime Scene Tent

Our popular morgue sheets are packaged in individual heat sealed bags. 
The bags should remain sealed until ready to use to avoid possible evidence 
contamination. These chlorine-free body bags are made with custom 
manufactured materials that eliminates the environmental problems 
associated with traditional vinyl materials used in cadaver pouch construction.  
The material complies with EPA burn restrictions involving the release of 
chlorine gas and flexible down to -70° F.  These adult-size bags measure 36" 
x 96" and have an envelope zipper. The recovery sheets are packaged in 
individual heat sealed bags. Sheets measure 72” x 108”

#05071 Body Bags, Black     
#05065 Body Bags, White   
#05920 Recovery Sheets 25/cs   

Body Bags and Recovery Sheets

The Remote Area Lighting System is the most innovative system to 
date. This lighting system is great for lighting up ravines, confined 
spaces, riverbanks and anyplace where generator lights cannot go. 
When it is deployed it extends to 7 feet high and with a 120 degree 
beam spread and up to 2400 lumens your entire scene will have the 
light it needs to make it a safe crime scene. 
 
#20129 Remote Area Lighting System      

Call for shipping 
information 

Remote Area Lighting System 

Crime Scene Disposable Poncho
Protect yourself from the elements with our one-size-fits-all 
disposable poncho. This lightweight polyethylene jacket features
an adjustable hood drawstring. Reusable and recyclable.

#85020 Crime Scene Disposable Poncho 

Call for shipping 
information 
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You’ve probably seen our tape on the news, crime scene 
shows, and even magazines.  It’s the bright yellow, 3”-wide, 
heavy-duty polyethylene tape with bold, black imprints.  
Ideal for maintaining control over a crime scene.  Simply 
tie one end around a stationary item and then walk around 
the scene perimeter.  The tape automatically feeds from its 
crush-resistant dispenser.  3 mil rolls measure 3" x 1000'.  Now 
available in English/Spanish versions.

#56273 “Crime Scene”   
#56172 “Police Line”   
#56171 “Sheriff’s Line”   
#56279 “Biohazard” (not shown)  
#70000 Custom Barrier Tape, 
    min. 63 rolls   
#56173 “Crime Scene” English/Spanish  
#56174 “Police Line” English/Spanish  
#06518 Adhesive Crime Scene Tape  

Flexible Barrier Tape

Our non-adhesive, polyethylene reflective barrier tape allows for easy viewing during 
nighttime hours. Features a reflective “Police Line Do Not Cross,” imprint. Comes on a 
3” x 1,000’ roll.

#56274 Reflective Barrier Tape  

Reflective Barrier Tape

This adhesive tape is designed to show non-essential crime 
scene people where they can and cannot walk to eliminate 
contamination of the crime scene area.  Black, bold lettering 
on bright yellow background, this tape comes on a 1½" x 400 
ft roll.

#70005 Crime Scene Walkway Tape    

Crime Scene Walkway Tape

At The Scene
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Crime Scene Cones
Our inexpensive regular crime cones have many 
uses, such as blocking traffic and aiding crime-scene 
photographs.  Each bright-orange plastic cone is 9" tall 
and comes nested in a stack of eight.  Our 2" disc cones 
are perfect for placing on those not-so-straight areas 
such as hillsides.  They also have the added benefit of not 
being toppled over by the wind as they are flat in design.  

#05406   Regular Cones 1-8   
#05405   Regular Cones 9-16    
#05404   2” Disc Cones 1-25    
#05407 2” Disc Cones 26-50  

Helps identify bills that may be counterfeit.   If the 
bills are authentic U.S. currency, the mark will turn 
pale yellow.  But if the bills are counterfeit, the 
mark will turn a dark-brown color.  Note:  This is a 
presumptive test.

#05174 Counterfeit-Detection Pen            

Counterfeit-Detection Pens

These durable, plastic templates consist of a variety 
of die-cut shapes which will definitely save you time 
(and maybe a little embarassment) in sketching out 
almost any crime scene you may encounter.  You’ll turn 
those sketches into masterpieces in no time with our 
template selection!  

#05498 Crime-Scene Template   
#09726  Double Traffic 2 pc.  
    Template Set   
#09730 Pocket Traffic 2 pc. Template Set    
#09732 Deluxe Pocket 4 pc. Traffic Set  
#09734 Human Figure Template  

Templates

At The Scene
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CSI Magnetic Board
Creating professional crime scene sketches with The Board™.  Use 
¼” scaled magnetic symbols placed on a layout grid to generate 
professional, detailed, accurate drawings in minutes.  Choose 
from over 650 profressionally drawn, die-cut magnetic symbols 
including: furniture, kitchen components, weapons, people/
victims, vehicles, arrows and pre-labeled text blocks to place on 
the magnetic board.  

#95229 CSI Magnetic Board  
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The most convenient way to dispense our Flexible Barrier 
Tape.  Simply tie the end of the tape to a stationary object and 
use the comfort-grip handle to start pulling. Once you have 
your desired length, pull down over the serrated edges for a 
fast and easy cut of the tape.  Features a hook for securing the 
loose end once finished. 

#95149 Yellow Barrier Tape Caddy  

Barrier Tape Caddy

A crime scene without barriers can quickly turn into a subway during rush 
hour.  These Barrier Stix provide you with a temporary “pole” to attach 
your barrier tape.  Simply step down on the foot stand and push the 9” 
probe into the soil.  The overall height is 4’ tall and it comes with barrier 
tape supports for placing the tape at any height you desire.

#06257 Barrier Stix, 5 pk.  

Barrier Stix

A convenient way to set up your “desk” at the scene.  This innovative new product is 
easily set up by one person.  Comes complete with table frame, magnetic table top, 
magnetic cup holder, magnetic flashlight holder and a transport bag that holds 
it all!

#95217 Crime Scene Table                                 

This stand-alone fridge measures 44" x 18¾" x 24" and comes fully 
assembled and ready for use.  Features include: 
 
	 •	 Stainless	steel	interior
	 •	 Controlled	temperature	 
  of 38°F to 42°F
	 •	 Circulation	fans
	 •	 Power-on	digital	 
  temperature display
	 •	 Keyless	locking	system	which	 
  prevents re-access
	 •	 Audible	alarm	and	much	more

Allow 6 to 8 weeks for lead time. 

#95094   Stand-Alone Evidence Refrigerator     

Stand-Alone Evidence Refrigerator

Crime Scene Table
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CrewCom®
Crazy thought. Or is it?

Manufactured by an established company that has been selling these to Division 1 football coaches for years. 
Stick with us for just a few more lines of copy. 

In most situations as a crime scene investigator, you need to communitcate with other fellow officers. The 
situation is often tense (like football) and there is often a lot of extraneous noise (like football) and often, 
multiple people need to be talking at the same time. Plus you need a communication system that is tough 
enough to handle everything from a crime scene to a football game. 

With CrewCom, you have hands free communication, but yet sounds like you’re talking on a telephone. No 
more walkie talkies and no more leaked information due to the encrypted channels. 

With ideal conditions, it has a range of approximately 1000 feet. It offers the latest advances in semiconductor 
and battery technology for a light weight, comfortable and easy to use system. 

Being tested by crime scene units nationwide with outstanding feedback. Try a free demo today! 

#95429 Tool Sk CrewCom Kit                
 includes CrewCom command center, 5 wireless belt      
 packs, 7 breeze headsets, manual, battery chargers and case  
#95430 Tool Sk CrewCom Kit     
 includes CrewCom command center, 4 wireless belt packs, 
 6 breeze headsets, manual, battery chargers, and case

#95431 Tool Sk CrewCom Kit      
 includes CrewCom command center, 3 wireless belt packs, 
 5 breeze headsets, manual, battery chargers, and case

#95432 Tool Sk CrewCom Kit    
 includes CrewCom command center, 2 wireless belt packs, 
 4 breeze headsets, manual, battery chargers, and case

#95433  Tool Sk CrewCom Kit     
 includes CrewCom command center, 1 wireless belt packs, 
 3 breeze headsets, manual, battery chargers, and case

#95434 Tool Sk Breeze Headset CrewCom                       
#95435  Tool Sk External Antenna CrewCom                     
#95436 Tool Sk Earbud Head Set CrewCom    
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AccuTrans®
AccuTrans® has been specially developed for forensic applications. No mixing 
means it is fast and easy to use. Ideal for rough, curved, horizontal or vertical 
surfaces. So flexible and accurate it can even be used on human skin! Non-
toxic with a setting time of only four minutes at 68º F.

#40078 AccuTrans Intro Kit, Brown 
#40059 AccuTrans Intro Kit, White  
#40055 AccuTrans Intro Kit, Transparent  
#40074 AccuTrans Starter Kit   
#40052 White Casting Silicone, 4 pk.  
#40077 White Casting Silicone, single  
#40093 Black Casting Silicone, 4 pk.  
#40094 Black Casting Silicone, single  
#40053 Brown Casting Silicone, 4 pk.  
#40076 Brown Casting Silicone, single  
#40054 Transparent Casting Silicone, 4 pk.  
#40075 Transparent Casting Silicone, single  
#40056 Spreader Tips, 40 pk.   
#40057 Mixing Tips, 40 pk.   

#95407 Small Mixing Bowl 5 oz.  
#95408 Medium Mixing Bowl 12 oz.  
#95409 Large Mixing Bowl 20 oz.  
#95410 Extra Large Mixing Bowl 28 oz.  
#95411 Jumbo Mixing Bowl 56 oz.  
#95412 7.5” Spatula   

Rubber Mixing Bowls
These rubber Mixing Bowls are ideal for mixing 
castone, silicon and other casting materials. 
The Mixing Bowls are available in convenient 
five sizes.

Extruder Gun Kit
This kit is ideal for taking castings of tool marks, bite marks or 
any item with minute detail.  It dispenses easily through a single 
disposable mixing tube.  The kit includes one 50 ml cartridge, 24 
mixing tips, five mixing sticks, gun and case.  Casting dries to a 
flexible mold.  The conversion kit allows the cartridge to be used 
with a standard caulking gun. 

#05936 Extruder Gun Kit   
#59365 50 ml. Cartridges, Lower Viscosity  
#59364 50 ml. Cartridges, Medium Viscosity 
#59366 Mixing Tips, 12 pk.   
#59391 Extruder Gun Conversion Kit  

The AccuTrans Intro Kit contains: dispenser gun, 6 spatulas, 40 mixing 
tips and two 75 ml. cartridges.

The AccuTrans Starter Kit contains: dispenser gun, 10 spatulas, 40 mixing 
tips, 6 spreader tips, 1 each of white, brown, and transparent casting 
silicone and a nylon case. 
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Sili-Cast™ Casting Material

Made of stone-type III casting material, Copy Cast™ Casting 
Powder is ideal for impressions of footprints or tire tracks. 
Simply add water, mix, and pour. Does not require any 
reinforcement material and, in most cases, a casting form is 
not necessary. One pouch covers an area of approximately 
12” x 12”. Call for quantity discounts.

Our Copy Cast Casting Kit contains: 5-one gallon plastic 
resealable bags containing 2 lbs. of casting material, one 
measuring cup.

Impression Evidence & Vacuums

For those smaller, more detailed casts, we recommend 
Sili-Cast™ Casting Material.  Simply add the required 
amount of catalyst, then mix and pour for a silicone-
based mold. 

#09707 Copy Cast Casting Kit  
#06822 Casting Powder, 2 lb. pouch 
#05730 Casting Powder, 6¼ lb. pouch 
#05723 Casting Powder, 25 lb. pouch 

Copy Cast™ Casting Powder

#05749 7” Casting Frame 
#05751 12” Casting Frame 

Casting Frames
These adjustable aluminum frames form a barrier around 
shoeprints or tire tracks to contain the flow of casting 
material. Our 7” wide frame adjusts from 10” to 18” long and 
our 12” wide frame adjusts from 15” to 28” long.

#05711 Sili-Cast, 16 oz. jar 

Bio-Foam
Bio-Foam gives you accurate three-dimensional 
impressions in seconds! This all-inclusive system allows 
you to make, store, and protect the impression.

#95018 Bio-Foam Impression      
#95019 Bio-Foam Impression, 2 sided   

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing

No International Shipping
Item # 09707
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Mikrosil™ Toolmark Putty
Mikrosil™ is perfect for preserving toolmarks as evidence. Easy 
to use, simply mix the putty from one tube with the catalyst 
from the other and press against the mark you want to 
preserve. Instructions are included.

PathFinder™ Electrostatic Dust Lifter
This device is an ergonomically-designed wireless unit that lifts dust prints off 
floors, doors, carpet, paper products, tables, counters, metal, some fabric, and 
even human skin (does not work on plastic) in just a few simple steps.  First, 
place film over the dust print.  Next, place the earth plate about an 1/8” next 
to the film.  Turn the PathFinder so that the two metal probes on the back are 
resting on the earth plate and the single probe is resting on the film.  Then, 
turn on device and the film will suction down over the print.  Brush over film 
to get rid of any air bubbles.  Lastly, lift and there’s your dust print! 

Stati-Lift™ Dust-Print Lifter
This unique evidence-collection device lets you lift and protect dust or dirt 
footprints from almost any surface.  The Stati-Lift Dust-Print Lifter uses the 
principle of static electricity to transfer the dust or dirt prints from the original 
surface to the surface of its membrane.  The dark-colored membrane makes for 
easy photography.

#05985 Brown Mikrosil, 7 oz. kit 
#59852 White Mikrosil, 7 oz. kit 
#59851 Black Mikrosil, 7 oz. kit  
#59853 Gray Mikrosil, 7 oz. kit  

#09795 PathFinder Kit    
#09715 Footwear ImpressionStorage Boxes, 25 pk.  
#09711 Metalized Lift Film, 25 pk, 15” x 12”  
#09714 Metalized Lift Film Roll, 12" x 65’   

Contents of kit:
1 - PathFinder Device brush
2 - Sheets Lift Film
1 - Carrying case
1 - Earth plate and instructions

#05170   Stati-Lift Dust-Print Lifter, 10 pk.   

Snowprint Wax™
Our Snowprint Wax™ is a must-have for working in the snow.  Insulates the 
snow to prevent loss of detail for footwear impressions or tire tracks.  Simply 
spray a few layers in the impression allowing each layer to dry before adding 
another.  Gently pour the casting material onto the Snowprint Wax and allow 
to harden.  Once hardened, remove the impression from the snow.   The red 
color of the spray wax produces superior photographs.

#05984 Snowprint Wax, 250 ml can 

No International 
Shipping
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Trace-Evidence Collection System
The Trace-Evidence Collection System is designed for high 
efficiency collection of particle evidence. The filter unit is 
packaged in a supplied evidence bag and then heat-sealed 
into a second poly bag. After use, the filter is removed from 
the vacuum hose, capped on the ends, and placed within 
the supplied evidence bag. The filter and filter housing are 
intended for one time use only to ensure evidence integrity. 
They should never be cleaned or reused.

Impression Evidence & Vacuums

#06702 Trace-Evidence Vacuum 
#06703 Trace-Evidence Filter  
#09782 Internal Filter  

800-255-6499
www.lynnpeavey.com
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No International Shipping
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Presumptively identify the hydrochloride and base forms of cocaine powder resi-
due with QuickCheck Cocaine Swabs.
It’s as easy as 1-2-3!
Step 1: Swab the suspected surface with the plain (unstriped) end of the swab.
Step 2: Hold the swab with the striped end up and bend 
at the blue stripe until the swab “snaps.”  Allow the 
reagents to flow down and absorb into the opposite 
side of the swab tip.
Step 3: For a positive presumptive cocaine test 
result, the cotton tip will appear BLUE in color.
Results in a SNAP!  Box of 50.

#10136 Cocaine Swabs

GSA Pricing

QuickCheck™ Cocaine Swabs

Neat little kits, neat price too!  Simply take the supplied swab 
and collect a small sample of what you suspect may be blood.  
Break both ampoules in the applicator tube (using the protective 
QuickCheck sleeve), tap to mix, then squeeze a drop or two on the 
swab tip.  If the sample is blood, it’ll turn a bluish-green color within 
seconds.  Disposal bag included.

#10131 Bloodstain Green (10 kits)

QuickCheck™ Blood Stain Green

GSA Pricing

CD-ROM Certification Training!!!
Old narc, or new narc, definitely a must-see!  Walks you through all 
the steps, plus has actual footage of various controlled substances in 
varying purity levels to show possible color changes that you’ll probably 
experience in the field!

#00077     CD-ROM Certification Training           

Hazardous Goods
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Pre-Packaged Kits

GSA Pricing

Collect a small sample of the suspected drug, place it in a pouch or tube, 
break the glass ampoules in sequence, and the chemicals mix to form a 
specific color.  QuickCheck stands out with its packaging and design; safety 
to the user; ease of use; technically advanced formulas; and pricing.

#10124 Cocaine
#10122 Meth/Ecstasy
#10120 Marijuana DL
#10125 Heroin
#10123 Marquis
#10121 Marijuana KN

QuickCheckTM Pouches (10 per box) QuickCheckTM Tubes (10 per box)
#10130 Cocaine
#10127 Meth/Ecstasy
#10132 Marijuana DL
#10129 Heroin
#10128 Marquis
#10126 Marijuana KN

QuickCheck™ Narcotics Identification Kits

Warning! - Do not expose 
for prolonged periods to sunlight or heat.  
Ampoules should be broken through the  

protective plastic casing.  Do not continue  
to crush the glass after breaking as this  

may puncture the pouch.

Hazardous Goods
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This kit is fluid enough to adapt to evidence collection at a 
variety of crime scenes.  Allows you to collect and preserve 
liquid and dried body fluids.  We’ve assembled everything 
you’ll need to get the job done!

Body-Fluid Collection Kit

This kit has everything you need to properly collect and 
transport a blood specimen for subsequent DNA testing.

DNA Kit
Contents of kit:
2 –10-ml EDTA tubes
2 –Blood-transport tube holders
1 –Leak-proof specimen-transport bag  
 and absorbent material
2 –Security seals
1 –Iodine prep pad
1 –Safety-Lock needle with holder
1 –Mailing box

Contents of kit:
1 –Disposable knife
1 –Disposable tweezer
8 –Swabs
4 –Swab boxes 
4 –Glassine envelopes
1 –1-oz. bottle with lid
2 –Pipettes
4 –Trace evidence wraps with envelopes
1 –Security seal
1 –Distilled water
2 –5 ml transport tubes
1 –#12 Kraft bag

#05783 Body Fluid Kit  

Blood-Alcohol Kit
A little more economical and easier to handle than our 
standard blood alcohol kit.  Handles the same duties as above, 
but features our Ezee Blood Transport Tray.

#06034 Blood-Alcohol Kit w/Ezee Tray  

#06032 DNA Kit  

GSA PricingHazardous Goods

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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Contents of kit:
2–blood tubes (20 mg. pot. 
oxcilate 100 mg. fluoride) each in a 
second protective tube 
1–Needle and holder 
1–Consent forms 
1–Blood-collection report 
4–blood-type labels for chain of 
custody 
1–Providone-Iodine prep pad 
4–color-coded security seals 
1–Absorbent Sheet 
1–6” x 9” Strip-N-Grip Bag
1–Mailing carton 
Instructions 

Blood-Alcohol Kit
This kit offers you ideal protection in the handling of blood specimens.  
The kit is packaged in a durable plastic container with foam inserts for the 
two blood tubes (20-mg potassium oxcilate 100-mg sodium fluoride) and 
one needle and holder.  The blood tubes are encased in a second tube for 
extra protection.

#05786 Blood-Alcohol Kit               

These Blood-Tube Transport Tubes give you extra protection for 
your blood-collection tubes during shipment to the lab or to 
another agency.  Each Transport Tube will hold one 10-ml tube. 

#06033 Blood-tube Transport Tubes,100 pk.  

Custom sizes, 
specs, and prices 

available!

Blood-Tube Transport Tubes

Ezee Blood Transport Tray
Great way to safely and effectively transport blood 
tubes.  Accomodates 10 ml blood vials.

Contents of kit:
10 –Tray tops
10 –Tray bottoms
10 –Absorbent sheets

#10090 Ezee Blood Transport Tray  

GSA Pricing
Hazardous Goods
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This kit makes urine collection easy, clean, and safe. Designed 
for urine collection where the collection facility is going to 
mail the specimen to the laboratory for analysis. 

#04910 Urine-Collection Kit, 1   
#04910 Urine-Collection Kit, 100  
#10093 Standard Urine Collection Kit  
#01636 Mailer Box 51/8” x 4” x 23/8”, 100 pk.  

Urine Collection Kit

Collection kits can be customized.  Call for more information!

Contents of kit:
1 –100-ml specimen container
2 –Gray-topped tubes (20-mg potassium oxcilate 100-mg. sodium   
 fluoride) with protective foam insert
1 –Leak-proof specimen bag and absorbent material
1 –Mailable box
1 –Security seal
1 –Iodine prep pad
1 –Safety-Lock needle with holder

#03905 Urine and Blood Kit  

Contents of kit:
1 –90-ml specimen container
1 –Specimen container label
1 –Temperature monitor
1 –Transport security pouch 
1 – Absorbent sheet
1 –7" Zipr-Weld Security Seal and box seal
1 –Mailing carton

(mailing box 
for item # 04910)

Urine and Blood Kit
Get the best of both worlds with this combination kit.  Our Urine and 
Blood Kit gives you the necessary tools to obtain both blood and urine 
samples. 

(mailing box for item # 10093)

GSA Pricing

GSA PricingHazardous Goods
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The Rapid Identification Friend or Foe (RIFF) kit is a militarized version 
of ISID, intended primarily for use in military operations in urban terrain 
(MOUT) to help seperate insurgents from non-combantants. The small 
compact RIFF kit is used for conducting the field test alone. In a matter of 
minutes one can presumptively identify the presence of gun shot residue. 

#05612 RIFF Shooter ID Kit (10 kits)  

RIFF Shooter ID Kit

Used to collect and analyze gunshot residue from the clothing or 
skin of a suspected shooter using Scanning Electron Microscope 
Analysis (SEM).  This kit consists of adhesive metal disks.  Simply 
rub the disks on the hands of the suspect and the adhesive picks 
up gunshot residue.  Note:  Use at the earliest possible time after 
shooting. 

Contents of kit: 
2 or 4 –Carbon Disks 
1 pr. –Plastic Disposable Gloves 
1 –Suspect Information Envelope 
3 –Security Seals 
1 –Instruction Sheet

Gunshot-residue Kit (SEM)

#05981 Gunshot-Residue Kit, SEM, 2 disk

#05982 Gunshot-Residue Kit, SEM, 4 disk 

This kit collects trace amounts of gunshot residue that are left 
on on one’s hand after firing a gun and is analyzed using Atomic 
Absorption Analysis.  Residue is collected using cotton swabs 
absorbed with 0.05% nitric acid.  Similar to our SEM Gunshot-
Residue Kit, this must be used at the earliest possible time after 
shooting.  

Contents of kit: 
1 –Security Seal 
1 pr. –Disposable Gloves 
6 –Sterile Swabs 
1 –Nitric Acid Moistening Agent 
6 –Vials 
1 –Transport Box

Gunshot-Residue Kit (AA)

#05779 Gunshot-Residue Kit, AA

Hazardous Goods

Hazardous Goods
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Build a case without prolonging the traumatic experience of the patient.  This kit is the result of recommendations from the 
International Association of Forensic Nurses (Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners), the leader in forensic nursing practice.

#25790 Sexual Assault Collection Kit

Sexual Assault Evidence Collection Kit

GSA Pricing

Ideal for eliminating suspects in a rape case.  Kit includes tests for hair, pubic hair, saliva, and blood tubes.  Complete with all necessary 
components and instructions.

Contents of kit: 

1 –Head Hair Collection Kit 
1 –Pubic Hair Collection Kit 
1 –Saliva Sample Kit 
1 –Blood Sample Kit (2 tubes)

#25793 Standards Kit   

Standards Kit

Contents of kit:
Examiner’s Forms
Envelopes, Swabs And Integrity Seals 
For The Collection Of:
 Debris From Clothing
 Undewear
 Fingernail Clippings
 Head Hair
 Pubic Hair
 Oral Swab
 Vaginal Swab
 Anal Swab
 Additional Misc Swabs

GSA Pricing
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Contents of kit:
9 ml –RPR Carbon Antigen
2.5 ml ea.– Test control (reactive, weak  
 reactive, and nonreactive)
50 –10-well 18mm circle test cards
500 –Disposable dispensing-spreading  
 pipettes
1 –Antigen dispensing bottle
1 –20-gauge dispensing needle 

#04937  RPR Test Kit 

RPR (Rapid Plasma Reagin) Card Test 
Qualitative and semiquantitative test for the detection of reagin antibodies with results in eight minutes.  Includes enough 
tests for 500 subjects. 

Collection by non-medical personnel of a buccal cell sample for DNA testing is now simple and easy.  Nitrile gloves have been 
selected, eliminating any concerns about latex reactions or allergies.  Included are our IntegriSwabs™ (no air-drying needed with 
this awesome product) and breathable Swab Boxes, ensuring your evidence is safely stored.  Kit instructions, suspect information 
card, all necessary security seals, chain of possession envelope, ink slab, and mailer envelope complete this kit.

#09511 DNA Buccal Swab  

Buccal Swab Kit 

GSA Pricing
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First Aid Kit 

Contents of kit:
3 –Hand Cleansing Wipes
2 –Neosporin Antibiotic Ointment
1 –Instant Burn Cooling Patch
10 –Gauze Pads
10 –Water Block Band-Aids
10 –Sport Strip Band-Aids
10 –Tough Strip Band-Aids
80 –Sheer Strip Band-Aids (various sizes)
4 –Butterfly Closures
1 –Cold Pack
1 –First Aid Guide
2 –Imodium A-D caplets
2 –Tylenol Extra Strength Pain Reliever caplets

This uniquely packaged, economically 
priced, and easy to use first aid kit features 
greater variety and more product than most 
other first aid kits on the market.  Meets and 
exceeds ANSI standard. 

#06655 First Aid Kit 

This test was developed for investigators and criminalist as 
an aid for the presumptive identification of bloodstains.  It 
is a non-destructive test that allows you to retain evidence 
intact for further lab analysis.  Each test is self-contained 
and compact, no larger that a cigarette.  Note:  Hemident 
does not distinguish between human and/or animal blood. 
Please Note that this does carry an expiration date.   

#59181  Hemident, 10/bx.  

Hemident Test for Blood Stains

Hemastix
This test is most commonly used at crime scenes to determine if what is being 
photographed at the scene is actually blood spatter.  It is a quick and easy test 
which detects the peroxide-like activity of hemoglobin in a substance. 

#02135  Hemastix, 50 strips/pk.  

Hazardous Goods
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Blood-Collection Tubes
Available in two configurations: Gray-Topped and Purple-Topped.  The 10-ml Gray-
Topped Blood Tube contains 20 mg of potassium oxalate and 100 mg of sodium 
fluoride.  This is the desired blood tube used in blood-alcohol content kits.  The 10-ml 
EDTA Purple-Topped Blood Tube is the desired tube used in most blood testing, 
including DNA testing.  Note:  These tubes do have expiration dates.

#02093  Gray-Topped Blood Tube,100 pk.  
#01263  Purple-Topped Blood Tube, 100 pk. 
#02091  Red Top Sterile Tube, 100 pk. 

Let’s face it, containers and tubes sometimes fail.  Avoid a big mess with these absorbent 
sheets.  Especially good for transporting blood and urine specimens.  Each sheet will 
absorb about 60 ml. of fluid. 

#05535  3" x 6", 100 pk.  

Absorbent Sheets

Hexagon OBTI is simple to use with results in less than three minutes. Human hemoglobin 
(hHb) reacts with the conjugate composed of blue particles and monoclonal anti-human 
hemoglobin antibodies. This screening test rapidly verifies if a bloodstain is human blood.
Hexagon OBTI contains a two-part test: a collection tube for the blood sample and a test 
bar. Comes 24 tests per box.

Directions
A sample of the presumed human blood trace is transferred into the tube with transport 
medium. With the lid screwed back on, shake the sample gently inside the transport 
medium. This mixture is added, drop by drop, to the test in the sample well (S) at the lower 
end of the test. A positive sample is typically detected within 2-3 minutes. Negative results 
should be confirmed after 10 minutes. 

#15097  Hexagon OBTI  

Hexagon OBTI

Hazardous Goods

Hazardous Goods
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Body Print and Evidence Kit is designed to facilitate the processing of dead 
bodies for trace and fingerprint evidence. This kit provides all the items 
necessary to experiment and do it yourself. Kit comes with instructions, 
powder, brush, fans, temperature monitors and various lifting mediums 
and many other items. 

#01910  Body Print and Evidence Kit 

Body Print and Evidence Kit

Contents of kit:
1 –Black Evidence Marker
1 pr. –Cotton Gloves
1 –Fan
1 –2 oz. Black Powder
1 –1 oz. Black Magnetic Powder
1 –Fiber Duster
1 –Bubble-Base Magnetic Applicator
1 –1 1/2” Clear Lifting Tape
40 –White Backing Cards
1 pk. –5" x 7" Trace Evidence Lifters
2 –5" x 7" White Gel Lifters
2 –3" x 5" Laminated Glass Slab
2 –Hand Warmers
10 –Evidence Strips
12 –Temperature Monitor Strips
4 –9" x 12" Zipr-Top Bags
2 –Foam Blocks
1 –Instruction Sheet
1 –Box w/ Custom Foam Insert

These cotton swabs will pick up traces of any liquid evidence, such as 
blood and other body fluids.  You can also use for dried blood.  Simply 
place one drop of distilled water on tip and swab the dried blood to 
dissolve it.  Then, transfer the blood to the swab.  Ensure swab is dry 
before packaging.  Packaged two per envelope, 100 envelopes per 
box.

#02037  Sterile Cotton Swabs, 6”  
#60363  Sterile Cotton Swabs, 3”  

Sterile Cotton Swabs

GSA Pricing
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Contents of kit (08400):
20 – IntegriSwabs
20 –  Swab boxes
40 – Integrity seals 

#08400  IntegriSwab Kit  
#08401  IntegriSwab, 100 pk.  
#08412  IntegriSwab, 48 pk.*  
#08411  IntegriSawb, 4 pk.**  
#08420  IntegriSwab, 25 pk.  

*Packaged in 12 packs of 4 swabs
**Not individually packaged

IntegriSwab™
The IntegriSwab™ is a sterile swab that  
is enclosed within a UV-protected,  
polypropylene capsule.  Simply open the cap, push the 
swab tip out, swab the area of interest and retract the 
sample and the cap.  With its built-in ventilation, there’s 
no air-drying and no cross-contamination!

Sterile Water (15022)
3m tubes of Sterile Water come in counts of 100 tubes per box.

#15022  3 mil Sterile Water  
#15077  5 mil Sterile Water 

This is the perfect breathable container for cotton swabs 
that have been used to collect body fluids.  There are 
absolutely no biodegradable components in this container 
to jeopardize the evidence.  Ideal for holding swabs in 
sexual assault cases.

#01313  Swab Boxes, 50 pk.

Swab Boxes

GSA Pricing
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Contents of kit:
8 –Vials (four for adult specimens, four for maggots)
3 –Containers for live specimens
1 –Tweezers
1 –Pencil
3 –Pairs of latex gloves
2 –Solutions for specimens Identity labels
1 –Instruction sheet

#95046 Entomology Kit  
#95045 Specimen Net  
#95054 Plastic Trowel  

The science of entomology is forging ahead as an accurate 
way of determining time and place of death.  Entomology 
expert, Dr. Neal Haskell, has collaborated with the Lynn Peavey 
Company to put together an easy-to-use kit for collecting 
specimens.  Conveniently packaged, allowing  
you to send to any board certified entomologist throughout 
the country…we even provide the addresses!

Entomology Kit

For more information on this topic, check out the new second edition of Entomology and Death,  
page 138!

A quick and easy way to quickly test for cocaine residue. 
Simply wipe the pad on the suspected surface.  If there 
is presence of cocaine, the swabs will change color 
immediately.  Their unlimited shelf life assures accurate 
and reliable results every time. 50 swabs per pack. 

#06790 Cocaine I.D. Swabs, 50/pk 

Cocaine I.D. Swabs

Alco Screen Test
The relationship of the amount of saliva alcohol to blood 
alcohol is 1:1, while with breath it is .00048 to 1.  Clearly, saliva 
testing is the way to go!  In addition to greater accuracy, 
you can get fast results—usually within two minutes.  The 
Alco Screen Test is also versatile.  It will detect alcohol levels 
through serum, urine, soft drinks, and other fluids.  So 
convenient that it can be used at any time at any place.

#04916 Alco Screen Test, 24 box  

GSA PricingHazardous Goods
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Pre-Packaged Kits

Just put a small substance into the pouch, break the reagent ampoules in the correct sequence, and then note the color change.  
Sold in a packages of 10 pouches per box (1 test per pouch).

#06901  Mayer’s, Narcotic Alkaloids    
#06902  Marquis, Opium Alkaloids    
#06903  Nitric, Mescaline     
#05904  Cocaine      
#06905  Dille, Barbiturates    
#06906  Mandelin, Amphetamines    
#06907  Ehrlich’s, Hallucinogens.    
#06908  Duquenois, Marijuana, THC,    
#06909  KN Regeant, Marijuana, THC,    
#06914  Methaqualone, PCP    
#06924  Mecke’s, Heroin.     
#06925  Valium, Diazepam    
#06927  Ephedrine     
#06923  Methamphetamine    
#06911  Oxycodone     
#05907  GHB Reagent, (5/box)    
#06929  Squad Pack, 24 pk. Call for assortment details 
#06988  Patrol Box, 8 pk. Call for assortment details  
#06928  Acid Neutralizer     

Drug Test Pouches (Narcopouch)

Hazardous Goods
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Hazard ratings for NIK Tests 
varies per drug. 

Warning! - Do not expose 
for prolonged periods to sunlight or heat.  
Ampoules should be broken through the  

protective plastic casing.  Do not continue  
to crush the glass after breaking as this  

may puncture the pouch.

NIK® Drug Test Pouches
Each NIK®  test pack contains chemical-filled ampoules to 
perform the exact test you need.  No more measuring, mixing, 
and dispensing reagents.  There is no shelf life for these 
pouches.  All come in a 10 pack.

#10019 Test A Opium Alkaloids    
#10020 Test B Confirming Test Opium Alkaloids  
#10021 Test C Barbiturates    
#10022 Test D LSD     
#10023 Test E  Marijuana    
#10024 Test F Acid Neutralizer    
#10025 Test G Cocaine    
#10026 Test H Methadone    
#10165 Test I PMA, Ketamine, Methadone   
#10027 Test J PCP     

#10028 Test K Opiates    
#10029 Test L Brown Heroin    
#10030 Test M Methaqualone    
#10031 Test N Pentazocine    
#10032 Test P Propoxyphene    
#10033 Test Q Ephedrine    
#10034 Test R Diazepam    
#10035  Test U Methamphetamine/Ecstasy   
#10164 Test T Ketamine    

Contents of kit:
2 ea. –Test A, B, C, D, E, G, J, K, L, and U
1 –Acid neutralizer (test F)
1 –Polytesting instruction manual
1 –Polytesting report pad
1 –Identidrug® desk chart.

#10012  Porta-Pac®  

The perfect pack when portability and ease-of-use are 
a must.  This notebook-sized kit will slip right into any 
briefcase.  Twenty tests presumptively identifies 25 
different controlled substances.

NIK® Porta-Pac®

NIK® Accessories
The perfect compliments to the NIK® line. 

#10054 Identidrug™ Wall Chart (1)  

Hazardous Goods
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NIK® Master-Pac®
When there is a need for complete polytesting, this is what 
you need.  This kit presumptively identifies 25 controlled 
substances. 
Contents of kit:
20 ea. –Tests A and E
10 ea.–Tests B, C, D, G, H, J, K, L, and U
1 –Acid neutralizer
1 –Polytesting instruction manual
1 –Polytesting report pad
1 –Identidrug™ desk chart
1 –10-points field testing tape
1 –Polystyrene carrying case

#10011  Master-Pac®  

Contents of kit:
10 ea.–Tests A, B, C, D, and E
1 –Acid neutralizer (test F)
1 –Polytesting instruction manual
1 –10-point field testing tape
1 –Polystyrene carrying case

NIK® 50-Pac® and NIK® 60-Pac®
Presumptively identify LSD, marijuana, demerol, 
barbiturates, amphetamines, and opium alkaloids with this 
two-level screening kit.  Contains 50 individual presumptive 
tests.
The NIK 60-Pac identifies the same drugs as the 50-Pac® and 
still allows for two levels of screening for many substances, 
but the 60-Pac has the added bonus of the highly selective 
Test G for the identification of cocaine.  Contains 60 
individual presumptive tests.  

#10013  50-Pac®  
#10014  60-Pac®  
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Pre-Packaged Kits

We are here to meet your needs. Any of the standard 
pre-packaged urine kits, blood kits and sexual assault kits can 
be customized to your specific requirements. Call us for more 

details on this feature!

Don’t See What You Need? 

Hazardous Goods

Hazardous Goods



Now Bullet-Proof!

Battlelite™

The forensic light used in the 
worldwide fight on terrorism.

Rugged.  Effective.  And now available at 
unbelievable pricing for general crime 
scene use.

See page 56

Approx. Actual Size

When you seal a package 
with evidence tape…you 
want the peace of mind that 
your chain of custody is intact and that any signs of 
entry will be detected.

The New Zipr-Weld will do just that.  And the film and adhesive 
layer have been completely re-engineered to stop a speeding 
bullet* and permanently stick to virtually any surface…without fail.

Recent overall trends in manufacturing processes worldwide show 
small levels of waxes, oils and silicones appearing in many raw materials. 

That is why we have re-formulated our tape…to ensure it’s absolutely bullet-
proof. 

Still the world’s leader in free customization and color-coding.  And still in 
easy to use dispenser boxes,  

Split Back Dispensers or individual strips.   See pages 88-89
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Contents of kit:
1 –XL Coverall w/ Hood and Feet
2 –Micron Disposable Masks
6 pr. –Latex Gloves
1 –Disposable CPR Microshield
1 –Syringe-holder tube
1 –Knife-holder tube
3 –Antimicrobial towelettes
1 –15" x 9" x  24" biohazard bag
1 –23" x 17" x 46" biohazard bag
1 –165' Caution Barrier Tape
2 –Nylon Bag Ties
6 –7" Biohazard Strips
1 roll –1" x 3" Biohazard Labels
1 roll –1½" x 1½" Biohazard Labels
1 –4" x 5" Biohazard Label
1 –Custom Box 

#05550 Deluxe Biohazard Kit         
#05562 Deluxe Biohazard Kit, Orange Case   
 (not shown, see page 37)

Deluxe Peavey Biohazard Kit
We put together this all-purpose Deluxe Biohazard Kit so you could protect your 
personnel and comply with Federal OSHA regulations.  This convenient kit is 
compact and easy to store in the trunk of a car.  

Biohazard Labels, Tape, and Barriers
It makes sense not to jeopardize the safety of the people who put their 
life on the line to protect the safety of others.  That’s why state and 
federal regulations mandate the use of warnings using the universal 
biohazard symbol.  Compliance will ensure you remain the investigator 
and not become the investigatee.

#05817 Labels, 1” x 31/8”, 250 roll   
#05818 Labels, 1½” x 1½”, 250 roll  
#05819 Labels, 4” x 5”, 50 pk.   
#66670 Zipr-Weld, 13/8” x 7” strips, 100 box  
#05371 Zipr-Weld, 13/8” x 108’, 1 roll  
#56279 Barrier Tape, 3” x 1000’, 1 roll  
#05294 Handle with Gloves, 250/roll  
#05293 Do Not Touch Labels, 250/roll  
#04992 Zip-Weld ¾” x 43/8” Strip 250/box  

GSA Pricing

GSA Pricing
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3M 6000 Series Respirator

#09706 Respirator, each  
#09704 Filters, 2 pk.   

This half-mask respirator helps provide respiratory protection against 
airborne contaminants and reduces the cost of operating an air purifying 
system.  You can clean and re-use or discard after one use.  Filters not 
included with respirator.

Disposable Filtering Masks and CPR Shields

Nitrile Gloves
No more latex allergies! Protect your hands with high-quality 
5ml Nitrile Gloves.  Gloves provide maximum protection, 
durability and value.  Features enhanced tactile feel as well as 
greater chemical resistance over other latex alternatives.  
100 per box.

Whether you’re investigating a days-old homicide in the middle of  
summer or dusting large areas for prints, our disposable masks are a must.  
For extra comfort, order Peppermint Oil that will help cover up odors.

#05416 Disposable Mask, 10 pk.    
#05523 Disposable Mask with Face Shield     
#05415 N95 2 Micron Mask, 10 pk.    
#05526 CPR Shield, 1     
#05418 Peppermint Oil, 1 oz.     
#05987 N95 Acid/Gas Nuisance Odor, 10/pk.  
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#05876 Nitrile Gloves, Blue, M   
#05397 Nitrile Gloves, Blue, L   
#05382 Nitrile Gloves, Blue, XL   
#06005 Nitrile Gloves, Black, S   
#06006 Nitrile Gloves, Black, M   
#06007 Nitrile Gloves, Black, L   
#06008 Nitrile Gloves, Black, XL  

This unique armband attaches easily to the forearm for hands-free 
detection of gases, chemicals and vapors in the air. There is not need for 
liquid sampling. Color change technology makes it easy to use in extreme 
conditions, it can even be immersed in fresh or salt water for up to an hour. 
The new design has also eliminated interference from smoke and other 
particulates.

#95354 Clan/Meth   
#95353 Haz/Mat   

Chameleon Kits
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There’s no better way to protect your body from harmful contaminants 
than with Tyvek™ coveralls.  These super-strong zippered suits, as well as 
shoe covers, hoods, and lab coats are resistant to punctures and tears and 
even repel liquids.  Coveralls include attached boots and hood unless noted 
otherwise. Tyvek™ coveralls come packaged in a plastic bag. For sizing see 
the chart below.

#05732 Tyvek Coverall, Small  
#02046 Tyvek Coverall, Medium 
#02047 Tyvek Coverall, Large  
#02048 Tyvek Coverall, XL  
#02049 Tyvek Coverall, XXL  
#05709 Tyvek Coverall, XXXL  
#05713 Tyvek Coverall, XXXXL  
#05703 Tyvek Lab Coat, XL  
#05716 Tyvek Lab Coat, Large  
#05152 Tyvek Lab Coat, Medium 
#05714 Tyvek Lab Coat, Small  

#05704 Tyvek Hood  
#05705 Tyvek Shoe Covers  
(One size fits all)
 Coverall only, no boot/hood
#05710 Tyvek Coverall, Small  
#05708 Tyvek Coverall, Medium 
#05700 Tyvek Coverall, Large  
#05706 Tyvek Coverall, XL  
#05736 Non-Skid Bootie, L  
#06064 Non-Skid Bootie, XL  
#57981 Disposable Sleeves, 10 Pk. 

Crime Scene Protective Clothing

Biohazard and Safety Supplies
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MicroMax Protective Coveralls come with a hood and shoe covers. They are 
made from a super strong, rip-resistant weave. They are designed to protect 
against non-hazardous dust particles. These coveralls do not come packaged 
in plastic bags. For sizing see the sizing chart below. 

#20461 MicroMax Coverall, Medium  
#20471 MicroMax Coverall, Large  
#20481 MicroMax Coverall, XL   
#20491 MicroMax Coverall, XXL  

MicroMax Protective Coverall

Please Note: This 
chart is a guide for 
garment selection, 
but proper fit varies 

with individual 
body shape and 

under-clothing. Test 
for proper fit before 

use. Garment 
performance 
depends on 
selecting the 

appropriate size. 

Height Weight (lbs.) Men’s Size
6’8” 240-300 4XL
6’6” 220-300 3XL/4XL
6’4” 180-280 2XL/3XL
6’-6’2” 160-250 XL/2XL
5’8”-5’10” 130-220 L/XL
5’6” 110-200 M/L
5’2”-5’4” 110-160 S/M
5’ 110-140 S

Sizing Chart
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Biohazard and Safety Supplies
Ready-To-Use Peavey Biohazard Kits
This on-the-go, economical kit comes complete and ready-to-use in any situation 
that contains biological or infectious conditions.  Protects you and your clothing 
from contamination at an accident investigation or crime scene.  Please specify 
coverall size.  

Protect yourself from infectious diseases with our wide variety of 5 ml. Latex gloves.  
These disposable gloves will let you examine evidence without compromising 
the evidence.  We have them for every occasion:  latex, latex-free, powdered, and 
powder-free!

Gloves

These Investigator Gloves are made from 100%, breathable cotton that provides 
the ultimate in comfort.  And you’ll be even more comforted to know you won’t 
have to worry about getting your prints on the evidence!  One size fits all.  24 per 
pack.

#05414 Cotton Investigator’s Gloves  

Investigator’s Gloves

Contents of kit:
1 –Coverall w/ Hood and Feet
1 –Micron Disposable Mask 
4 pr. –Latex Gloves
4 –Antimicrobial Towelettes
2 –8" x 10" Biohazard Bags
1 –15" x 24" Bags

#05558 Biohazard Kit, M   
#05559 Biohazard Kit, L  
#05556 Biohazard Kit, XL  
#05557 Biohazard Kit, XXL  

 Surgeon Quality, 100 bx.
#05391 Latex, Powdered, S      
#05310 Latex, Powdered, M    
#05410 Latex, Powdered, L      
#05311 Latex, Powdered, XL   
#05393 Latex, Powder-free, S  
#05398 Latex, Powder-free, M 
#05383 Latex, Powder-free, L  
#05313 Latex, Powder-free, XL 

  Surgeon Quality Premium, 50 bx.
#08320 Latex, Powder-free, L                  
#08322 Latex, Powder-free, XL                   

  Surgeon Quality Latex-Free, 100 bx.
#08310 Powder-free, L                    
#08312 Powder-free, XL                  

These are a full 12 inches in length and sport a thickness of 9 ml.  And the 
thick, puncture-resistant material provides superior resistance to blood borne 
pathogens, while its non-latex, low modulus formulation allows for comfort and 
sensitivity. 

#05394 Heavy Duty, L, 50/box   
#09527 Heavy Duty, XL, 50/box   

Heavy Duty Rubber Gloves in 12" Length

GSA Pricing
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Complete facial protection with a versatile, light weight 
FlexAirTM powered air system that guards against 
infectious agents.  Provides essential protection for the 
eyes and respiratory tract; accommodates facial hair; 
eliminates fit testing; and features low flow and low 
battery alarms.
Kit includes: FlexAirTM blower system with belt, battery, 
battery charger, 2 M96 Multi Gas Filters, 2 HE Nuisance 
Odor Filters, 2 Drawstring Hoods with visor.

#06062 PAPR    
#09762 M96 Multi Gas Filter (requires 2)  
#09748 HE Nuisance Odor Filter (requires 2)  
#09735 GME Multi Gas Filter (requires 3)  
#09738 HE2 Particle Filter (requires 2)  
#95329 Drawstring Hood with Visor  

Check out pages 8 - 10 for the entire 
stock on fingerprint brushes and 
powders. As well as, pages 23 - 40 

for all the fingerprint kits for easier 
ordering. 

Dusting for Fingerprints? 
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First Unit Responder: 
A Guide to Physical Evidence 
Collection for Patrol Officers
Mark Hawthorne Consultant, San Francisco, California

A training guide and reference for patrol officers and criminal investigators, who 
conduct preliminary investigations of crime scenes and to aid in identification, 
collection, and booking of physical evidence.  This book is an important tool for 
seeking guidelines for proper collection and handling of physical evidence. 

#09503 First Unit Responder 

Crime Scene and Evidence 
Photographer’s Guide
By Steven Staggs

Written by a forensic photography instructor with over 25 years of experience, 
this book will talk you through dozens of steps such as pointing with light, flash 
fill, correct exposures, oblique lighting, fingerprints, ALS usage, Luminol, and 
many other techniques.

#09586 Crime Scene and Evidence Photographer’s Guide 

Pocket Partner
The Pocket Partner contains over 1,000 pages of useful information 
in a compact 4” x 6” size.  This is a great reference book for trainees 
as well as working officers.

#90028    Pocket Partner 

Entomology & Death
By Dr. Neil Haskell & E. Paul Catts

This book carries the reader from an introductory background in forensic 
entomology all the way to the legal process.  Collectively, the authors of this 
book have over 100 years of experience in the study of insects in crime scene 
investigations.

#90012 Entomology & Death 
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Color Atlas of Forensic Pathology
Jay Dix University of Missouri School of Medicine, Missouri

Packed with 780 full-color, captioned photographs, this atlas examines 
everything from time of death and decomposition, to identification, to 
causes of death from blunt trauma, firearm injuries, asphyxia, cutting and 
stabbing injuries, and more. 

#90007 Color Atlas of Forensic Pathology 

CSI for the First Responder
By Jan LeMay

A succinct guide on how to secure, search, identify, document, 
collect and preserve physical evidence essential for solving a 
case and making the evidence stand up in court.  

A Quick Reference Guide on CD-ROM is also included.

#90049 CSI for the First Responder 

Investigating Religious Terrorism  
and Ritualistic Crimes
Dawn Perlmutter, Cheyney University of Pennsylvania

A complete resource manual which will assist in crime scene identification, criminal 
investigation, and prosecution of religious terrorism and occult crime.  Reviews 
contemporary religious violence and details domestic and international terrorist 
religions, with a complete chapter covering Islamic fundamental extremists.  Also 
discusses the practices and belief systems of various occult religions. 

#90023 Investigating Religious Terrorism &  Ritualistic Crimes 

Practical Homicide Investigation: 
Tactics, Procedures, and Forensic 
Techniques
Vernon J Geberth Practical Homicide Investigation Inc., New York

Learn the techniques and procedures to catch killers in Practical Homicide 
Investigation, the trusted “bible” used by thousands of law enforcement 
professionals across the country and around the world.  

#09500 Practical Homicide Investigation 
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Practical Homicide Investigation:  
Checklist and Field Guide
Vernon J Geberth, Practical Homicide Investigation Inc., New York

This practical “how-to” guide contains many of the checklists from Practical 
Homicide Investigation, Third Edition that lead you step-by-step through 
procedures, tactics, and forensic techniques used in sudden death and 
violent death investigations.  Using these checklists will ensure that a 
proper and complete investigation is undertaken at the death scene.

Evidence and Recovered Property
By Robert Doran

This is the most comprehensive book available on police evidence 
management.  It contains hundreds of ideas, sample letters, reports forms, 
charts, and diagrams to assist the property control officer and the police 
administrator.  Over 300 pages of “how to” information.

Evidence and Property Management
Joseph T. Latta, M.P.A., IAPE Executive Director and Lead Instructor 
George E. Rush, Ph.D., California State University, Long Beach, CA

Evidence and Property Management is unique in that it is a model for all aspects of 
the management of evidence.  With its simplified, hands-on approach, you’ll learn 
about proper facility design and layout, construction, security measures, and most 
importantly, control measures and techniques. 

#09504 Practical Homicide Investigation Checklist 

#90010 Evidence and Recovered Property 

#09502 Evidence and Property Management 

Books, Software & Videos

Forensic Pathology 
Dominick J DiMaio Consultant, Brooklyn, New York  
Vincent J. M. DiMaio San Antonio Regional Crime Lab, San Antonio, Texas

Medicolegal investigation of death is the most crucial and significant 
function of the medical examiner within the criminal justice system.  The 
medical examiner is primarily concerned with violent, sudden, unexpected, 
and suspicious deaths and is responsible for determining the cause and 
manner of death, identifying the deceased, determining the approximate 
time of death and injury, collecting evidence from the body, issuing the 
death certificate, and documenting these events through an official 
autopsy report.  

#09528   Forensic Pathology 
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Safety for the Forensic  
Identification Specialist
By Nancy E. Masters

A full-blown safety textbook for those technicians who deal with fingerprint 
evidence and crime scene hazards on a day-to-day basis.  Chapters include 
such topics as material safety data sheets, routes of exposure, personal 
protection, mixing and spraying chemicals, labeling containers, spill control 
and waste disposal, and forensic light sources.  Also features an incompatible 
chemicals table, laboratory self-inspection checklist, and much more. 

Forensic Science Laboratory Experiment 
Manual and Workbook
Thomas Kubic, John Jay College 
Nicholas Petraco, John Jay College

Most of the exercises can be conducted with materials that are either readily 
available in chemistry and biology departments or can be purchased without 
significant expenditure. The experiments cover all the typical trace evidence 
tests including body fluid, soil, glass, fiber, ink, and hair.  The book also includes 
experiments for impression evidence, such as fingerprints, shoes, and firearms, 
as well as the use of photography and basic microscopy. 

#90025 Safety for the Forensic Identification Specialist 

#90021  Forensic Science Laboratory Experiment Manual and Workbook 

Dead Reckoning:  
The Art of Forensic Detection
Jon J Nordby Final Analysis, Tacoma, Washington

Dead Reckoning:  The Art of Forensic Detection examines the applications of 
logic and science to decipher chaotic death scenes and difficult cases, and to 
derive orderly explanations from their jumbled clues.  The 10 case studies in 
this book illustrate the powers of observation exercised in reading the signs, 
identifying them as clues, and reasoning from them to the best explanation.

Forensic Science Glossary
John C Brenner New York Police Department, Albany, New York

Forensic Science Glossary is a single source reference that contains the spelling 
and definitions of commonly used terms found in forensic environments.  This 
glossary of words and their meanings covers important areas of forensic science, 
including the relevant toxicology, documents, drug chemistry, criminalistics, 
ballistics, and DNA analysis. 

#90006 Dead Reckoning 

#90003 Forensic Science Glossary 
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Police Photography
Larry S. Miller

This books contains information that is required reading for Level 1 
Crime Scene Technician Certification Programs.  Designed to teach 
the fundamentals of photography and their applications to police 
work, offering simple and clear explanations of the basic elements of 
photography that are used in investigative police work. 

The Practical Methodology of 
Forensic Photography
David R Redsicker Peter Vallas Associates Incorporated, New York

This bestseller combines directions for the old tried and true methods 
of photographic documentation (cameras, films, lighting sources) with 
analyses of the latest methods used in the practice (video, thermography, 
digital imaging).  Redsicker presents this information in a practical, step-by-
step fashion that is bound to enable students and professionals alike to use 
any camera to produce their own documentations of forensic evidence.

Techniques of Crime Scene Investigation
Barry A. J. Fisher, Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department

Written in an easy-to-read style, this comprehensive text offers up-to-date 
technical expertise that the author has developed over many years in law 
enforcement.  Includes check-off lists, case studies, and 16 pages of full-color 
illustrated photos.  Also included is an appendix on equipment for crime 
scene investigations. 

#90030 Police Photography 

#09534 The Practical Methodology of  Forensic Photography 

#09522 Techniques of Crime Scene Investigation 

Principles of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis: 
Theory and Practice
Stuart James James and Associates, Fort Lauderdale, FL  
Paul Erwin Kish Forensic Consultant & Associates, Corning, NY 
T. Paulett Sutton University of Tennessee, Memphis, TN

Bloodstain evidence is becoming a key piece of the puzzle in the outcome 
of some of the world’s most notorious criminal cases.  Uses scene and 
laboratory examinations in conjunction with forensic serology and 
pathology as well as chemical enhancement techniques. 

#90029 Principles of Bloodstain Pattern Analysis:  Theory & Practice    
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Contrast:  An Investigator’s Basic Reference 
Guide to Fingerprint Identification Concepts
Craig A. Coppock

Illustrates the basic concepts involved in the science of fingerprints and 
fingerprint identification.  The book is designed to be read in its entirety or to 
be referenced as a guidebook.  Contrast is intended for new and experienced 
crime scene investigators, patrol officers, attorneys, and criminal justice 
students who seek to add fingerprint identification to their investigative skills. 

Scott’s Fingerprint Mechanics
By Robert D. Olsen, Sr.

A comprehensive book on the basics of latent print development 
techniques that include chapters on identifying and taking fingerprints; 
latent fingerprint crime scene procedures; fingerprint equipment; 
powder, physical, chemical, and lifting techniques; and fingerprint cases.  
The bibliography references articles that are a rare find.  

Advances in Fingerprint Technology
R. E Gaensslen University of Illinois, Chicago, Illinois 
Henry C Lee CT State Police Forensic Science Lab, Meriden, Connecticut

This bestseller covers major developments in latent fingerprint processing, 
including physical, chemical, instrumental, and combination techniques.  
Written by a renowned group of leading forensic identification and 
criminalistic experts, this valuable work presents exciting progress in 
fingerprint technology.

#90016 Contrast: Hardback 
#90015 Contrast: Paperback 

#90026 Scott’s Fingerprint Mechanics 

#09532 Advances in Fingerprint Technology 

Friction Ridge Skin: Comparison and 
Identification of Fingerprints
James F Cowger Martinez, California

Here is a complete guide to the collection, classification, and comparison 
of friction skin prints and the determination of identity and non-identity.  It 
discusses the cause and significance of variations in prints, the importance 
of class characteristics in print, the application of probability in decision 
making, and photographic techniques and considerations.

#09524 Friction Ridge Skin 
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Quantitative-Qualitatitve Friction Ridge 
Analysis:  An Introduction to Basic and 
Advanced Ridgeology
David Ashbaugh Ridgeology Consulting Services, British Columbia, Canada

Described as the definitive source in friction ridge identification.  Examines 
the latest techniques and methods as well as the history of friction ridge 
identification.  It includes the new method, Palmar Flexion Crease Identification 
(palm lines), which was designed by the author and has aided in solving several 
criminal case where the fingerprints were not available.

Gunshot Wounds:   
Practical Aspects of Firearms,  
Ballistics, and Forensic Techniques 
Vincent J. M. DiMaio, San Antonio Regional Crime Lab, San Antonio, Texas

Provides critical information on gunshot wounds and the weapons and 
ammunition used to inflict them.  The book describes practical aspects of 
ballistics, wound ballistics, and the classification of various wounds caused 
by handguns, bang guns, rifles, and shotguns.  

Current Methods in Forensic 
Gunshot Residue Analysis
David Exline Chemicon Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
A. J Schwoeble R.J. Lee Group, Inc., Monroeville, Pennsylvania

With the ever-spreading problem of violent crime in today’s society, techniques to 
assist forensic scientists and other law enforcement personnel have come to the 
forefront.  With improvement in collection methods and analytical tools to conduct 
more thorough analyses, gunshot residue examination has made a dramatic impact 
as an area of trace evidence that is essential in the investigation and prosecution of 
violent crime. 

#90022 Quantitative-Qualitatitve Friction Ridge Analysis 

#09526 Gunshot Wounds 

#90005 Current Methods in Forensic Gunshot Residue 

Practical Investigation Techniques
Kevin B Kinnee

Practical Investigation Techniques is useful for new as well as veteran 
investigators to establish a practical standard for conducting a wide range 
of diverse criminal investigations.  Written by a veteran investigator, the 
book teaches the proper investigative techniques for such criminal activities 
as extortion, blackmail, credit card fraud, check fraud, fencing operations, 
employee theft, sports gambling, money laundering, and shoplifting rings. 

#09512 Practical Investigation Techniques 
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Books, Software & Videos

Practical Shooting Scene Investigation: 
The Investigation & Reconstruction of 
Crime Scenes Involving Gunfire

Dean H. Garrison

A basic nuts and bolts guide to the on-scene investigation of shooting cases.

Footwear Impression Evidence: 
Detection, Recovery and Examination    
William J Bodziak Consultant, Florida

This book describes the methods used worldwide to recover and identify 
footwear impressions from the scene of a crime.  This edition includes 
updated and new information on recovery procedures and materials 
such as lifting, photography and casting; chemical enhancement; 
updated information about footwear manufacturing; footwear sizing; 
and known impression techniques and materials. 

Footwear, The Missed Evidence
By Dwane S. Hilderbrand, CFE

This handbook was written as a field guide to the collection and preservation 
of footwear impression evidence.  Written by a recognized expert, this book 
covers it all.

#09501 Practical Shooting Scene Investigation, Paperback           

#09520 Footwear Impression Evidence 

#09515 Footwear, The Missed Evidence 

Tire Imprint Evidence
Peter McDonald Consultant, Hudson, Ohio

Improve your use of tire imprint evidence with the work of an expert.  
McDonald discusses methods for examining, capturing, and recording 
imprints, outlines standard procedures for identification, shows how to 
prepare expert testimony, and provides detailed technical information 
helpful in identifying imprints. 

#09529 Tire Imprint Evidence 

Investigating Computer Crime
Franklin Clark, Puyallup, WA  
Ken Diliberto

Presents practical methods for gathering electronic evidence and dealing with crimes 
involving computers.  It follows a step-by-step approach to the investigation, seizure, 
and evaluation of computer evidence. 

#09514 Investigating Computer Crime 
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Books, Software & Videos

Techniques of Crime Scene Investigation 
Interactive Training CD-Rom
Jane M. Homeyer, Creative Approaches to Teaching, Training, & Testing, Inc.  
Sara Mikolajczyk, Creative Approaches to Teaching, Training, & Testing, Inc. 

A hands-on CD that presents scenario-based interactions within virtual crime 
scenes.  Features activities and exercises that provide instant feedback as well as 
short quizzes to instantly test comprehension.  

Practical  Aspects of Rape Investigation:  
A Multidisciplinary Approach
Ann Wolbert Burgess Boston College, Boston, Massachusetts 
Robert R Hazelwood FBI, Manassas, Virginia

Brings into focus the five different principals involved in rape investigation:  
the police investigator, the examining nurse, the forensic scientist, the 
crisis counselor, and the prosecutor.  It demonstrates how each must work 
together for more effective handling of all kinds of sexual assault crimes. 

Crime Scene Photography 
By Edward M. Robinson

Crime Scene Photography contains over 500 photographs.  It covers the 
concepts and principles of photography as well as the “how to” of creating a 
final product.  Includes end-of-chapter exercises and a companion website 
that gives variations on correct and incorrect approaches to the exercises.

#90024 Techniques of Crime Scene Investigation CD-Rom 

#09576 Practical Aspects of Rape  Investigations    

#90038 Crime Scene Photography 

Criminalistics:  
An Introduction to Forensic Science
By Richard Saferstein, Ph.D.

Through applications to criminal investigations, clear explanations of 
the techniques and the abilities and limitations of modern crime labs, 
Criminalistics covers the comprehensive realm of forensics. The text strives 
to make the technology of the modern crime laboratory clear to the non-
scientist. Combining case stories with applicable technology, Criminalistics 
captures the excitement of forensic science investigations.

Required reading for Certified Senior Crime Scene Analyst (CSCSA)

#90040 Criminalistics: An Introduction to Forensic Science   

Save 5% when Crime Scene 
Photography & Criminalistics are 

purchased together.
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Promotional Items

Law-Enforcement T-shirts
Black T-shirt with Silver or Gold Lettering

Police Department (black with silver) 
#58842 Large 
#58841 X-Large 
#58901 XX-Large 

Sheriff’s Department (black with silver)  
#58862 Large 
#58861 X-Large 
#58941 XX-Large 
Crime-Scene Unit (black with gold)  
#58822 Large 
#58821 X-Large 
#58911 XX-Large 

Forensic Unit (black with silver)
#58818 Large 
#58819 X-Large 
#58820 XX-Large 

The Lynn Peavey Company appreciates your business, loyalty, and 
friendship.  So, to give back a little of what you’ve given to us, the 
cool merchandise that you’ll see over these next few pages is FREE 
with qualifying orders! 

Best Form of ID T-shirt
Black T-shirt with White Lettering

Best Form of ID T-shirt
#09282 Medium 
#09283 Large 
#09284 X-Large 
#09285 XX-Large 

Please Note:  
This chart is a 

guide for garment 
selection, but 

proper fit varies 
with individual 

body shape and 
under-clothing. Test 
for proper fit before 

use. Garment 
performance 
depends on 
selecting the 

appropriate size. 

Height Weight (lbs.) Men’s Size
6’8” 240-300 4XL

6’6” 220-300 3XL/4XL

6’4” 180-280 2XL/3XL

6’-6’2” 160-250 XL/2XL

5’8”-5’10” 130-220 L/XL

5’6” 110-200 M/L

5’2”-5’4” 110-160 S/M

5’ 110-140 S
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Promotional Items

Best Form of ID T-shirt
Black T-shirt with White Lettering

Law-Enforcement Sweatshirts
Gray Sweatshirt with Blue Lettering

Police Department 
#58833 Large 
#05883 X-Large 
#05890 XX-Large 

Sheriff’s Department  
#58853 Large 
#05885 X-Large 
#05893 XX-Large 

Crime-Scene Unit  
#58793 Large 
#05879 X-Large 
#05892 XX-Large 

Forensic Unit
#58834 Large 
#58835 X-Large 
#58836 XX-Large 

Law-Enforcement Caps
Whether you need to shield yourself from the sun or simply just 
love to wear hats, these adjustable caps get the job done.  Made 
from 100% cotton.  Hats are black with silver “Police, “Sheriff”, or 
“Forensics” or gold “Crime-Scene”.

#05873 “Police”  
#05877 “Sheriff”  
#05875 “Crime Scene” 
#05830 “Forensics”  

Law-Enforcement Gear Bags
Our black gear bags are the perfect solution for storing 
all those great products you bought from us!  Don’t worry 
about being cramped on space because they are roomy 
enough to accommodate a variety of products.  Features 
a handy shoulder-strap for easy carrying.

#05899 “Police”, w/silver imprint 
#58991 “Sheriff”, w/silver imprint 
#58992 “Crime Scene”, w/gold imprint 
#05908 “Forensics”, w/silver imprint 

Sludge
We’re located right in the barbecue capital of the world so it’s 
only appropriate we offer you our very own Tracker’s Sludge BBQ 
Sauce.  We can’t reveal this special-recipe’s sauce fine ingredients, 
but we can say it’s thick, rich and tangy and has just enough bite 
without overdoing it on the sweet side.

#10000 Sludge 
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CIT Kit™
Our CIT Kit, otherwise known as the CSI 
In Training Kit, is a great introductory kit 
for every young, aspiring CSI over the age 
of 9!  Introduces the next generation to 
the real deal in lifting latent prints. 

Original Mug-Shot Coffee Mug
Begin your day with a bang with our one-of-a-kind coffee 
mugs.  If you’re not a coffee-drinker, these mugs are also 
perfect for storing pens, pencils, etc.  The quality and detail 
of the pistol looks so real, you’ll have to freeze to realize it’s 
just a replica!  Choose from a “Police Department” or “Sheriff’s 
Department” imprint.

Chemical Sequence Chart
This chart shows you what chemicals to use in different 
crime scene senarios.

#40040 CIT Kit                

#57502 Sherrif’s Department Mug 
#57503 Police Department Mug  

#85050 Chemical Sequence Chart    

Promotional Items

Contents of Kit:

1– Fiber Duster

1– Dual Use Powder

1– Body Outline Pen

1– 24 pk. 2" x 2" White Flap Lifters

1– Instruction Sheet

As a way of expressing our appriciation for shopping in our catalog, we offer you free bonus gifts 
just for your order!  If you cannot accept free gifts, why not use them for a door prize or drawing?

You must request your free stuff at order 
placement, and the free items may or may 
not be offered in conjunction with other 
offers.  Please inquire.  

Thank you for your order!

Order Over Choose One Per Order

$100 Sludge

$200 T-shirt, Mug-shot, or baseball cap

$250 Gear bag or CIT Kit

$400 Sweatshirt
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RAW WOOD 
(Untreated)

i.e. for most wood except 
for painted or varnished

WAX/WAXED 
SURFACES

i.e. waxed paper, 
candles, waxes,
food containers

ADHESIVE 
SURFACES

i.e.  adhesive tape, 
bumper stickers, etc.

PLASTIC 
PACKAGING 
MATERIAL

i.e. plastic grocery bags, cling-
wrap, zip-lock bags, sandwich 

bags

42

UNTREATED  
METAL 

i.e.  iron and 
stainless steel







 


























Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Super Glue Fuming
-photograph-











Latent Print Powders
(Peavey regular,  

fluorescent, or magnetic)
-photograph & lift-

-OR-
Small Particle Reagent

-photograph & lift-

Dye Stain
(Gentian Violet,  

Sudan Black, Ardrox,  
Basic Red 28,  

Basic Yellow 40,  
Rhodamine 6G)

Fluorescent  
Examination

-photograph-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Magnetic Powder
(most effective on  

leaf bags, plastic grocery 
bags, and dark garbage 

bags…use with  
“hot breath” method)

-photograph & lift-
-OR-

Small Particle Reagent
-photograph & lift

-OR-
Super Glue Fuming
(most effective on  

cling wrap)

Dye Stain
(Basic Yellow 40, Basic Red 
28, Rhodamine 6G, Ardrox, 

Gentian Violet, Sudan Black)

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Super Glue Fuming
(only for use on dark 

tape...less effective than 
small particle reagent)

-photograph-

Dye Stain
-Ninhydrin, DFO,  

Physical Developer, 
Gentian Violet

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph

-OR-
Gentian Violet
-photograph

Sticky-Side Powder
(for light-colored tape)

-photograph-
-OR-

White Small Particle 
Reagent

(for dark-colored tape)
-photograph-

Super Glue  
Fuming

-photograph-
-OR-

Small Particle Reagent
-photograph & lift-

-OR-
Sudan Black

-photograph-
-OR-

Latent Print Powders
(Use Peavey Black Powder 

sparingly;
method less  

effective than  
Sudan Black  
or fuming)

-photograph & lift-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Iodine Fuming
(temporary latent  

prints; won’t  
permanently alter  

evidence)
-photograph-

Magnetic Powder
(for fresh latent prints and 

smooth wood only)
-photograph & lift-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Ninhydrin
-photograph-

Physical Developer
(for smooth wood)

-photograph-
-OR-

Silver Nitrate
(for light wood)

-photograph

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

DFO

= Hazardous Goods
This symbol indicates 
that the product is 
a hazardous good.  
Special packaging and 
handling requirements 
are applicable.

{

FINGERPRINTS 
IN BLOOD

(porous surfaces)

PAPER AND 
CARDBOARD

i.e.  unvarnished, 
unwaxed, raw

TEXTURED, 
NON-POROUS 

SURFACES
i.e. textured plastic 

moldings, brushed metal, 
painted rough wood

SMOOTH,
NON-POROUS, NON-
FERROUS SURFACES

i.e. paint, plastic, 
glass, varnish

= HEALTH

= FLAMMABILITY

= REACTIVITY

= SPECIAL NOTICE

HAZARD RATING:

 LEAST  SLIGHT MODERATE HIGH EXTREME
 0 1 2 3 4
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SOFT VINYL (PVC), 
RUBBER AND 

LEATHER
i.e. some cling film 

and simulated leather
upholstery









































Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Super Glue Fuming
-photograph-

-OR-
Small Particle Reagent

-photograph & lift-
-OR-

Sudan Black
-photograph-

-OR-
Gentian Violet
-photograph-

-OR-
Latent Print Powders
-photograph & lift-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Super Glue Fuming
-photograph-

Latent Print Powders
(Peavey magnetic,  

regular, and fluorescent 
powders)

-photograph & lift-

Dye Stain
(following super glue  

fuming)

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Iodine Fuming
(temporary latent prints; 
won’t permanently alter 

evidence)
-photograph-

Magnetic Powder
(for fresh latent prints)

-photograph & lift-

DFO

Fluorescence Examination
-photograph-

Ninhydrin
-photograph-

Physical Developer
(silver nitrate replacement 

treatment)
-photograph-

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Fluorescence 
Examination

(most effective  
technique)

-photograph-

DFO
-photograph by  

fluorescence

Ninhydrin
(must fluoresce on  

dark surfaces)
-photograph-

Amido Black
-photograph-

Physical Developer
-photograph

Visual Examination
-photograph-

Superglue
(not for articles that  
have been wetted… 

only effective  
when dyed)

-photograph by  
fluorescence-

-OR-
Powders

(ineffective on other  
soft vinyl or cling film)

-photograph-
(use contrasting Peavey 

Powder & lift with  
DIFF-Lift™ tape)

-OR-
Sudan Black

(for grease-contaminat-
ed articles, etc.)
-photograph-

-OR-
Small Particle Reagent
(dish development… 

small articles only)
-photograph-
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Index
#00048 58
#00077     114
#01263 123
#01313 125
#01367 37
#01636 118
#01910 124
#02037 124
#02046 134
#02047 134
#02048 134
#02049 134
#02065 83
#02091 123
#02093 123
#02126 67
#02135 122
#02250 75
#02543 45
#02891 101
#03905 118
#04910 118
#04910 118
#04916 126
#04937  121
#04992 95
#04992 132
#05000 79
#05001 84
#05002 79
#05003 10
#05005 90
#05006  90
#05007  90
#05010 94
#05011 94
#05015 94
#05020 100
#05021 100
#05023 98
#05030 80
#05039 46
#05050 80
#05060 48
#05062 80
#05065 102
#05068 80
#05071 102
#05073 48
#05074 48
#05075 48
#05081 48
#05085 49
#05089 47
#05097 49
#05098 80
#05101 48
#05102 80
#05103 63
#05106 80
#05115 82
#05116 80
#05117 84
#05118 84
#05119 84
#05120 80
#05121 82
#05122 80
#05123 82

#05124 80
#05132 80
#05134 80
#05138 100
#05140 86
#05145 66
#05146 66
#05147 75
#05150 66
#05152 134
#05158 94
#05160  66
#05165 80
#05167 80
#05170 110
#05171 79
#05172 79
#05173 79
#05174 104
#05177 85
#05179 85
#05181 85
#05183 85
#05185 85
#05187 85
#05188 85
#05189 85
#05190 85
#05193 86
#05195 84
#05197 84
#05198 84
#05206 83
#05207 83
#05220 66
#05225  66
#05228 85
#05229 81
#05231 81
#05233 81
#05235 81
#05237 81
#05238 81
#05239 81
#05243 86
#05244 86
#05245 84
#05247 84
#05249 84
#05251 84
#05252 78
#05253 78
#05254 78
#05255 78
#05258 78
#05261 78
#05263 79
#05264 79
#05270 92
#05273 68
#05274 68
#05275 93
#05277 93
#05279 68
#05280 92
#05282 92
#05283 93
#05287 93
#05288 92

#05289 92
#05290 92
#05291 92
#05292 92
#05293 95
#05293 132
#05294 95
#05294 132
#05299 68
#05304 16
#05310 135
#05311 135
#05313 135
#05351 85
#05357 92
#05365 89
#05366 91
#05367 89
#05371 132
#05376 91
#05382 133
#05383 135
#05386 94
#05389 94
#05391 135
#05393 135
#05394 135
#05397 133
#05398 135
#05404   74
#05404   104
#05405   74
#05405   104
#05406   74
#05406   104
#05407 104
#05407  74
#05410 135
#05414 135
#05415 133
#05416 133
#05418 133
#05421  66
#05429 62
#05430 62
#05431 62
#05432 58
#05437 61
#05439 44
#05441 44
#05442 18
#05451 5
#05456 5
#05465 47
#05468 47
#05475 46
#05476 80
#05479 45
#05480 5
#05481 6
#05482 5
#05483 5
#05484 5
#05485 6
#05490 5
#05491 5
#05492 5
#05493 5
#05494 5

#05495 5
#05497 5
#05498 104
#05499 5
#05501 5
#05503 5
#05505 5
#05507 5
#05511  6
#05513 6
#05515 6
#05523 133
#05525 82
#05526 133
#05527 10
#05531 10
#05533 10
#05535 123
#05539 9
#05540 15
#05550 132
#05551 8
#05556 135
#05557 135
#05558 135
#05559 135
#05562 132
#05563 12
#05564 12
#05565 12
#05566 12
#05567 12
#05568 12
#05569 15
#05570 15
#05571 15
#05572 19
#05575 19
#05576 19
#05580 15
#05581 13
#05582 13
#05583 13
#05584 15
#05585 15
#05587 15
#05588 12
#05589 12
#05590 12
#05591 13
#05592 13
#05595 45
#05600 30
#05601 30
#05602 30
#05606 30
#05610 30
#05612 119
#05614 33
#05620 31
#05628 32
#05630 32
#05634 32
#05637 29
#05640 32
#05641 32
#05644 31
#05647 29
#05649 81

#05651 60
#05658 60
#05658 60
#05659 60
#05659 60
#05660 60
#05660 60
#05673 82
#05673 93
#05675 93
#05675 93
#05680 51
#05682 51
#05683 16
#05685 73
#05686 72
#05688 73
#05689 72
#05696 51
#05700 134
#05703 134
#05704 134
#05705 134
#05706 134
#05708 134
#05709 134
#05710 134
#05711 109
#05713 134
#05714 134
#05716  134
#05719 60
#05720 84
#05721 84
#05722 84
#05723 109
#05724 84
#05725 60
#05726 84
#05727 60
#05730 109
#05732 134
#05733 60
#05736 134
#05737 14
#05739 14
#05741 14
#05749 109
#05751 109
#05753 85
#05770 86
#05771 14
#05773 14
#05775 86
#05776 86
#05779 119
#05783 116
#05786 117
#05799 14
#05813 86
#05814 86
#05815 86
#05816 75
#05816 75
#05817 95
#05817 132
#05818 95
#05818 132
#05819 95

#05819 132
#05830 149
#05831 85
#05834 61
#05835 85
#05839 59
#05842 13
#05844 13
#05845 18
#05847 13
#05850 13
#05853 82
#05855 82
#05861 81
#05873 149
#05875 149
#05876 133
#05877 149
#05879 149
#05883 149
#05885 149
#05890 149
#05892 149
#05893 149
#05899 149
#05904 127
#05907 127
#05908 149
#05911  14
#05912 14
#05913 14
#05914 14
#05920 102
#05925 14
#05936 108
#05943 59
#05947 9
#05967 74
#05968 74
#05971 86
#05972 86
#05973 86
#05974 85
#05981 119
#05982 119
#05984 110
#05985 110
#05987 133
#05989 86
#05993 16
#05994 16
#05995 16
#05996 16
#05999 93
#06001 102
#06005 133
#06006 133
#06007 133
#06008 133
#06017 48
#06018 48
#06019 49
#06020 49
#06021 37
#06024 37
#06025 37
#06029 69
#06030 69
#06031  69
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#06032 116
#06033 117
#06034 116
#06062 136
#06064 134
#06100 6
#06102 6
#06103 6
#06104 6
#06105 5
#06106 5
#06107 5
#06109 6
#06110 6
#06111 6
#06112 6
#06117 6
#06120 6
#06121 5
#06123 5
#06125 5
#06126 45
#06127 5
#06128 5
#06129 5
#06130 5
#06131 5
#06203 60
#06203 60
#06215 73
#06235 68
#06241 80
#06251 6
#06252 6
#06253 6
#06254 8
#06255 8
#06256 8
#06257 105
#06300 79
#06301 79
#06302 79
#06400 46
#06403 46
#06460 61
#06501 46
#06503 46
#06518 103
#06558 5
#06559 7
#06560 7
#06561 5
#06603 5
#06604 5
#06605 5
#06606 5
#06613 5
#06614 5
#06615 5
#06616 5
#06636 44
#06655 122
#06673 13
#06677 74
#06679 74
#06688 24
#06690 26
#06702 111
#06703 111

#06790 126
#06822 109
#06901 127
#06902 127
#06903 127
#06905 127
#06906 127
#06907 127
#06908 127
#06909 127
#06911 127
#06914 127
#06923 127
#06924 127
#06925 127
#06927 127
#06928 127
#06929 127
#06980 102
#06981 102
#06988 127
#07025 71
#07035 71
#07201 94
#07202 94
#07203 94
#07204 94
#07415 75
#07537 9
#07555 8
#07708 82
#07710 82
#07712 82
#07714 82
#07737 14
#07739 14
#07741 14
#07917 81
#07918 81
#07921 81
#07944 19
#07945 19
#07999 63
#08001 63
#08200 12
#08205 35
#08207 12
#08310 135
#08312 135
#08320 135
#08322 135
#08400 125
#08401 125
#08411 125
#08412 125
#08414 100
#08420 125
#08567 82
#08801 92
#08803 92
#09022 46
#09052  69
#09135 79
#09205 58
#09207 58
#09208 58
#09242 66
#09253 62
#09254 62

#09282 148
#09283 148
#09284 148
#09285 148
#09404 83
#09405 83
#09410 83
#09440 20
#09500 139
#09501 145
#09502 140
#09503 138
#09504 140
#09505 31
#09511 121
#09512 144
#09514 145
#09515 145
#09517 31
#09520 145
#09522 142
#09524 143
#09526 144
#09527 135
#09528   140
#09529 145
#09532 143
#09534 142
#09541 31
#09563 58
#09564 62
#09576 146
#09586 138
#09600 15
#09603 35
#09608 15
#09610 18
#09612 18
#09613 75
#09614 18
#09615 21
#09616 18
#09617 75
#09619 75
#09621 17
#09622 17
#09623 17
#09624 17
#09642 34
#09702 18
#09703 18
#09704 133
#09705 21
#09706 133
#09707 109
#09708 18
#09709 21
#09711 110
#09714 110
#09715 110
#09719 51
#09721 51
#09723 51
#09726  104
#09729 21
#09730 104
#09732 104
#09734 104
#09735 136

#09738 136
#09741 16
#09742 16
#09744 19
#09745 19
#09746 19
#09747 19
#09748 136
#09762 136
#09782 111
#09795 110
#09800 20
#09802 20
#09805 20
#09824 98
#09830 98
#09831 98
#09832 98
#09850 75
#09852 75
#09854 75
#09856 75
#09860 75
#09862 75
#09864 75
#09868 75
#09900 75
#09902 75
#09906 75
#09908 75
#09912 75
#09914 75
#09918 75
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Summer, Spring, Winter, or Fall...all you have to do is write, fax, 
email, go to our amazing website, or call!

Call Us:
Toll-free 800-255-6499
International and Local
(913) 888-0600
Our Customer Service 
team is available 8:00 
a.m.-5:00 p.m. CST (M-F). 
After hours, leave a mes-

sage on our voice mail...we’ll call you back the 
next business day!

Fax Us:
(913) 495-6787
Call 24 hours, 7 days a 
week (national or inter-
national)

Snail Mail:
LYNN PEAVEY COMPANY
Attn: Order Department
10749 W. 84th Terrace
Lenexa, KS 66214

Email Us:
Lpv@peaveycorp.com
Visit us at www.lynnpeavey.
com to browse our products 
(and hopefully buy).

Our price-matching guarantee is 
simple. If you find a comparable 
item anywhere for a lower price, we 
will beat it. Simply state this to your 
customer service representative.

Call for shipping 
information 

Hazardous Goods

GSA Pricing

Terms:
Open-account billing to all federal, state, county and municipal 
agencies. Payment terms net 30 days. With other accounts 
VISA, MasterCard, Discover, American Express or check (in 
advance) will be accepted, unless prior credit arrangements 
have been made.

Freight and handling charges will be pre-paid and added to 
the invoice F.O.B. Lenexa, Kansas.

Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Rush Orders:
Your freight charges will be higher on rush orders but we will 
be glad to ship FedEx Overnight, FedEx 2-Day, Express Mail and 
so forth. All you have to do is ask.

Custom Orders:
We’ll be glad to give you all the design assistance necessary 
to make your customer imprint look great! Call our toll-free 
number and ask for design assistance.

Guarantees:
Our guarantees are simple - if you don’t like it, you don’t pay 
for it. If within 30 days you decide that an item doesn’t work for 
you, call us to arrange a pick up and you won’t pay.

Hazardous Goods:
This symbol indicates products that are hazardous 
goods. Special packaging and handling 
requirements are applicable.

Oversize Freight Orders:
This symbol indicates that the product is a 
non-standard weight item and additional charges 
may apply. Prices subject to change without notice.

GSA Pricing:
This symbol indicates that a product is eligible for 
special GSA Pricing. GSA Contract: GS-07F-0336T.

Not International Shipping:
This symbol indicates that a product is not 
available to ship internationally.

No International Shipping

 Shipping freight policy:
 Most stock shipments are made within 24-48 hours. 
 Custom items normally take between 2-4 weeks.

 Shipping and handling will be charged based on the 
 following table:

Order Between Shipping & Handling

0-$50 $7.50

$51-$100 $14.00

$101-$200 $19.50

$201-$400 $28.50

$401-$600 $37.50

$601-$800 $46.75

$801 and over Call for quotations
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LYNN PEAVEY COMPANY
Attn: Order Department

10749 W. 84th Terrace
Lenexa, KS 66214

24-Hour Fax Numbers:
(913) 495-6787 or (913) 495-6757

Thank You for your order!

NAME ON CARD

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

CARD #

EXPIRATION        SECURITY CODE

Copy this page, mail or fax it to 913-495-6787 

Ship to:

Dept Name        Purchase Order #

Attention

Shipping Address

City         State  Zip

Phone       Email

Authorized Signature

ITEM
NUMBER QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT

PRICE
TOTAL
PRICE

Freight and handling prepaid and added to invoice.

r r r r
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LYNN PEAVEY COMPANY
Attn: Order Department

10749 W. 84th Terrace
Lenexa, KS 66214

24-Hour Fax Numbers:
(913) 495-6787 or (913) 495-6757

Thank You for your order!

NAME ON CARD

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

CARD #

EXPIRATION        SECURITY CODE

Copy this page, mail or fax it to 913-495-6787 

Ship to:

Dept Name        Purchase Order #

Attention

Shipping Address

City         State  Zip

Phone       Email

Authorized Signature

ITEM
NUMBER QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT

PRICE
TOTAL
PRICE

Freight and handling prepaid and added to invoice.

r r r r



CSI Basics is a website with a video library of:

Product Demos•	
Training Tips •	
Expert Advice from Dick Warrington, •	 Certified Crime Scene Instructor

Register TODAY to see the full library of videos! 

LYNN PEAVEY COMPANY  
would like to announce:

Find us on Facebook!        www.csibasics.com



P.O. Box 14100, Lenexa, KS 66285

Innovations in Crime Scene Gear

ATTN: CRIME SCENE/PROPERTY

To place orders, 24-hrs/day
800 255-6499 • www.lynnpeavey.com

(Phones available 8-5 Central Time M-F)

Forensic Microscope/Digital Camera System

Image captured with forensic light source. Image captured with white light.

Photographing 
evidence 

made easy.

X-Loupe MGP4-Plus

See page 64 for details.
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